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CHAP T E R I
INTRODUCTION
The notion that therapists experience difficulties
when attempting to conduct therapy is nearly as old as
psychoanalysis itself. In writing on what he termed
"transference love," Freud (1915) admonishes the analyst
to be ever vigilant not to gratify the analysand's
conscious and unconscious requests to bo seduced.
Implied in this warning is that any gratification
proferred by the analyst, be it realistic or symbolic,
would greatly impede the analytic treatment;
consequently, it could result in an insurmountable
impasse. In this and other ways, Freud (1917, 192S,
1937) expands upon many of the kinds of difficulties
therapists confront in their work, yet never attempts to
address them completely.
Since Freud, analysts concerned with the impediment
to therapeutic success have written extensively on the
difficulties which emerge. Some of these writers
(Freedman, 1972; Kernberg, 1972; Zetzel, 1985) have
written about the contributions of the patient's
character structure, while others (Fromm-Reichman,
1
21950; Heimann, 1950; Kernberg, 1975; Kohut, 1955; Ranker,
1957; Schaefer, 1959; Searles, 1958; Winnicofct, 1947)
have drawn attention to the therapist's contributions to
the difficulties. Yet, despite the important insights
these writings afford, many questions still remain
concerning how to appropriately respond to problems that
arise in therapy.
While this state of affairs does not appear to have
slowed the progress may be analytically derived work and
treatment in the last 70 years, it does become
problematic when considering the experience of the
therapist-in-training. This is so for a number of
reasons. Whereas the beginning therapist is beset by
oountertransference difficulties to a greater extent than
more experienced therapists, the neophyte is also faced
with the reality of his lack of technical skill and
acumen, his dearth of experience conducting therapy, and
his need to assume a new professional identity. Though
these latter three contributing circumstances do not
exhaust the list of differences between novices and
established therapists (indeed, the role of a fourth
contribution, the unique supervisory rel ationshi p, wi I 1
be reviewed at length below), their existence evokes much
discomfort in and markedly confound the novice's ability
to tease out good from bad technique, success from
fail vire, and perhaps most importantly, progress from
impasse
.
The primary thrust of this thesis is exploratory in
its intention to elucidate a condensed descriptive
statement of therapeutic impasse
.as.Jt_is„.experienceid ant]
conveyed by traini ng, therapists schooled in psychodynami t:
theory and technique. Given the lack of definition
regarding the term •impasse", in conjunction with the
above stated intention of this thesis, it was decided
that few constraints would be placed on the descriptions;
elicited from the training therapists interviewed in this
study. Simplified, these constraints included: 1) that
each interviewee describe a therapy they had conducted in
which the sense of being stuck or stalemated dominated
the therapy for at least a couple of weeks and 2) that
this sense of stuekriess was experienced by the therapist
during the time the therapy was conducted. This second
constraint was included so that the intervi ewees would
refrain from describing a therapy that, only in
retrospect, seemed to have; reached an impasse;.
Therefore, it should be noted that the term "impasse" is
intended to mean the larger experience; of difficulty
conducting a therapy that is felt to be unproductive and
nontherape;utio. That is, the use of the term "impasse"
throughout this thesis is not to presume reification of
4an event; rather the use; of this term is to signify
difficulties in conducting therapy from the vantage point
of the therapist in training. As the title suggests,
this thesis is concerned with the difficulties the
training therapist confronts in his or her initial
endeavors conducting therapy. In the following pages,
the term "impasse" is used as a shortened term to
designate these difficulties.
The lack of controlled research in this area
presents the typical difficulties inherent in a
preliminary study such as this one. One such difficulty
concerns the meaningfulness of the data to be collected.
In an effort to enhance the data's relevance;, the
question of what are the dimensions that contribute to
the impasse will be raised. Structurally these
dimensions will be addressed in terms of the therapist's
experience of 1) himself vis-a-vis his status as a
novice, 2) the patient's presentation in the treatment
situation, 3) the therapeutic relationship, and 4) the
supervisory relationship.
It is believed that this line of inquiry and
analysis will then provide a first step toward separating
out the therapist's contribution to the impasse from the
patient's contribution, as these contributions are
perceived and conveyed by the therapist. Based on this
5separation, a more clearly delineated description and
analysis of what constitutes the therapist's interaction
with and reaction to the patient, within the larger
context of the therapist's reaction to his immediate
situation and environment vis-a-vis his training status,
will he assayed.
Following a review of the literature, it was found
that the neophyte's relationship with his or her
supervisor emerged as the most prominent consideration
for analyzing the impasse descriptions collected in this
thesis. Though other phenomena, such as
countertransferential processes, surely influenced the
birth and/or maintenance of the descrihed impasse
situations, their explanatory potential vis a vis this
project was limited. Primarily this is because; those;
processes are hy nature unconscious in form, while the
methodology employed in the project involved eliciting
retrospective reporting. That is, the data included only
that which each trainee was aware of at the time of the
interview. Invoking an analysis of what might have been
influencing the impasse situations was, therefore,
educated guesswork which could not be validated.
However, attending to the instances of parallel
processing that existed between the therapeutic and
supervi sory relationships was found to be most
6illuminating when analyzing the impasse descriptions.
Therefore, while this thesis is concerned with
understanding the trainee's described experience of
therapeutic impasse, its empirical purpose is to asses::
the explanatory potential of the parallel processing
concept as it is brought to bear on the collected
descriptions. Thus, the literature reviewed in this
thesis primarily concerns itself with a discussion of the
parallel processing phenomenon.
C fl A P T E H II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introd i ja t i on
The; literature; addressing erapathio and
identif icatory processes, while suggesting many of the
most constructive dimensions of the therapeutic
relationship which promote healthy change in the patient,
also suggests many of the possible pitfalls which the
therapist intrudes into his work with the patient. These
pitfalls can he considered within the "total istic"
(Kernherg, 1975) conception of countertrans ference
reactions and more specifically as informing failures in
empathy. Among others, these problematic areas include
the therapist's rejection of the; patient's projections,
the therapist's over-determined repression of his own
aggressive arid libidinous urges, the; therapist's
inadequate sublimation of narcissistic strivings (in
whic;h the patient becomes a primary source of
gratification), and the therapist's inability to separate
his ejwn re;pressed e;xperi e;nc:e of inadequacy from that of
the patient's. All of these difficulties can and often
are a result of an unconscious identification wit.!-) the
patient which impedes the productive work of therapy.
7
8That is, it is conjectured, that these difficulties on
the part of the therapist are integrally related to
therapeutic impasse. Since these difficulties are all
manifestations of unconscious processes, the therapist
appears unable to remove himself from his gloomy morass.
Fortunately, therapists often seek supervisory
consultation; in fact, supervision is required for the
therapist in training. This is not to imply that the
therapist is able to verbally report his difficulties to
his supervisor (as stated, they are unconscious).
However, the literature on parallel process suggests one
way that therapeutic impasse can be resolved, when the
impasse is maintained by the therapist's unconscious
identification with the patient. Drawing on Freud's
(1914) not a on that that whi oh is forgotten and repressed
is reproduced in action, Sachs and Shapiro (1980) state,
"that the therapist not only reports verbally what is
taking place in the treatment, but also demonstrates in
supervision what has happened" (p. 405). Just as the
patient's transference is "itself only a piece of
repeti tion" ( Freud, 1914 ) , so, too, is some of the
therapist' s presentation in supervision an act of
repetition. To more fully draw together the 1 inks
between therapeutic impasse, uneonse ious ident i f Loation
and the supervisory relationship, this review now turns
to an investigation of parallel processing.
Para] 1eL_Prooess i rig
lb wasn't until 30 years ago that the notion that
the process of the supervisory relationship reflects the
unfolding process in the therapeutic relationship
racei ved cri bica 1 atten b ion for the f i rst b ime
.
Specifically, Searles (1955) emphasised the usefulness of
directing oner's focus to the ever-present possibility
that the bherapi st was unconsciously recreating in
supervision either a direct or complementary reflection
of the therapeutic: process. Thus, hie advises, "When the
supervisor finds himsel f experiencing some emotion during
the supervisory hour-, he should be alert nor, only to the
possibility that the source of this emotion may 1 i.e
chiefly in his own repressed past, . . . he should he aler t,
a 1 so to the poss i hi 1 i ty that the source of this emotion
may 3 i e chie fly i n the bherapi s t pat i ent re 1 at 5 crash i p
and , has iea 1 ] y , chiefly in the pat i ent h i mse If" (p. ! 56 )
.
tn summer izing a number of case examp ] es i J I ust ra I- i fig the
"reflection process" , Searles indi cates bhab bhe
bherapi st ; s unoonso i ous ident 3 f i ca hi on wi th the pa t i en
h
is most salient. This is mani tested in the therapy in
10
one of two ways; when the patient's anxiety stirs up the
therapist's anxiety, the therapist either identifies with
the patient's defense against anxiety or by resorting bo
a complementary defense to that which the patient is
utilizing. For instance, an example of the former kind
would be where both members of the therapeutic dyad
experience confusion. An example of the complementary
type is entailed in a patient's accusatory behavior
toward the therapist in which the therapist, to keep hi:;
own anxiety out of awareness, feels accused and guilty.
Though it was almost two more decades before this
conception received much additional attention in the
literature (one major exception is Ekstein and
Wallerstein' s The Teach i ng and Learning of
Psychotherapy), the past twelve years has seen a gradual
acknowledgement of the significance of addressing the
parallel processes of the supervisory and therapeutio
relationships. The primary purpose of this literature is
twofold: 1) To demonstrate its existence as real and
actual and 2) To suggest how both the supervisor and. the
supervisee may increase their sensitivity to bhe
occurrence of the parallel process phenomena. These
suggestions will be reviewed with an eye? toward
developing a model of which dynamic interpersonal
11
constellations appear to most often initiate parallel
process
.
Searles (1955) considers parallel process as working
in only one direction — the therapist's carries his
patient's problems into his work with his supervisor.
Yet, As Doehrman (1972) carefully demonstrates, "the most
impressive evidence was that the parallel process works
in the other direction" (p. 81). She found that; all of
the therapists studied "through either direct
identif ieation or counteridentif ication with their
supervisors played supervisor with their patients" (p.
81). Doehrman then proceeds to discuss the multiplicity
of forms in which the parallel process occurs and recurs,
invoking the inclus ion of the therapist' s personal
therapi st, peers , and even the research intervi ewer.
Sachs and Shapiro (1976) discuss the parallel between t:he
therapeutic dyad and a peer supervisory group
>
Similarly, Caligor ( 1981) demonstrates a three-way
paral lei structure involving the patient- -therapi st
relationship, the therapist -supervisor relationship and
the? supervisor supervisory peer group relationshi p.
Taken all together, the concept of parallel process
appear to invoJve a never ending repercussion of one
relationsh ip upon another, upon another, ad infinitum.
It appears akin to the mult i faceted way in which
12
transference reactions are manifested in our daily lives
(Gill, 1979). To view parallel process in this manner,
however, is to simultaneously dilute its descriptive
relevance and to make it too unwieldy as a tool for
understanding. For pragmatic reasons it needs to be
restricted. For the purposes of this thesis, informed as
it is by the procedure undertaken with a delineated
setting, parallel process will be defined as: The
phenomenon in which therapists unconsciously manifest to
their supervisors psychic patterns which parallel tho.se
that occur in therapy and/or vice versa, therapists enact
with thei r patients patterns occurring in supervis ion. A
rather s tra ightforward example entailing the first part
of this definite on fol 1 ows
.
Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) describe a therapist,,
who in meeting with his supervisor, spoke of being struck
by his patient 1 s obvi ous and intense passivity. it
seemed that the patient assumed that the purpose? of the
treatment was to provide? the? therapist with an
understanding of himself which would then provoke a semi-
magi ca 1 euro of the patient 9 s phobic and zinx i c by
symptoms . It is interesting to note that the therapist
mentioned that there was one point in the previous
session where he had listened to the patient quite
passively, when in retrospect, he thought a more active,
13
specific intervention was indicated. Ekstein and
Wallerstein wrote: "He war;, however, unaware that he
also brought to the supervision hour a passive expectancy
as marked as that evidenced in the therapy hour. lie had
come in unprepared. he did not remember what was in his
process notes, which he had submitted to the supervisor
the day before the conference. (He stated that he had
dictated them several flays before the conference.) He
had no idea as to what he might want to talk about this
hour; he "sort of expected" the supervisor to bell him,
by a process of making ex cathedra judgments on the basis
of the submitted material. He confessed all this in an
embarrassed way when the supervisor asked him what
problems he wished to discuss and he in turn asked to see
the supervisor's copy of his material to refresh his
memory. (He had not brought his own copy) (p. 181).
Similar to the question of demarcating the
structural components of parallel process is the question
regarding its ubiquity. Constrained by his notion of
"upward reflection", Searles (1955) notes that the:
"reflection process is ... frequently occurring" (p. 178)
especially in long term supervisory relationships in
which mutual trust has been engendered. Others (Gediman
and Wolkenfeld, 1980; Bromberg, 198/!) allude to the
frequent incidence of parallel process, buL leave open
1 A
the question of how often. Caligor (1981) and Mayman
(1976) are much more decisive about the frequency of
parallel processing, attributing to it the quality of
omnipresence. Caligor writes, " I believe the parallel
process in supervision is always there. We, in our peer-
supervisory study group, were amazed ah the consistency
with which parallel process was present, either in the
foreground or background. Members of one supervisory
study group which met over two years report that the
parallel process always occurs regardless of who presents
and that the supervisor is usually at least partially
unaware and startled by apparent oversights when they are
pointed out to him" (p. 21). Mayman, in his Foreword to
Doehrman's monograph (1976) is even more forceful.
Remarking on the? reactions of both the supervisors and
the therapists included in her study, he writes:
"Typical ly , therapis ts and supervj sors
come away with the conclusion that they
must alert themse] ves to the appearance of
the para 1 lei process phenomenon "when and
i
f
" i t wou J d i ns i nuate itself i nto thai r
work . The implication here is that it
w.i 1 1 crop up occasionally, or perhaps even
frequent ly , and one shou Id be alert to i ts
ooeu rrenees . What is s trongly suggested
by Dr. Doehrman ' s study, a resul t which
she herself admits took her by surprise,
was the fact that powerfu 1 para 1 lei
processes wero present in eve
r
y pa t i ent -
therapist superv i sor re J a tionsh ip she
studied. . . 1 believe parallel processing is
a universal phenomenon in treatment, and
that the failure? to observe? its presence
15
in supervision may signal only the natural
resistance on the part of the supervisor
and/or therapist against facing the full
impact of those forces which they are:
asking the patient to face in himself"
(PP- 4 a).
Integrating the previous discussion of "how often"
with the definition stated above, it is legitimate to
conclude that one con Id find parallel process occurring
at every arbitrarily chosen punctuation of time within
the triadie system. But just as some eouritertransferenoe
reactions can be said to be more problematic than others
(Eaoker, 1972), so too can the elucidation of particular
parallel process occurrences be more enlightening than
others. Sachs and Shapiro (1976) note that the parallel
process phenomenon seemed to emerge most conspicuously
when the therapy was at a point of difficulty, either
because the therapist was faced with a situation he did
not understand or because of some technical problem in
the management, of the ease. Owing to the primary purpose;
of this study, that is, to investigate therapeutic
impasse, it became evident that attending to the parallel
process further informed the descriptive potential of
this study. Therefore, the parallel processing
phenomenon will be addressed at length vis-a-vis the
impasse descriptions collected for this investigation.
Any inquiry that considers the complementary
influence of the therapeutic and supervisory
16
relationships upon each other should, therefore, raise
the question of whether these two relationships differ in
scope? and purpose, and if so, how. Prior to the
establishment of formal psychoanalytic training,
technique was taught through a master apprenticeship
relationship. Gust in (1958) describes how the group that
surrounded Freud would gather about to analyze, train,
teach and supervise each other in a rather systematic
mariner. The ma i n focus i n these meets ngs was upon the
persona] analysis of the presenter. In 1922, formal
standards for psychoanalytic training were established by
the Internationa] Psychoanalytic Society- These
standards were invoked as an attempt to disentangle the
overlapping process and content of the student's
teaching, training, analysis and supervis i on. Thus they
called for 1 ) a personal analysis, 2) a course of study,
and 3 ) the treatment of severs 1 patients under
supervision for a specific length of time. However, one
fact i on ( usua 1 ly referred to as " the Elungar i an scboo 1 "
)
argued that one could only supervise the studen b proper Ly
if one knew h i m wo] 1 . Irrti ma te knowledge of the
eand i date ' s transference propens i t ies wou hi host serve as
a foundation for helping him more? effectively understand
and control h is eountertrans fererioe d i f f Lou 1 t i es . Thus
the Hungarians proposed that the first supervisory
17
analysis be conducted by the candidate's persona] analyst
(Kovacs, 1936). As Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958)
maintain, "such a philosophy indeed would make if very
difficult to differentiate between the personal
therapeutic experience and the supervisory experience.
One grew out of the other and could not be seen apart
from it" (p. 244).
The opposing view (known as the "Vienna group"),
Doehrman reports, thought that the crucial issue
concerned exposure to varied conceptualizations, thus
advocating that supervision be a didactic experience.
The Viennese position maintained that when and if
counter-transference difficulties arose, these should be
referred back to the student's personal analyst.
Eventually the Viennese position advocating this
separation of personal exploration and the Learning of
technique prevailed, at least in intended practice. Both
in reviewing the literature and in informal discussion
with colleagues, however, the difficulty of what should
be focused on in supervision remains. Although the
"totalistic" conception of countertrans ferenee (Kernberg.
1975) would seem, on the surface, to only highlight, this
difficulty, in fact it provides further clarity. The
totalistic viewpoint encourages the therapist to
entertain coun ter transferenee reactions as a way of
18
illuminating roc.ro clearly the patient's difficulties and
the resultant: employment of defense maneuvers. Attention
bo oountertransfererioo is a technique and a tool to be
used in the service of the other. Therein lies one of
bhe distinctions between therapy and supervision, a
distinction which nevertheless may evoke avoidant
behavior, which then beckons to be analysed.
In addressing the notion of parallelism, however,
structural and dynamic similarities arc implied in the
therapeutic and supervisory situations. As Gediman and
Wolkonfeld (1980) argue, "It is the shared dynamics
pursuant to and congruent with the structural
similarities that provide the emotional soil for
parallelism" (p. 246). By structure, these authors are
referring to the implicit and explicit rules that govern
the two situations and the consensual ly defined role
expectations of each member of the triad. These rules
include 1) time allotments, 2) fees, 3) contracts for
services, 4) degree of choice in selection of patient,
therapist; and supervisor, and 5) the requirements of the
institution, especially when it is a training
institut ion.
The; structural features of the therapeutic sotting,
from Freud to Langs, has long been a cornerstone of
psychoanalytic theory and practice. Gediman and
19
Wolkenfeld go one step further, positing that dynamic
tensions which require empathic responses of all three
members of the triad, is guaranteed, due to the
structural similarities of the therapy and supervision
settings. These tensions, though understood as
overlapping, are discussed under three conceptions; both
therapy and supervision are 1) helping processes, 2)
require involvement of the self, and 3) rely heavily on
multiple identif icatory processes.
Regarding the similarity of the "helping"
relationships, a ma.ior part of the tension is due to the
subordinate role of one of the members. For the hoi pee,
this tension is provoked by the conflict between the ever
present- wish for authoritative guidance and the need to
establish one's own identity, thus having as its
prototype the parent-child relationship. Conversely, the
helper's tension is evoked in one's craving to be an
authoritative guide. For the supervisor, viewing the?
trainee as a possible extension of himself, conflicts
with his central objective to facilitate the trainee's
innate, autonomous growth potential as a therapist, a
reaction which parallels Little's (1957) discourse on the
"inevitable" oountertherapeutic bind. Though the
supervisors in Doehrman's (1976) study reported that they
approach supervision with an egalitarian, collegial
20
attitude, the students rarely perceived their supervisors
in this manner. Indeed, as often as they mentioned their
feelings of admiration for their supervisors and their
good fortune at being the beneficiary of quality
assistance, the fear of harsh or unjustified evaluation
and the concomitant feelings of envy, fear and hostility
were also very much in evidence. While undoubtedly the
student's conception, rebel 1 iousness and other learning
difficulties informed these feelings and fears, the
supervisor's narcissistic vulnerabilities must, also play
a role?. Doehrman asserts "Each supervisor was quickly
pulled into a transference relationship" (p. 71)
produced, it seemed, by the student' s own
narcissist ical ly occasioned challenge. Thus tension and
anxieties relating to the giving and seeking of help, in
addition to the conflict between change and the desire
for familiarity will be experienced by the; patient, the
student and the supervisor.
The scope of exposure of the; self for the; the;rapisf.
in supervision is far more narrow than that of the
patient in treatment, but- it is not necessarily less
profound. As Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) point out,
not, only is the exposing of oneself an absolute
requirement for progress in therapy and supervision, it
is at. the core of the resistance to learning vis a vis
21
self-esteem regulation. Once more we see parallel
concerns; both the student and the patient embrace the
narcissistic need to keep their image of themselves
intact. As Gediman and Wolkenfeld (J 980) suggest, the
supervisor's more or less preoccupation with his
teaching/supervisory reputation as it might be displayed
by the supervisee to other students in the program, other
faculty (the student's advisor and/or other faculty
confidants), and outside therapists (the student's own
therapist) implies that he too shares some of these
concerns. And these concerns would seem to be that much
more intense for the novice supervisor than they are for
the novice therapist for both are in the midst of
assuming and integrating new identities.
Not only is it "clear that the essential mechanism
of parallelism is identification," but "a variety of
identifications are required for the unfolding of the
therapy and of the supervision" (Gediman and Wolkenfeld,
p. 250). As Greenson (1965) argues, it is the patient's
identification with the therapist's analytic attitude and
approach that sustains the therapeutic relationship
despite the emotional turmoils and intense? negative
transference reactions that are evoked in the patient.
Similarly, it is through the student's identification
with the supervisor's analytic attitude: that conflicts
22
and anxieties surrounding self
-exposure can be overcome
(Brighton, 1984). Furthermore, just as the therapist,
can only imagine and fantasize what the patient's actual
experience is, so too must the supervisor fantasize what
actually transpired between patient and therapist. That;
is, in order for the supervisor to apprehend directly and
fill in the gaps of both the therapist's and the
patient's experience, he must have the capacity for
fluctuations in level of ego functioning. The
supervisor's transient, ego regression, his oscillation
between observing and participating are as central to the
supervisory process as is the therapist's similar
capacity vis-a-vis the therapeutic process.
Though the; above section is presented so as to
indicate the skeletal structure of parallel process, this
study is more concerned with locating and enumerating the
most salient issues that give rise to parallel process in
the training situation. It is the contention of this
thesis that often therapeutic impasses are either
instigated or manifested due to training therapist's
identification with the client. Sachs and Shapiro (L976)
argue that this identification often occurs when the
novice therapist feels vulnerable and anxiety ridden at
the same time that similar anxiety is being experi enced
by his patient who has problems in his life which reflect
23
ineffective coping. Thus there exist, potentially a Large
area of overlapping vulnerability between the
inexperienced therapist and the patient; both being beset
by doubts regarding their own capabilities and of being
unequal to the therapeutic: task. Moreover, they bath
share the burden of experiencing painful feelings of
inadequacy and then having to re-experience them in front
of others. Ironically, it is this exposure which is the
seed from which growth ensues, both for the patient and
for the therapist.
CHAPTER III
METHOD
Materials
The primary aim of this study is to provide a
description of therapeutic impasse as it is experienced
by the therapist in training. To meet this aim, a
phenomenological approach was integrated within a semi-
structured interview format. It was assumed that
beginning therapists, in the process of describing their
recent impasse experience to the interviewer would attain
and express a deepening awareness of the phenomenon. A
purely phenomenological approach implies that the
essential structure of the phenomenon being addressed
will emerge of its own accord, and thus should not be
intruded on or contaminated by the researcher. In this
respect the present study is not so pure. Prior
consideration of the ideas conveyed in the literature
reviewed in this thesis led the investigator to suspect
that certain essential structural components of the
beginning therapist's experience of impasse do exist;
namely, the therapist's unconscious identifications and
their re-enactment in supervision. Thus the questions
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asked in the interview (see Appendix A) were intended to
evoke responses concerning the features of the
therapist's experience in a neutral and unbiased manner.
A second reason for structuring certain aspects of
the interview had to do with the small sample which
necessitated prior consideration of the homogeneity of
the material that would be collected, so as to allow for
patterns to emerge. For instance, it was assumed that
when describing their experience of the impasse some of
the therapists would address the supervisory influence
without prompting by the interviewer. But, I had no
reason to believe that all therapists would. Thus it
Seemed incumbent upon me to present to each respondent
the same initial questions regarding their experience of
being supervised. A similar concern informed the
distinction between questions addressing "issues" and
questions addressing "tone". In an entirely open-ended
interview, it seemed plausible that some respondents
would be more inclined toward describing the content at
the expense of conveying the emotional flavor of the
impasse; others might have been more inclined to use
adjectives, metaphors, and the like at the expense of
conveying the prominent themes. Since it was the
intention of this study to provide as complete a
portrayal of therapeutic impasse as possible, both
tendencies wore addressed exp]ioitly during the
i nterview.
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Setting
All data wore? collected at the Psychological
Services Center, a University of Massachusetts on campus
psychological training institution which offers clinical
practioa in psyohodynaraio, behavioral and family systems
modalities. Psychotherapy supervision at the PSC is
intensive. The average student has two hours of
individual supervision per week throughout the year in
addition to being on a clinic team which meets once a
week for two to three hours. Usually one hour of
individual supervision is with a faculty member, the
other is with an upper- level (fourth or fifth year)
graduate student. All the student supervisees, in turn,
attend a weekly peer supervisory group facilitated by the
Director of the PSC.
Sample
Six graduate level therapists were selected based on
the following criteria (eight other therapists were
screened for inclusion, yet did not meet these criteria):
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1. They had conducted individual
psychotherapy with weekly supervision for
no_n>pre_ than_.twg_years
.
2. They had conducted individual
PfXchptherapy_gf_a_psychodynami
yithin._the_past_year. Limiting the samplein terms of orientation (theory and
practice) was predicated on the
collaborative thrust of this project.
That is, since this thesis is informed by
psychodynamic theory and since the data
were analyzed within a psychodynamic
framework, it was important that the
language used by the subjects be of a
similar nature. This minimized the need
to abstract and translate the material and
lessened any bias introduced by the
researcher. It was assumed that by
limiting the sample in terms of reporting
about a case within the past year,
distortions introduced by memory decay
would be held to a minimum.
3. They willingly volunteered to
participate. Their participation was
elicited via a memorandum which outlined
the purpose of the study and explained the
procedure (see Appendix B). A separate
consent form was presented at the
beginning of the interview (see Appendix
C).
Procedure
All graduate students in the Clinical Psychology
Program received a memorandum explaining the purpose of
the study and the; criteria for inclusion as a
participant. I discussed with the trainees who indicated
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a willingness to participate any questions or concerns
they had regarding their participation. Though I did not
discuss any expectations of the study's results, I did
express the collaborative intention of the study and
stated explicitly that no deception was involved. I then
arranged with the participant an interview that lasted
between two and three hours. Each interview was tape
recorded to preserve all the data. Having arrived for
the appointment, the participant was given the Consent
Form; after it had been signed, the tape recorder was
turned on and the interview commenced. After each
interview was completed, it was transcribed verbatim by
an independent research assistant who was unaware of my
expectations of the data regarding the notions of
identification and parallel processing.
Analysis_of_the Data
The qualitative data obtained from the interview was
analyzed so as to arrive at what Lofland (1971) has
called "analytic description" —- a balance between
developing concepts of abstract and general processes,
and describing the very rich and concrete experiential
reality to which the abstractions refer. In attempting
to achieve this balance, Lofland suggests that the
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researcher roust rely heavily on quotations and
paraphrases of the material while beginning to use this
material in developing analytic categories. (It should
be noted that paraphrasing was especially warranted due
to the sensitive and confidential nature of the material
elicited in the interviews. In this study, when
paraphrasing was utilized, it was used only to obscure
any information that could lead the reader to identify
any of the respondents, clients or supervisors discussed
in the interviews. ) Thus the reader has access to both
the researcher's interpretation of the data as well as
extensive selections from the original material.
After the first transcript was read a couple of
times, extensive notes were taken which included quotes
and paraphrases of the material. These notes were placed
into five main sections which corresponded to the
interview format. These five sections included
descriptions of: 1) the impasse, 2) the client, 3) the
therapeutic relationship, 4) the therapist's experience
of self, and 5) the supervisory relationship. The latter
four sections were further subdivided according to the
time frames addressed in the interview (i.e., before and
during the impasse). When this was completed, the notes
included in just the first section (the impasse
description) were re-written into expository form and
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served as the rough draft of Therapist A.'s description
of impasse.
Leaving the rest of A. 'a material alone, I then read
through the second transcript twice. Realizing that many
similarities existed between the two impasse descriptions
(in and of themselves), I decided to read all the other
impasse descriptions, while not attending to the rest of
the material contained in each of the transcripts. That
is, I read each transcript from the beginning until the
section pertaining to the client was addressed.
Based on these readings, I concluded that the
impasse descriptions warranted separate attention in the
presentation of the results. This conclusion was based
on the finding that two general trends emerged in the
trainee's experience of therapeutic impasse. 1 then went
back to the second transcript and took extensive notes
from the section pertaining to just the impasse
description. These notes were then re -written in
expository form and served as the rough draft of
Therapist B.'s description of impasse. The four
remaining impasse descriptions were then subjected to the
same procedure, one by one. The final results of this
process is contained in Chapter IV of this manuscript.
Having completed the analysis of the impasse
descriptions, I then returned to the notes taken from the
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latter four sections of the first transcript. These
notes were then re-written into expository form. The
structure of this exposition was provided by attending to
three concerns. The first concern was that the
exposition be written so as to capture the trainee's
overall experience conducting a therapy designated as
having included an impasse situation. The second concern
was to address whether the "before the impasse" material
contained information that anticipated the manner in
which the impasse arose. This concern was prompted by
consideration of possible training implications. The
third concern entailed attending to possible instances of
parallel processing. Following completion of a rough
draft of A.'s material, I re-read the verbatim material
to see if the draft integrated and distilled the
information conveyed in the interview, while faithfully
addressing the three concerns. A back and forth process,
between the draft and the transcript ensued, until a
refined exposition emerged. When this was completed, the
entire procedure (from note-taking to final draft) was
repeated with the second transcript, then the third
transcript, etc. That is, each exposition was completed
before moving on to the next transcript. The results of
these analyses are contained in Chapter V.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
: THE IMPASSE SITUATION
In this chapter the six impasse descriptions are
presented by themselves. Originally, the interview
section that elicited these descriptions (Appendix A,
Section I) was intended to set the foundation for the
rest of the interview. That is, before the data
collection, this study was mainly concerned with the
influence that the therapeutic and supervisory
relationships had upon each other. However, after the
data were analyzed, it was found that five of the six
impasse descriptions fell into one of two fairly distinct
trends (the exception contains characteristics of both
trends). Given the emergence of these two trends, it was
decided that a separate chapter was warranted in the
write-up of this study.
These two trends of impasse descriptions will be
labeled "circumscribed " and "diffuse". These terms are
used because it is believed that they capture the general
impression that is evoked when placing the interview
transcripts side by side. For example, Therapists A. , B.
and C. described therapies in which one particular
problematic area dominated the difficulties experienced.
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In addition to the circumscribed nature of the problems
described, the respective clients were said to have
responded to the particular difficulty in quite similar
ways. For instance, A. described his client as having
"defended against" exploring her experience of "feeling
caught in the middle" between the demands of her lover
and the demands of her therapist. Throughout his
interview, A. spoke of his client's "resistance to
explore" this loyalty conflict. Similarly, B.'s impasse
description centers upon his client's "inability to get
beyond just complaining and explore the more dynamic
themes she was presenting. " Finally, C. described his
client as "unwilling to acknowledge and explore her role
and responsibility in the problems she was presenting.
"
All three of these transcripts are pervaded by variations
on this theme of resistance to exploration. Given these
similar descriptions, the researcher has interpreted the
resistance demonstrated by each of these clients as
having been fairly circumscribed and distinct.
Conversely, the clients' resistances described by
therapists E. and F. during their respective therapies
suggest that they were much more multifaceted. F. 's
client was said to have manifested resistance via non-
payment of the foe, tardiness and unannounced no-shows.
Similarly, E. 's client was said to have resisted the
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therapeutic endeavor in many different ways. Thus, the
distinction being put forth by the researcher between the
two trends of client resistance described is that of a
fairly specific demonstration of resistant behavior on
the one hand and that of resistant behavior that is
evidenced in many different forms.
Reading the three circumscribed impasse
descriptions, the researcher was also struck by how each
of the transference relationships appeared to be
basically singular in nature. A.'s client seemed to
respond to A. solely as a father figure. More
specifically, during the impasse, the client appeared to
be relating to a soon-to-be abandoning father. The
transference inferred by the researcher when analyzing
B.'s transcript is consistently one of a seductive
father. Finally, the transference demonstrated by C.'s
client is interpreted by the researcher as being soiely
that of an insensitive and demanding father.
This was striking because in reading E. 's and F.'s
transcripts, the transference which these therapists
described appeared to have been ever -shi fting. For
example, E.'s client was described as having related to
E. as a hostile father, then as a masochistic lover, then
as a depriving mother, etc. F.'s client appeared to
develop a transference that changed rapidly from a
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depressed mother, to a harshly punitive father, to a
withholding mother. These interpretations are merely
inferential on the researcher's part. However, it is
believed that the difference between the apparently
singular nature of the transferences in the circumscribed
trend, and the seemingly ever-shifting nature of the
transferences in the diffuse trend, suggests that this
difference deserves attention in this thesis.
In clarifying the distinctions between these two
suggested trends of impasse, a third difference emerges
based on the client's apparent level of psychopathology
.
In a gross way, the clients described in the
circumscribed trend appear to have been functioning at a
healthier psychological level than the clients described
in the diffuse trend. Regarding this third difference,
once again the level of analysis is inferential in
nature. During their interviews, therapists B. , C. , E.
and F. explicitly conveyed their own interpretations of
their clients' levels of psychopathology. Hence, these
inferences are those of the therapists. For the other
clients, the inferences are posited by the researcher.
Though no validated diagnostic schema is used in these
assignations of level of psychopathology, it is thought
that the material presented in Chapters IV and V J end
considerable support to these inferences.
3 b
Clearly there is a great deal of inference and
interpretation offered by the researcher in the positing
of these two trends of impasse. Yet the consistency with
which these three differences appear in the material
collected suggests that further research is warranted.
Thus, these differences are presented as at least a
partial basis for directing future researchers toward
which aspects of the training therapist's experience of
difficulties in conducing therapy deserve empirical
study. Based on this study, those aspects which appear
most important include: 1) In what way is the client's
resistance perceived by the therapist; 2) How is the
therapist experiencing the transference; 3) What is the
client's level of psychological functioning; and 4) When
in the course of the therapy do prominent difficulties
seem to emerge. In this study, the difficulties in each
of the circumscribed impasses were said to have emerged
in the fourth or fifth therapy session, while the
difficulties in the diffuse impasses were said to have
emerged in the very first session.
These trends will receive further discussion
following the presentation of the six impasse
descriptions. Before proceeding with these descriptions,
however, a few words concerning the presentation of the
material are called for. It is believed that while the
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interview data, in and of itself, provide strong support;
for the delineation of trends, this process of
delineating trends often obscures the unique aspects of
the therapeutic and supervisory situations which informed
each interviewee's descriptions of his or her own
experience of impasse. Therefore, the presentation of
the impasse descriptions is intended to strike a balance
between demonstrating the commonalities found among
descriptions and maintaining a proper respect for the
unique aspects of each individual experience conveyed.
A^^s Description
One of the conclusions of this study concerns the
finding that the described impasses are not merely
distracting events within the therapy, but rather,
constitute much of the work necessary to the therapeutic
process. Though the therapists interviewed often
expressed having had the feeling, during the occurrence
of their respective impasses, that the impasses were
obstructing them from conducting proper therapeutic work,
what emerges from each of their accounts is the
formulation that the impasses formed much of the
therapeutic work. Indeed, as one therapist exclaimed
toward the conclusion of his interview, "The impasse is
the therapy. I didn't realize that till now, but the
impasse is the therapy.
"
An example of this formulation occurs with a client
who initiates therapy due to unresolved rage/loss
experiences, of which she is aware, and then resists
experiencing or exploring the anger which is evoked by
the therapist. Indeed, this extrapolation, albeit
simplified, forms a basis for understanding the
experience of the impasse described by Therapist A.
The client is a woman in her late twenties who
presented for therapy to work on her fear of abandonment
which would erupt when involved in a close, commitment-
oriented relationship. This client expressed to the
intake clinician that her fear was connected to her
father's having abandoned the family when the client was
a child. In the initial interview the client spoke at
length about her father and her "need to vent her anger
that she was never able to express toward him. " The
client them discussed that what the father had done by
leaving the family had made it very difficult for the
client to manage her aggressive feelings and that this
difficulty was "imposing itself... on her present
relationships. " Furthermore;, the client expressed
feeling unable to control her aggressive impulses and
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feared that these impulses would be enaeted in the
relationship she had with the lover she was living with.
The impasse described by Therapist A. emerged in the
4th or 5th session of a 16-session therapy. The impasse,
A reported, was never resolved; "the client terminated of
her own accord." A. stated:
The main thing that was happening in the
impasse was that she wasn't coming to
therapy. She was cancelling sessions, and
when she did come, she was telling me that
everything was going well and that,
therefore, she has nothing to talk about.
It made her mad (she said) to have to come
every week just to report to me that
things were going well in her life.
A. then went on to say that his understanding of the
underlying dynamics of the impasse was:
...that she felt in the middle between the
demands that she perceived coming from me
and (those demands) coming from her
partner. It was some sort of loyalty
conflict. Around the time of the impasse,
she would have arguments with her partner
on the day she had therapy, either right
before a session, or right after. It
seemed to me that perhaps the partner was
trying to undermine the therapy out of
feelings of jealousy and that my client
was feeling disloyal, or was being made to
feel disloyal by the partner and thus was
angry at having to come.
Having interpreted to the client that she was
feeling conflicted about coming to therapy and was being
pressured by her lover to discontinue the treatment, A.
proceeded to state:
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She told ine about not trying to have an
argument, but told me in such a way thatit was clear to ine that she initiated itbut presented it as, "I'm really trying to
control not having arguments. " When Iinterpreted that, she got extremely angry
at me. I think that was a turning point.
She then missed some more sessions. (The
next time she came in) she said, "1 think
we're going, I'd like to go on an every
-
other
-week schedule.
.. and use that as afade-out process for termination.
"
Thus, it can be seen that the therapist
appropriately focussed the source of resistance as
residing within the client's internalized object-
relations which were now being enacted in the therapeutic
relationship. Why this interpretation did not deepen
rapport or further solidify the working alliance is
beyond the scope of this study. Yet, it is pertinent to
report that the therapist had been experiencing some
ambivalence throughout the therapy about how to proceed
with the course of treatment:
There was a question from the very
beginning whether this should have been a
couple's case. The decision was made;
fairly early on [in supervision and on the
team, though it wasn't raised in the
therapy] that I would treat it as an
individual problem What had happened
was that this was my first case ever. So
I think I had made the assumption that it
would be an individual case. But, then I
found certain things happening where 1 was
hearing all about the partner — "she did
this and that" — and I felt like 1 was
working with one-half of a couple. It was
pointed out to rne by my supervisor and by
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other team members that I seemed to behalf doing, half between individual and
couples work with one member of the couple
missing. It was confusing.
The press to get one's therapeutic career under way
and to gain experience as an individual therapist, cannot
be underestimated. In a training clinic, this press is
also shared by the supervisory and administrative staff
who are concerned not only with the needs of the client,
but also the needs of the trainee. Although the data
collected do not allow for any statements to be made
addressing the question of individual versus couples
therapy, it can be seen that this question certainly
impacted on A. ' s impasse experience.
B. 's Descr i pt Ion
For Therapist B. , the impasse became manifest via
lack of client exploration which subsequently Led to the
client's arrival late to sessions, then missing
appointments, and finally leaving treatment without ever
having discussed termination. Attempts by B. to re-
engage the client, through letters and telephone
messages, were unsuccessful. B.'s description of her
reticence to look inward and to externalize
responsibility for her pain is rather straightforward.
What I can think of is a time when the
therapy wasn't moving. Where it, didn't
seem productive. Basically in two
sentences — where I thought the client
came in and was complaining.
.. just showing
symptoms and not going into any exploring(or) doing any kind of exploration.
.. She"
was using the therapy, or it seemed like
she was using the therapy to just bitch
and complain about people and events
happening to her ~ her daily life, her
mother, her lather, her father's fiancee,
her roommate in the dorm, things like
that... She had very primitive defenses, in
that she either used projection or denial.
Other people were making her feel the way
she was... She experienced (herself) as
helpless in the world and being pushe;d and
forced to behave in certain ways.
In his early remarks, B. implicitly, albeit
hesitantly, raises the question of his client's
suitability for psychodynamic psychotherapy:
What seemed to be an impasse is that at
the beginning of the therapy she seemed to
be developing the more dynamic themes;
there was a real strong Oedipal theme. .
. It
was, in fact, the way she was relating it
and the way the configurations were going
(in) her present life. And the way she
described the configuration between her
mother and her father and hersel f growing
up, (all this) seemed to be developing
(when) the therapy seemed to get stuck.
Although this material was coming out and
it seemed to be almost accessible, she was
never getting to it. She would never get
past the point of complaining in the
sessi on . . . She' d complain about something,
and (I'd say) 'well, let's look at this,'
and it seemed like she? was resisting that.
That was the res istance. . . she' d never get
to a point of attempting any
responsibility or looking at what her
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responsibility was in any of these
relationships
.
B. posits the emergence of the impasse during the
fourth session of the twelve-session therapy. His
hesitance to declare his client unsuitable for insight
therapy becomes more definitive when responding to the
question, "Was it an appropriate time to terminate?"
No, I don't think so. Well, I guess it
depends on what viewpoint you look at it.
You can look at it (the impasse) and say
that perhaps there was something that she
wasn't prepared to work on, or didn't feel
the need to... Maybe that she was realizing
that it was better for her at this time to
leave the therapy ... But (her issues)
weren't resolved at termination.
The resolution of B. ' s ambivalence concerning the
impasse, and more specifically concerning his client's
appropriateness for treatment, is further underscored by
his response to what he believed evoked the impasse:
I think primarily it was probably the
client's lack of not really being ready to
engage in the work. I think she had some
real problems in her life, but that she
kind of ended up in therapy a little
prematurely, so that she didn't have
enough motivation to stick with it, or to
do the work. . . I was just thinking if there
was something I did or something that
could have been done, and I'm not sure if
that's true or not. Looking back, I don't
know that anything differently could have
been done.
.Q-v.' §_Des or ipt i on
For Therapist C.
,
the impasse experience centered
upon his perception of the client as being oppositional
whenever he attempted to draw the client's attention to
her role in bringing on her troubles. While these
attempts were reported as being clear and direct,
throughout much of the therapy Therapist C. had mixed
feelings concerning his client's responsibility vis a vis
the distress and suffering she experienced and conveyed.
As this therapist put it, "Here was a woman who was
feeling very, very over-burdened and reality was
conspiring to reinforce that notion that she was
genuinely burdened and in a very, very stressful period
of her life.
"
The impasse this therapist described followed "a
sense of initial movement for the first three or four
weeks where her life situation was being actively
explored, her feel ings were being described and
historical information was being obtained. " The
distinction put forth by this therapist centers on his
belief that the client invariably external ized the source
of her troubles:
Then in the second month, the treatment
turned into a description of her life on a
week to week basis. Rathe*r than coming in
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and talking about her personal problems
she was coming in and talking about what
was happening to her... For three months
she'd talk in a diffuse way about what the
world was doing to her and when I offeredinterpretations she would say "no, no, no,
that's not it." It was very frustrating
and very difficult. And them she'd go on
with her soliloquy.
C. reported having recognized that the therapy was
stuck at about the beginning of the third month of
treatment. Implicit in his description is that C. tried
different tactics in order to move beyond the impasse.
One was passive and oonoi lliatory
:
She'd come in and literally plop herself
down into a chair and go, "You should see
what my week was like!" I would say,
"What would you like to talk about this
week?" and she'd say, "I just want to have
an hour to relax and just think about my
week. "
Another tactic was an attempt to instill in the client an
appreciation of her current predicament as an elaboration
upon her earlier development
:
She was bringing in new information. (One
of her parents had been diagnosed as
having an incurable disease and was now
living with the client. ) I would try and
use that new information as ways of
getting into her past but she wasn't
receptive to that. Those attempts to
explore her past weren't terribly
productive. She just wasn't open to them.
Finally, C. became more actively direct and confrontive
...it wasn't that she wasn't bringing in
material that wasn't rich, but that when
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the material was presented back to her andshe was asked to comment about it orasked to see if there were any parallels
or when she was asked whether there was apart of her that was in some way
contributing to the situation she wasfinding herself presented with, she was
very hesitant to acknowledge it was
anything but the world conspiring againsther. She wasn't ready to see it as very
meaningful for her, for her personalityfor her way of being in the world. It wasjust that things were happening to her1 Here's another stumbling block that the
world has thrown at me.
'
C. was clearly having a hard time of it:
Because of my own temperament and
personality, my gut reaction was to stop
her (during one of her solliloquys) and
say, *cut the bullshit', but I was advised
not to do that by my supervisor. So Ijust kind of stayed with it and said to
myself, "Okay, we're just going to wade
through this stuff and I'm going to listen
to your week. " It was a very difficult
process for me, being in the room, and it-
was also very difficult because my sense
was that supervision was, the way I saw
it, right then and there, was supervision
was not terribly productive.
Later in the interview, C. mentioned that the
impasse emerged at roughly the same time that the client
was told that one of her parents was seriously ill.
Prior to the impasse, the client spoke at length about
how she always felt belittled and devalued by this
parent, how this parent "never just listened, 1 mean
never just listened to her without making demands on
her. " After the medical diagnosis was confirmed, the
parent moved into the client's home. Thereafter:
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...the dominant theme (of the therapy)became her father's treatment for hisillness, but it was integrated into a kind
of standard format of 'you know what hedid this week?' Typically she describedhow something that he did was evidence ofhis msensitivity to her situation and hisbeing a burden, even though, and this wasforever unclear, even though she kind ofinvited him to come up here.
When queried about similarities between himself and
the client, C. remarked that "a glaring similarity was
that she was learning how to do therapy for the first
time." Interestingly, it wasn't until later in the
interview, when addressing her motivation for therapy,
that C. mentions that the client was advised to seek
therapy by a faculty member in her training program. C.
remarked
:
My feeling is that early on in therapy
there was a feeling that nothing was
really wrong with her. She was basically
experiencing an adjustment problem to a
situation that was realistically
difficult. And that her motivation for
coming into therapy was that a teacher
suggested it. But that she didn't really
think that — 1 mean she was going to be a
therapist, and she thought that this might
be a good thing to do.
The client's transference re-enactment appears to
have revolved around being in a relationship where "she
could be really listened to" without demands being placed
on her. C.'s attempts to enlist the client in exploring
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her issues were experienced then as an uninvited burden
which informed the client's resistance efforts.
D
.
' s Desor i pt ion
The next description of impasse serves to highlight
the many issues and multifaoeted processes that can be
evinced in a relatively short amount of time. In this
example, the client's attempts to disrupt the therapist's
"analytic attitude" emerges as the predominant source of
resistance. The client is described as highly engaging,
bright, articulate and funny. Indeed, therapist D.
"found this guy very attractive"; right from the
beginning, D. was aware of how his anonymity was being
tested
:
...he wanted it to be intellectual and he
wanted me to engage him on whatever-
issues, and that was very tempting,
because many of the things he's interested
in — politically, intellectually — I'm
interested in. So I found I had to resist
that, at least until I understood what
that meant.
The subtle ways in which this client attempted to
neutralize the therapist's ability to be of therapeutic
service is exemplified by the following three excerpts
from the interview with D.
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This was his first time in therapy and he
wanted me to be his friend. It was pretty
clear therapeutically that that was notthe track to take — number one, because
of general theory, and secondly, becausehe had come in telling about friends wherehe had created dissatisfying
relationships. So it was pretty clear
that a friend was not what he needed So
I resisted his efforts to befriend him and
that upset him.
By itself, this pull to befriend the client seems to be a
pretty common dynamic which training therapists are
alerted to, especially with clients who are in therapy
for the first time. What makes this relational process
more complicated, is that a third person is introduced:
He had a personal relationship with a
clinical faculty member.
.
.
(who)
recommended that he seek therapy at the
(clinic). He would make references to
this faculty member... He was saying, "Hey,
look, I talked to one of your teachers,
y'know, and as a matter of fact, I am
smarter than (this teacher). And you're
going to help me?! How are you going to
help me? Prove to me how you are going to
help me.
"
D. then mentioned that his supervisor recommended dealing
with this issue in the therapy:
...although my initial impression was we
better go and talk with (the teacher) and
let him know what's going on — he's
playing me off you. But my supervisor is
more analytic and he felt we could work it
out in the room.
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Thus, D. became aware of the pressures being exerted
on him
- not only to be a friend, but also in terms of
being devalued by bis client's indirect belittling
remarks. By not engaging the client's faculty friend,
D.'s response was in keeping with the notion of
maintaining the frameb of the therapy. Indeed, not only
do "•frame" disruptions then begin to permeate D.'s
description of the impasse, but these disruptions were
evidenced en a few different levels, as D's initial
remarks suggest:
On the one level, it (the impasse) was
about him choosing to attend the sessions
when he wanted. Out of eleven official
sessions, he came to seven. He
would... come to a couple of sessions and
then he wouldn't come, and he would sort
of have excuses, other times he wouldn't.
He understood about paying, but he didn't
pay. He eventually caught up with his
payments; payments ended up not being a
big issue. But over the course of
therapy, he (either) wouldn't pay or would
pay late.
This behavioral manifestation of the impasse is then
contrasted by D.'s comments concerning both the latent
underpinings of the impasse and the hypothesized
historical sources compelling their re-enactment:
There was also a more subtle struggle in
which it was almost like either I was
going to control him or he was going to
control me. And if I wasn't going to
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control him, then he was going to do stufflike not show up, or not pay, or arguing,
or whatever. And then when 1 didn't
control him, and he did (miss sessions
not pay, etc.), then he could say 1 was nogood, he could devalue me. So that also
seemed to be part of the process.
There was also some content that dealtdirectly with (the impasse). He was from
a (religious) working class background andhe had come to Pinelook and he had felt
conflict between what he called his richfriends and himself. And one of the
things about his rich friends that he
hated was that they all went to
therapists.
.. which he thought.
.. just
allowed them to he more entrenched in
their selfishness and their self
-
oenteredness.
. . He had this thing —
intellectually (and) emotionally — that
bad people go to therapists to remain bad
people... and therapists help bad people
remain bad people.
D. recognized the emergence of the impasse" at about
the fourth session, " though he believes it was never
resolved. As D. put it, "I think had we resolved the
impasse, then the therapy would have continued.
"
-.Is Des or ipt i on
The notion of therapeutic impasse as consisting of a
particular interrelational situation where a beginning
point in time can be established after the therapy has
commenced loses its meaning and relevance when applied to
the description presented by Therapist E. In E. 's
descr ipt ion, a layered image of impasse seems more
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appropriate. In this image, the bottom layer, which
denotes the time-space of the entire therapy, also
denotes a fundamental aspect of the impasse. Ascending
layers of the impasse then denote more circumscribed
situations, in which more specific interrelati onal
dynamic constellations emerge as most prominent.
Finally, the uppermost layer addresses a specific event;
in the description that follows, E. forgot about a
scheduled session. By the time he remembered, he had
found that his client had already showed up for the
appointment and left. This event impacted on and
structured part of the impasse situation.
E. 's initial comment describing the impasse alludes
to the multi-layered conception offered above:
The impasse comes in a very concrete form
every session. She comes in and she sits
down and there's always a kind of struggle
about who's going to talk. There's a very
basic struggle about what's going to go on
in therapy. It's always been a struggle
about what's going to go on in the
therapy. At times, it's been less of a
salient struggle for me, but it sort of
symbolizes it ... Sometimes she comes in and
she's clearly upset about something, so
she'll cringe in her chair — she'll sort
of shake a little bit, or look away, (or)
look down. At other times, she'll just
come; in and she's more together and she'll
just look at me. And I've let her know
that I'm interested in hearing what's
going on with her. And I've tried to let
her know in many ways that what's really
important is for her to talk about what's
most important to her, what's on her mind.
In any case, she won't come in and start
p lt
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S° 1 find ^^If spending part
of the time working on that, trying totalk about that. And then I spend some ofthe time trying to avoid the issue by
asking her a question. And then some ofthe time we just struggle with it Sothat's a concrete aspect of it that sort
of symbolizes, "who is going to talk'-5 "But really the basic thing is, "what goes
on m therapy." With my other clients —
they come in and they talk about things
My experience with my other clients is
that they have problems in their lives
that they kind of get to after a while.
And somehow they offer material that we
can somehow process together in a useful
way. But that seldom happens with this
woman. It's like what she wants from me
is an interpretation with a capital "1",
that's going to make her feel better. She
feels absolutely powerless to do anything
that's's going to make her feel better.
So she just sort of waits. It's like,
"what do we work on?" "Well, we work on
struggling about what goes on in therapy"
So I'd just say that that's the basic
struggle — the impasse — "what do we do
here?" And it's a very serious, sort of
profound struggle for me, because it
really makes me look at what am I doing
with this person. And also, in the
process of not working, I start acting
out. I mean she's irritating. She sort
of, "baits" isn't the word — but let's
say that she likes feeling that we have
some kind of a relationship. And so she
acts in such a way as to engage me in the
kinds of relationships that she has
outside; therapy. In other words, 1
haven't been able to have this — whatever
the therapeutic frame is — has been very
hard to maintain. And I find myself
laughing at her jokes, jiving at her
sometimes, being unconsciously very mean
to her, and getting the same; stuff back.
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E.'s initial statement implies a more or les
isomorphic relationship between the described impasse and
the entire therapy (later in the interview, E. states
that these overlapping questions of "Who is going to
talk?" and "What goes on in therapy?" continued to
pervade the therapy up untiJ and including the most,
recent session prior to the interview.) In other words,
the impasse constituted, in a fundamental way, the whole
therapy itself. As E. put it, " I could say that it's n
real basic impasse." On top of this "basic impasse-
aspects of the impasse are manifested and communicated
via both transference and countertransference (the term
E. uses later in the interview to describe his reactions)
phenomena. Too, as has been described by a few of the
other therapists interviewed therapeutic frame issues,
characterized by control and power struggles, emerge in
this description.
The difficulty in assigning a beginning point in
time for the emergence of the impasse is further
exemplified by E.'s response to the question of when he
recognized he was at an impasse:
Well, I mean the first time 1 saw her I
felt stuck. I'd say the recognition we've
(i.e., E. and his supervisor) had that
this is a chronic impasse has occurred
more recently actually •— maybe in the
last couple of months — where I've been
thinking about it more as a problem.
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The interview employed in this project La designed
to elicit comparative statements (about the client, the
therapeutic relationship, etc.) distinguishing before and
during the impasse. Thus, E. was asked whether such a
distinction could be accurately posited. E.'s response
communicates more about, the flavor of how he experienced
the impasse:
Like I say (the impasse) emerged at the
very first session when she came in and
sat down and I asked her what was fioing
on... So she described it and after a while
we sort of ran through the basic narrative
of her life. And then she just sat there.
And she had her head down. Then she'd
look up at me and started to blush. And
(then she) looked down, and then she'd
look up and start to blush again. And
then 1 said something like, "1 notice you
are having a hard time looking at me. "
She goes, "Oh, no, I'm not having a hard
time looking at you. " Then she looked
down, and I said, "I wonder what might be
making you feel uncomfortable. And she
looked down and said (that) it's a new
situation for her. That behavior
persisted throughout the rest of the
interview — it seemed to be - she was
displaying all this affective stuff. It
was like she didn't say anything about it.
She wasn't able to talk about it, except
that she felt uncomfortable looking at me.
Then, in the subsequent two or three
sessions, 1 tried to be fairly receptive
to her. In other words, she'd come in and
I'd say, "I'd like to hear how things have
been with you. " And she'd just give me
this brief description, and then (she
would) be quiet. So then I would say,
"There's something about the situation
thai, seems to be bothering you. You feel
unable to talk, I wonder what that is."
She'd either deny that there; was any kind
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of problem, or just not respond verydirectly at all. So wo ended up havinglots of silences, which were not
productive. And then finally she justleft therapy (after five or six sessions).
Approximately a month later, E.'s client showed up
at the clinic and asked to continue her therapy. E.
explained that his client presented in a crisis at an
emergency service agency. There the staff posed to the
client the choice of hospitalization or returning to
therapy with E. The client chose the latter option; the
phrase E. used to describe this chain of events is that
the client "was sent back to therapy." Following this
disruption, E. described how the therapy changed:
I became a lot looser with her and a lot
less... like a stolid therapist. I became
more active. I talked to her. I joked
with her. And so for a while, moving on
up through (the next three or four
months), 1 felt there was more rapport.
We had some kind of a relationship and we
could talk about it. She was telling me
more about what was going on in her life,
which she didn't do before. She felt more
like she could self
-disclose and felt more
open, and that was real good.
E. then described having forgotten a scheduled
session; the client had been waiting for him, but then
left before he showed up at the waiting room. To make
matters worse, E. was going on vacation at the end of
that week. The afternoon of the day he was supposed to
leave; town, the client presented at E.'s clinic in a
crisis. E. remarked, "I had to end up having her set up
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in some respite beds." E. then spoke of the therapy
prior bo this frame disruption, characterizing the
initial segment as "turbid", followed by a time of
-raised hopes." E.'s next comments describe the impasse
after the therapy resumed following his return from the
vacation
:
The same kind of feeling (of stuckness)hit me. I thought, well maybe we'll get
over that and she can start working (in
the therapy) again. I'll have some more
ease in her sitting there, and she'll
start being able to talk more about
herself. But it never really got off the
ground. Then I started to think it was
this real basic kind of problem.
Unprovoked, E. then describes some of his understanding
of this impasse:
1 read in a book about a guy who was
talking about hysterics. He made this one
line comment about the difference between
obsessives and hysterics. He said that
obsess ives tend to avoid the meaning of
their feelings by thinking and hysterics
will try to avoid the meaning of their
thoughts by feelings. Well this woman
(re: the client) denies both, she does
both so very well. There are just no
connections. I'm dealing with someone
whose experience is hard to know. Her
experience is kind of flat and desolate,
but I also feel that she's very obstinate,
too. But, it's hard to know whether she's
being obstinate or whether she just
doesn't — I mean, part of it is that she
just doesn't have these experiences. So
I'm always searching for some sort of
thread of meaning to get into. Some kind
of "ah- ha" experience, even the most
miniscule kind, where she'll turn around
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?Uri°"s look at it. Or have ite ect her in a feeling way. (Where
ohe 11) go, hmm, that makes me feel
something" or "hmm, that's interesting" —
any kind of connection like that. I'm
always sort of desperate for something
and it just doesn't happen. So it's like
my whole attitude or orientation of
working with her has been
discombobulated.
. .The way I think about itis that if you have a therapeutic frame,then somehow the client understands thattherapy is about making sense of theirlives. That their feelings toward thetherapist are used in that way, and thatyou can slowly.
.. come around to this point
of view. And that for me is another basicquestion I'm working on — how that
happens and why that happens. So you
finally get a client set up to where they
seem to be able to make use of what you
do. That set up — the therapeutic frame
(it's) a mutual understanding about
what the work is about, that sort of makes
sense out of the relationship. It makes
sense out of the feelings that go on in
the relationship. But with (the client),
because there's not this understanding,
there's just this — she's seductive,
hostile, this or that. And I'm seductive,
hostile, this or that. And there's no
fucking way we make sense out of that.
And I feel unbalanced.
The interrelated themes of the lack of a context or
frame within which to make sense of the relationship and
the lack of being able to form connections is repeated in
the following excerpt. In this excerpt, E. speaks of his
befuddlement concerning his client's feelings for him:
One of the most confusing parts about (the
impasse;) which has been something I've
just been getting to recently is that
she's very attached to roe Even from the
very first encounter, she had these strong
transference feelings. .. So there's this
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sort of dual, sense that she's attached,but not working. That part of the impasseis something that I - in other woriJf
"
what s going on? We're really not workingm that way. (I question) what keeps hercommg back? What do I have to work withto try to get some material to talk aboutto make some sort of connection.
.
. But withher, it's like I can't make connections
usefuJ connections don't come. There'shardly ever a sense of deepening rapport
There's hardly ever a sense that she's
talking about something which is
meaningful to her — just occasionally -
and often in retrospect. I think that I'mthe one who's thinking that there's more
going on with her than there actually is.
E.s confusion regarding his client's attachment to him is
complemented by his feelings toward her. E.'s last
comments describing the impasse evince a relational
aspect of the impasse
:
The other thing that is confusing about
the impasse... is that I get sucked into
her acting out. I mean that's the other
part of it; the coun tertransference part
of that is another major complication.
Because it would be easy if I just — I
like to see her. It's the weirdest, thing,
it just is really weird. For a while I
had no real feelings toward her at all. I
mean. .. almost at the time that I realized
that she couldn't work in that way, 1
began to get kind of fond of her. She
would come in and cheer me up. And so
it's just this really weird kind of
conflict between feeling that I like this
person and that the sessions are kind of
stimulating for me in a weird kind of way.
But it's not therapeut ic, it's not
therapeutic. You can imagine what that's
like in supervision, because here I am
acting out, enjoying it, arid nothing
really, no work is being done.
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The phrase above "she couldn't work in that way"
refers to the delineation E. offered concerning how the
therapy changed after he returned from his vacation:
Things have been going down hill (sincethen). Then (about a month later) itbecame very real to me.
. . this fundamental
problem that we are dealing with, it's afundamental aspect of her experience.
E.'s comments indicate that the "impasse" is a way
of describing his experience that therapeutic "work" is
not being done. Yet despite this assessment and /or
because of it, it seems clear that very strong, perhaps
romantically informed, feelings have been evoked in both
members in this therapy. Within this overall description
of impasse, which E. stated has pervaded the therapy
throughout its course, three separate phases emerge: 1)
The first five or six sessions which were characterized
by the struggle over who would talk which led to the
client's leaving therapy; 2) The client's return to
therapy which began a period which E. described as less
tense; this period involved a sense of deepening rapport
combined with E.'s experience of the client as more
spontaneous and less constrained. This phase, E.'s
comments suggest, ended when E. forgot a session and then
went on vacation; and 3) The resumption of the therapy
follosving that vacation, up until the time that E. was
interviewed. In this last phase, E.'s comments suggest
that the therapy has been characterised by his deeper
appreciation for this client's difficulty forming
meaningful connections between her experience of the
world and her experience of herself.
s Desoript i on
For therapist F.
,
the impasse constituted itself in
two distinct ways. Throughout the therapy, the client
manifested resistance to the establishment of a
consistent therapeutic relationship, through violation of
the basic rules of psychodynamic psychotherapy. While
this resistance functioned as a way of forestalling F.'s
interpretative activity, F.'s interview comments clearly
demonstrate her efforts to overcome the el ient- imposed
impediments so that the basic rules could be established.
Thus, F. "switched" her strategy and assumed a more
interpretive mode of relating. However, as will be
demonstrated below, F.'s interpretations provoked her
client to more extreme resistance maneuvers. For F.
,
then, her work with this client suggests an isomorphic
relationship between what constituted the therapy and
what constituted the impasse.
In response to the initial question pertaining bo
the description of the impasse, F. stated:
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Well, there were so many impasses. Thefirst one started the very first day Wespent a major portion of the sessiondiscussing mirrors. I]e did not like theidea of someone seeing him that he could
not see. A lot of it, he claimed, wasthat since he was a student at the
University, he felt that somebody behindthe mirror would also be a student and
would know him. Or that somebody from(the agency where he had been in therapy
previous to the current therapy) might be
on the other side of the mi rror. .. Anybody
,
you name it, would be on the other side of
the mirror. So after finally reassuring
him that only my supervisor, who was not
affiliated with (the previous agency ),
would be the only person behind the mirror
----- that ended that for a while. But from
time to time there would be references to
the person on the other side of the
mirror: "That person probably thinks I am
so and so, or thinks that I'm this or
that. " So that was never a totally
resolved issue. That was the very first
impasse, just getting beyond the mirrors.
It would be misleading to posit any one component of
the therapeutic frame as being more salient to the
therapeutic process than any other component. However,
when any one component is violated, either actually or in
fantasy, Langs (1976a) believes that the therapy cannot
productively proceed until the violation is worked
through and resolved. In the therapy F. is describing,
the laek of confidentiality which pervades her client's
experienoes is suggestive of an untenable therapeutic
alliance. In such a situation as this, Langs prtxiicts
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that further deviations of the therapeutic frame would bo
enacted. The following excerpt supports this prediction:
The next (aspect of the impasse), a big
one, was the fee. Oh, that was a majorissue. He was not working. He did nothave a job. Tn fact, I saw him for about
six months and he was supposedly lookingfor a job all this time, but he could
never find one. His only source of income
was the revenue from a house he inherited
and sold. He was basically living off
that, and of course that money was
dwindling.
.. So the whole idea of fee
setting was a very big issue — and, of
course, our ten dollar minimum, he said,
he wouldn't pay that. He would always
refer to the bottom of the (fee schedule)
that said that nobody would be turned away
because of inability to pay. So, you
know, being a first-year therapist — they
always accuse us of underselling ourselves
and of being a little wishy-washy when it
comes to pulling for that higher fee. So
I asked him if he could pay five dollars,
and then he did a lot of hemming and
hawing around that: "Yes I could, but
that would really be a hardship because 1
don't have any money coming in. I want to
get a job, but I don't know how soon I'll
get a job. " So then I said, "How about
three dollars?" And he said, "How about
two dollars?" So it settled that he paid
two dollars. (F. looks over her
notes)... In fact I started off with five
dollars per session and then after more
hemming and hawing I changed it... And he
said that, "when I get a job, I'll be
paying more. " So each week it was the
issue of the; fee. In fact, it became such
an issue that it was one of the reasons
why I terminated him — because; he would
not pay. There was a very big blowout.
He refused to pay, and he thought we were
terminating him unfairly because he said
he could not pay. "I told you I had
trouble paying and, therefore, I feel
that it's unfair that you're kicking me
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out of therapy.
" That whole thing — butclime policy states that once you missfour consecutive sessions without payingthat you will be terminated. He was awareof that, but he still didn't pay.
Another impasse for this client was timeHe never showed up on time (except) forthe first session. In fact, he came as
much as 4b minutes late for a session.
And more than once this happened. And I
would meet him in the lobby and tell him,
"Well, I really can't meet with you today
The time that I allocated to meet with youis just about gone, and we'll just have to
meet for next week. " And of course he
would be very, very upset, even though he
knew full well that I could not extend the
time that I had allocated to see him. His
first question would be, "Well, will I be^
charged for the session?" I would tell
him he would be charged and, again, he
would become very upset.
F. appeared disconcerted as a result of these events:
These things really put the therapy at an
impasse because you really could not get
at the reasons why he was in therapy.
However, it was found out later that
actually, his behavior was very much
indicative of what was going on, or was
very much indicative of his whole life,
and the kinds of problems he was
presenting in therapy.
As with the other therapists interviewed, F.
displayed a sense of surprised recognition when
commenting on how the impasse was, at least in part, a
recapitulation of the; issues the client presented with in
the beginning stages of the therapy F.'s role in the
olie;nt's "rc:pitition compulsion" emerged in the following
manner
:
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He cancelled an appointment (after
visiting with his family), but I
rescheduled him and he came for that(appointment). We talked about his visithome, and he did talk about it being verydepressing.
. .and also there was a re- '
'
negotiation of the fee as well Then forthe next few sessions he did come in, 'buthe was still avoiding the issues ... Anotherway he would avoid the issues was through
self- deprecation: "Oh, I'm so
undisciplined and I'm such a bum " He
would make a lot of self-deprecating
statements.
. . So I found myself (saying)
things like, "You really shouldn't feel sobadly about yourself", things of that
nature. Whenever he would sort of beathis breasts, 1 would try and stop him frominflicting pain upon himself, which sort
of bought into that whole system. He had
a history of people protecting him from
himself, and I played right into that. So
there were quite a few sessions of that
going on.
F. 's frustration about the therapy increased even
further as she commented on her feeling defeated, no
matter which way she turned:
The thing was that throughout this time, I
really never did get a clear assessment of
him because, first of all, he would cancel
sessions. Then on top of that he would be?
late. And then when I would see him in a
session, I would be trying to establish a
rapport with him. So it was hard for me
to get into making real interpretive
statements about his behavior, because I
(was) trying to establish a rapport with
this client. So he really had control of
the sessions.
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Having Presented in supervision her feeling of stuokness,
F. stated that she and her supervisor decided on a
oonffont i ve approach
:
Ihe real impasse emerged when 1 startedgetting into a more interpretive mode My
supervisor and J finally realized what wasgoing on I was really playing into bhis
sick system. You know, "Forget about
establishing a rapport, it's time for you
to start making interpretations about this
man's behavior." That's when the realimpasse emerged. (After cancelling a few
sessions) he came 30 minutes late. So at
that point. I started interpreting the
lateness. That was the first part of it-just trying to interpret his behavior
and that's when he became very, very
upset,. He would show it by coming late to
subsequent sessions ... Basical ly, I was
saying, "It seems as if you are trying to
avoid discussing what's going on here in
the sessions. That sometimes we don't say
directly what it is that we don't want to
do, but that we show it in other ways.
"
Trying to interpret what the lateness
would mean, and then use examples in hi:;
life to show how he had done the same
thing. However, he refused to hear any of
that. In fact, I began interpreting the
lateness in January, which went on until
April - all the way from January to April
and it. didn't make a dent. That was a
major impasse. Just trying to make a dent
in just that area; just, coin in/: Late to
sessions and not seeing any kind of change
was frustrating.
When we started getting into the meat of
the matter, you know, the real stuff,
that's when he became progressively later
and later... He did not want to discus:;
these issues. He was really avoiding the
real issues.
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The therapy beean to deteriorate ever more rapidly by bhe
•spring:
We discovered that this guy was really(troubled).
. .because when he would come]n
-
y°u wouJd not believe the kind of
content thai; would go on during the
session. The time when he would come init became more and more apparent that apsychotic evaluation was necessary. Thatthis period, he was one of those clientsthat just slipped through (the intake
referral process). That he could holdhimself together well enough to get
through intake, but he really began todecompensate as sessions went on. Then by
April, I was afraid of him.
In the interview, F. then went on to comment about
how the client became increasingly paranoiac, while
appearing to cycle into a full-blown manic episode.
Unfortunately, this material didn't surface until the
decision to impose a termination date, based on the
client's unpaid balance, had been initiated. This was
followed by a huge ruckus in the waiting room in which
the Director of the Clinic had to intercede. Sadly, the
client's only attempts in the therapy to reverse; the
termination decision, were by trying to get F. to go
against clinic: policy and see him without paying a fee.
F. refused and the therapy ended.
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Preliminary. Summary of^stinctioas_bet^
Descriptions...
Perhaps the most glaring distinction that
emerges when placing the impasse descriptions side by
nide is that four of the impasses are posited as having
begun in the fourth or fifth session of the respective
therapies, while the other two impasses were described as
beginning in the very first therapy session. A second
distinction that emerges is that, the four impasses which
began after a therapeutic relationship had developed,
involved clients who appeared to be suffering from a
neurotic (or at worst, a mild eharacterologieal
)
disorder. The other two impasses involved clients who
were described as severely disturbed. One of these
severely disturbed clients was thought of as meeting the
criteria for bipolar disorder; the other was said to have
met the criteria for borderline personality disorder. A
third distinction is that three of the impasse
descriptions, which involved the less severely disturbed
clients, revolve around what appear to be fairly specific
unexplored transference countertransference interactions,
while the two impasse descriptions, which involved the
more; severely disturbed client's, seem to revolve around
many unexplored transferenee-eountertransference
interactions. (One impasse description does not fall on
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one or the other side of this distinction because the
data are inconclusive. )
This third distinction, concerning the manner in
which the transference was manifested in the therapy,
informed the labels given to the two trends of impasses
described. The trend which involves the fairly specific
transference manifestations is being called
"circumscribed" impasses; the trend which includes the
ever shifting transference manifestations is being called
"diffuse" impasses. Finally, a distinction also emerges
in the way that each therapist described their respective
client's initial resistance behaviors. In the
"circumscribed" impasses, each client was described as
being resistant to exploring the transference. In the
"diffuse" impasses, both clients 1 resistances were
described mainly in terms of client involved frame
deviations, such as failure to pay fees, tardiness, and
unannounced cancellations of scheduled therapy sessions.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS: THE TRAINEE'S IMPASSE AND
PARALLEL PROCESSING
The Paral Lei Processing
_Mode]
In this chapter, the data will be organised and
explicated within a general model which is primarily
based on the concept of parallel processing.
As stated in the literature review, positing a point,
of origin in this process is arbitrary; it is merely an
artifact of linear logic imposed upon a complex system.
However, since the selection of a beginning point has
heuristic value when considering therapeutic impasse, it
will not be avoided in the presentation.
The essential mechanism of parallelism, as Gediman
and Wolkenfeld (1980) state, is identification. While
being a ubiquitous element of human growth and
development, the identification process as it informs the
healthy functioning of the patient-therapist -superv isor
triad is more narrowly conceived. That is, when
envisioning the maximizing potential of conflict
resolution, and thus anxiety reduction, which is the
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aim of psyehodynamic psychotherapy, the central meehanisn
inspiring change consists of the therapist's transient
identification with the client. When the Ldentificati
loses its temporary quality, an area of shared resistl
between the therapist and the client results. Since
empathy consists of identifying with the other through a
partial, time-limited regression of the ego followed by
the act of comprehending the emotional experience evoked
via the regression (Schaffer, 1959), it can be said that
a failure in empathy has occurred when the therapist is
not conscious of his identification with the client.
The genera] mode] then (ran he stated in the
following manner: the client presents to the therapist,
in both verba J and non-verbal ways, an area of conflict
which is disrupting the client's life. The therapist
tries to understand the conflict, to fool it as the
client feels it, and therefore "instigates" a regression
of the ego. This results in an identification propor, or
what Olinick (1969) considers a fused state of self and
other. When the therapist's identification is too
intense, such that the therapist cannot readily extricate
himself from sharing in the client's emotional
experience, an impasse will result.. In this case, both
members of bhe therapeutic: relationship are stuck; the
shared goal of conflict resolution is stalemated.
Fortunately, supervision is required for the
therapist in training. This is not to imply that the
therapist is able to report his difficulties to the
supervisor. As stated, these difficulties are
Unconscious. However, as Sachs and Shapiro (1980)
suggest, the therapist in the supervisory context not
only reports verbally what is taking place in treatment,
but also demonstrates by reproducing in action the
experience that resulted in the therapeutic impasse.
This notion is akin to Freud's (1914) postulation that
that which is forgotten and repressed is reproduced
through enactment. Therefore, the therapist will enlist
the supervisor's concern and attention in a manner thai-
paralleled the client's enlistment of the therapist.
At this point, the identificatory process is
enjoined again, for it is believed that the therapist's
presentation to the supervisor of the area of shared
conflict (between client and therapist) is unconsciously
motivated by the therapist's wish for resolution. ft is
as if the therapist is saying to the supervisor, "I'm
going to show you the; conflict that my client is showing
me so that I can be witness to how you would handle it,
how you would aid in resolving the conflict. " The
therapist then forms an identification with the
supervisor's analytic attitude; that was manifested in
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supervision. Finally, the therapist returns to the
client, bringing with him the new found identifioatory
experience that provoked understanding and comprehension.
In the same manner that the supervisor helped the
therapist resolve the conflict within the therapist, the
therapist is now equipped to help the client. It is
believed that this concatenation of events leads to the
resolution of many therapeutic impasses.
Given the general model of parallel processing
presented ahove, the data will be addressed by rau;intf
the question: "To what, extent, and in whieh ways, do the
therapeutie impasses indicate failures to reeotfnizo
shared unconscious identifications between the three
members of the el ient therapist-supervisor triad?" That
is, the data will be analyzed both in terms of the shared
experiences of eonfliet between el ient and therapist and
in terms of the parallel functioning between the
therapeutic and supervisory relationships. Instances of
parallel processing between the two relationships will
suggest not only the nature of the impasses, but will
also surest possible; ways of conceptualizing how to
resol ve similar impasses as they arise in the future work
of therapists in training.
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Introduction to the Pesor:Li>ti oris
Having presented detailed descriptions of the
impasses, it seems appropriate to recapitulate the
structure of the interview protocol (for further
clarification, refer to Appendix A). First, the
therapist was asked, in an open-ended manner, to
doscr ihe the impasse. The therapist was asked to talk
about, in the following order, the client, the
therapeutic relationship, the therapist's self-
experience, and the supervisory relationship. Each of
these four areas were querried as to "before" arid
"during" the impasse. It should be noted that it has
been the intention throughout this project not to posit
blame or responsibility upon any of the participants for
the emergence of the impasse. However, many of the
therapists did convey a sense of needing to posit blame.
Often the blame was placed on the client. Nearly as
often the; therapist blamed him or herself. To a lesser-
degree, the supervisors were invoked in this manner. In
most cases, the therapist placed blame on more than one
of the members of the client therapist -supervisor triad.
As such, this material is included, not in an effort to
validate the therapists' experience, but rather to
present their experiences as they were conveyed in the
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interviews. m addition to addressing the explanatory
potential of the parallel processing concept, attention
will also bo given to the question: "To what extent does
the therapist's experience and knowledge of the client
have predictive power for the emergence and development
of the impasse situation?" The discussion begins with
the data from the interview with Therapist A
A. ' s Desoript ion
As discussed in Chapter IV, A.'s description of the
impasse mainly consisted of the client's withdrawal from
the work and the therapeutic relationship (cancelling
sessions, early termination), which was provoked by the
client's experience of being caught in the middle between
the demands of her female lover and the demands of the
therapist. A salient piece of information presented by
A. entailed the client's rejection of the premise bhat
she was responsible for initiating the arguments that,
were occurring with her lover on the days that she met
with A. This information caused A. to wonder throughout
the course of therapy whether a couples approach might
have; been indicated.
The information contained in A's description of the
client before the impasse lends itself rather directly to
7b
an understanding of the impasse. Contained in bhis
description are what appear to be many important; pieces
of data which demonstrate the predictive nature of the
impale. Remarking on the first session of the therapy,
A. stated:
ohe was talking a Jot about her father andthe need to vent anger that she was never-
able to express toward him. A feeling
that what he had done had made it very
difficult. That she was imposing some ofthese issues from her past on her present
relationships, making it difficult for her
to have stable relationships. Her father
had virtually abandoned the family after
her parent's divoree and she hadn't seen
him for eight or nine years. There had
been no contact. And it was an extremely
emotional issue for her that he had
done this, that he had just given up his
family and burned his back on her and on
them. I think her understanding of her
problem was that she was imposing this
that she wasn't; able to trust another
person, that, someone she; would become
close to would not do the same. So trust
was one of her concerns. Interestingly,
she found herself kind of acting like him
in some ways. Fler own anger seemed very
destructive to her. She? would make
attempts to control it, but- at Mines
she's very sensitive? to being excluded,
being left out, of some things, like; having
secrets that she was sharing with her
partner betrayed to another person. So
a/Jain, around this theme of trust,, she was
very sensitive and often not able bo
control her own reactions. And the anger
would escalate. She; had in the past,
physically struck the woman she was living
with. She; was ve;r.y afraid of that in
herself this explosive anger and the
need to try to control it.
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A. was then asked whether the client; was being
explicit; about the anger. He replied:
Oh, yeah. Her goal was to try to be able
to assert herself in more constructive
ways. She felt that the way she did it
was not constructive, that she couldn't
let her anger get out- of hand. That was
very problematic for her.
Following this reply, A. paused reflectively and then
continued
:
Actually, one of the feelings I had at the
beginning is that she kind of had things
figured out. So I wondered what 1 was
going to be able to do. That gets me to
some of the issues that I think she didn't
see, that 1 eventually came to think of as
important also that definitely were
less conscious to her. One of thero was
that the question of trust also revolved a
lob around her mother. That her mother
had not protected her as a child. In fact
she had often interceded on behalf of her
mother — even at times when her father
was abusing the mother, she would come
between them and challenge him. On a very
unconscious level 1 think that she had
fantasized perhaps that having to take her
mother's side was disloyalty to her
father. [That] that's the reason why he
abandoned her... So I think there was a lot
of anger toward the mother. The mother-
had not been an adequate protector. That
[the client] in fact had been like a
parentified child. [She] told me a lot of
incidents about;, "why didn't they shield
me from this?" Having responsibLliti.es to
white -wash what was going on in the family
to people outside and never able to
express her own emotions. .. Not being able
to trust her mother was one of the issues
that 1 thought was crucial.
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enactment. One wonders then, why the client war: unable
to stay in the therapy which seems to have recreated so
well her neurotic difficulties, thus prompting a good
opportunity to work through the stifling issues plaguing
her in an atmosphere of safety.
A.'s thoughts on this question, spoken at the end of
the interview, raised the possibility that the olient was
simply not prepared, emotionally or psychologically, to
risk further exploration. Perhaps, A. implied, the
client was not yet ready to confront her unexpressed rage
at her mother; the repercussion of which could have meant
having to face these same feelings in the relationship
with her lover. While this hypothesis always remains a
possibility, the inclusion of material conveyed by A.
when describing the supervisory relationship raises other-
equal ly plausible possibilities.
Early in the interview, A. mentioned that he had
transferred supervisors. This was brought about due to
the supervisor's leaving the clinic to go on internship
(the supervisor was an advanced student) which occurred
sometime during the impas.se. In his initial response
concerning the supervisory relationship before the
impasse, A. stated:
Before the impasse, and into the impasse,
1 was working with the first supervisor.
That was a real cordial relationship. 1
felt like a learner with a person (who) [thought was extremely acute elinic-ally
who was able to point out a lot of thingsto rne that I had not even known the
existence of before. (Like) metaphorical
eominurneations listening to a story my
client was telling rne as possibly being'
about the therapeutic relationship Ithink it was in talking about this it
would be easier for rne to contrast it with
my relationship with my second supervisor
T'd say the f irst one was rnaybe a little
more distant (and) less collaborative.
The first one was pointing out things to
me that 1 hadn't seen in a nice way! ]
think 1 felt a little stiffer with her
than with my second supervisor. Maybe
more on the spot, more in need of proving
myself. She was one of the people who was
very impressed with) how well I was doing,
given the level I was working at, which
made me fee] good. 1 think that I related
to her. 1 didn't challenge her very much.
1 mean 1 would pretty much accept
gratefully what she had to tell me about
the case and her perceptions. That was
before the impasse. After the impasse
coincided with her starting to bee?ome very
busy in dealing with her dissertation
.
She? had been observing me fairly rogulariy
at the beginning and started observing
touch less
. ] can remember several
instances leaving the room after a session
and seeing her walking in the hall and
asking, "Did you get a ehanee bo observe?
today. " And she had a flurry of stuff,
papers, and said, "No, I had to, I've been
trying to get some dissertation work
done." And I think I felt -~ I don't know
if 1 7 ro crossing into another question —
but that at a time when things , when I was
becom j ng kind of confusod , and the? i rnpasse
was starting that she wasn ' t rea 1 ly
there? ho J pi ng ou t as much . I mean , she
cent Lnued to po in t out the same things to
me, y ' know, to point; rne? toward 1 ook i ng at
the re la t ionsh ip , But I. th ink she was not
seei ng or under*:; band i ng the c ] i ent ' s
experience of what was happen ing
therefore?, what the cl iezrb migh b be 1 1 keiy
to do. I'm not sure when the cancelled
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sessions were I think those were righlwhen she was still supervising me. Andmaybe not enough was made of these. Thatbasically I think she was on her way out.one was st113 being nice and we enjoyed
each other, hut; that she maybe had been
washing her hands of this ease, puttingher supervision here (at the clinic)behind her and looking ahead toward going-en internship and getting her dissertationdone.
A. has told us that the client started cancelling
sessions when he started drawing the client's attention
to her experience of being "caught" between the lover and
the therapist. This is a client who felt abandoned by
her father and, according to A.'s analysis, also by her
mother. It can be conjectured then, that A.'s
interpretations aroused in the client the fear that A.
would abandon her, that the client was hearing A.'s
remarks as, "If you want this therapy t.o work, you' J J
have to reject the demands your lover is placing on you
to leave the therapy. That is, either you choose t.o meet
my demands or I will leave you." Thus, it; seems
conceivable that the client, expected A. to abandon her.
What we learn from the above excerpt is that simultaneous
t.o A.'s "confused" experience of therapy was that A. was
being abandoned by his supervisor. A. remarked:
1 felt that she (the supervisor) wasn't
all. there for me. I doubt that that came
through much in how I was presenting
myself or acting. 1 think 1 was trying
hard not- t-o express any disappointment or
anger I might; have had. (I was) acting
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pretty much as if nothing was different,
hL^ thl55s wffe Just Soing along as theyad been from the beginning of the
case... I think (the supervisor) was
starting to give me a lot of credit and
responsibility in being able to just sort
of go my own way, which is connected to or
a function of her own kind of divorcingherself (from the supervisory
relationship). I just kind of got the
message that I understood (the client)pretty well, that I didn't need that muchhelp.
A. went on to convey further his sense of how the
supervisor's efforts to leave were being manifested in
the supervision:
I think what was happening was that (we)
were looking session by session. That
there wasn't a looking at where this whole
therapy is going. I was very impressed by
her. I mean, as I said, she's very
astute. But I think what happened is that
the thread going through the sessions —
where it was all going — was not
addressed in the supervision. My feeling
of that is that she could hear me present
the case to her session by session, and
respond to it and help me out, but didn't
have the interest necessary, I think, to
really look ahead and see where it was all
going and what might be happening.
Parallels abound when we turn our attention back to
the therapeutic relationship. A. 's initial comment
suggests the parallelism:
It was very cordial. I felt that there
was a real good rapport. She liked me, I
liked her. It seemed to be a very good
working relationship. I think just
before, not initially, well maybe even
initially, that it seemed to me to be
almost too easy. In the sense that she
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was pouring out, she was just giving me somuch material and I was doing absolutely
nothing... to the extent that she was
monopolizing sessions.
. . I think later on Ibegan to see that as resistance, that she
was neutralizing my input, not allowing meto get m a therapeutic word edgewise
™V ff1* less comfortable at that pointAt first I was just kind of relieved thatdoing therapy is easier than I thought it
was going to be.
In response to the question, "How connected did you
feel?", A. replied:
I think there was a connection that I
felt, but at the same time this idea of,
"Am I anonymous to her?" I mean, am Ijust this person who might say one or two
things, and instigate the flow of
material? Am I real to her? In that way
I didn't feel connected.
Thus A. described both the therapeutic and
supervisory relationships before the impasse as being
friendly (the term "cordial" was applied to both), that
the members of each dyad liked each other. In addition,
both relationships are described as having a detached
quality ascribed to them. These similarities set the
stage for the commonalities which emerged during the
impasse. A.'s initial response describing the
therapeutic relationship during the impasse:
I would say that afterwards there was a
kind of struggle going on as far as
defining the therapy and what was the
therapy all about. I felt that there was
a lot that was not being said -- anger
toward me, feeling that I was putting
demands on her, feeling torn in this
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loyalty conflict between me and herpartner. It wan very frustrating for mebecause she would reject any kind ofinterpretation She did not want to see
mV^f 5f OOU12u£e imavy at mo - thereight be something going on where she wnsin the middle between coming to individualtherapy and being pulled bhe other way byher lover. So I guess the way I would
characterize the relationship i:; that 1
was trying to do something that . :h , ; ..„„,]to be resisting to bring more into
awareness, to bring it into the therapy
Her response was to start coming late
cancelling sessions and deny that it wasgoing on... So I guess 1 would describe the
relationship in terms of a struggle. She
Still saw it as kind of needing mo on a
week to week basis, or later not even week
to week, to kind of help her get through
things. And I was still wondering both to
myself, and every now and then to her,
what happened to these deep-seated issues
that you felt you wanted to explore.
In both relationships a sense of continuity and of
working toward specific goals was lacking. In addition,
both relationships are devoid of expressions of anger,
which seemed to raakt; it very difficult for the client in
therapy and the therapist in supervision to address the
demands which were originating from external sources. In
doing clinical work, one is often struck by how a
client's leaving ( bo it on vacation, or via termination),
often seems to be experienced by the client as the
therapist who is the one doing the leaving- Kaeker's
(1957) notion of complementary identifications seems to
adequately address this upside -down notion. Clearly A.
felt abandoned by his first supervisor. That the client
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felt abandoned by A. or was acting in such a way as to
disallow for such an experience is less clear though
seemingly quite plausible. Given this context, A. was
unsure of how to respond to the client's wish to
terminate
:
I think one other thing that was happening
in the struggle was whether I was going tobe keeping her in therapy. Was I to take
her at her word or to challenge her
perception that she was allright now. I
felt that the things that she came in with
really hadn't been worked out. Flow to do
that in a way that wouldn't make her run -
- she was already running. That became a
real difficulty for me. I believe part of
this struggle was whether to let go at
that point — and make sure she had a
positive experience in therapy so that if
later the need arose that she would want
to continue either with me or with another
therapist — against the risk of being
more confrontive.
. . kind of what do you do
when your client is telling you that
they're cured and you don't think so.
A. continued to struggle over this question
throughout the remainder of the therapy. During this
struggle, supervisors were changed. Fortunately, A.
stated, he was able to come to some resolution about the
client's termination. This resolution, as the following
excerpts demonstrate, resulted, at least in part, from
A.'s experience with his second supervisor.
Interestingly, A.'s experience with his second supervisor
roughly paralleled his client's experience in the therapy
during the same period. This becomes clear when his
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description of the therapeutic relationship during th
last session is compared with his final remarks
describing supervision. A. reported:
contrasts I'm seeing now isthat with the first supervisor I was notwilling to admit maybe some confusion, ornot knowing what I was doing. She was
seeing roe as very competent. I was seeingher as very brilliant and we had this
respect, so why ruin a good thing. With
my second supervisor I loosened up a lot
I actually felt deeper. Much more —
although at the same time I was admitting
to not knowing where to go with (the
therapy). One of the main decisions wehad to make was how much risk to take.
When she does come in for sessions, should
I really challenge her and say, "I think
the reason that you haven't come is
because of such and such. " That it was
very — she was avoiding having a
relationship with me, is how we began to
understand that. Because of the issue of
trust, for the relationship with me to be
real would make her very vulnerable — the
fear of abandonment and so on. It was
much more gratifying this work, even
though the client was telling me she was
terminating. That working with this
supervisor, I just felt more empathic, I
felt more humanly responsive to what the
client must be going through. And felt
that about myself. I mean just my own
humanity, just a profounder sense of that.
And at the same time, we were struggling -
~ neither one of us was quite sure what
was the right course to take — but that
was accepted and okay. I mean it was a
respect that seemed to be more grounded on
real — not just kind of a surface
cleverness or facility. I think what
happened is that I was able to let go of
the client in a kind of understanding and
sympathetic way. That accepting her goals
as the goals of the therapy. That she had
gotten — to take her at her word that she
e
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had gotten something out of (the therapy)
Ihl It*VSSS1°n TS Very gratifying wheres e thanked me and told me it was very sadthat our relationship was ending. And Ithink her being able to do that was
connected, was possible for both of usbecause of certain things that might havebeen going on in supervision. So in a
sense the impasse had a happy ending, or
at least a more philosophical acceptance
of the client, her limitations, my
limitations, everyone's limitations.
A. was then asked if the client seemed to share the
acceptance. He replied:
Yeah. At the end she cried. Yeah, she
was saying things like, "I still make
compromises. I know that it is not
perfect, my relationship is not perfect,
but this is what I have to do for now.
But maybe things will get better. " Up to
then I hadn't believed it, but I think I
brought myself around to being able to see
it that way and that helped both of us.
At the end she asked a few questions about
myself. She had never asked me personal
questions. She said I always wondered if
you were going to tell me about yourself.
(She) wanted to know what year I was in,
partly, I think, whether I'd still be
around a couple more years if she wanted
to come back. Basically making me more
real to her, which is something she had
been resisting up until the end. Allowing
the transference to really take place and
for the therapeutic relationship to become
one. So in a way, I mean I say the
impasse was never really resolved, but
it's a hard one to call.
Thus it appears that A. was able to find a sense of
acceptance concerning his question of whether the client
should have terminated. This acceptance, brought to
fruition within the supervisory context, was then re-
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enacted by way of the client's greater acceptance of h
ambivalence. A.'s final interview comments also
demonstrate the freed-up feeling that A. experienced
result of how the therapy and the supervision "unblocked"
themselves. These comments are a response to giving
feedback about the interview:
It was really interesting. I mean theinterview's really interesting in that I
started to make a lot of
connections.
.. that I hadn't seen before
I mean just things — like the triadic
things — the client kind of in between,
the demands that she perceived as made on
her. And myself between two supervisors.
The feeling of abandonment as an issue in
therapy and also in my relationship with
my first supervisor, which didn't occur to
me until I started talking about it.
That's really neat to see some of those
connections
.
'
.s_Descr ipt i on
B. 's description of his client is one of a woman
victimized by the world around her, that her behavior
is dictated by the wishes of others. B. stated that the
client experienced herself "as helpless in the world, as
being pushed and forced to react, and forced to behave in
certain ways. " Indeed, B. volunteered the information
that the client was in therapy because:
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her previous therapist recommended thatshe continue in therapy. That kind ofexplained a lot of her character, and whatcame out of this therapy. Things werekept on a superficial complaining levelExplanations were very simple and not veryinformative.
The issues and dynamic constellations presented by
B.'s client were conceptualized by B. as clearly Oedipal
She was involved with a man the age of herfather who was also a friend of her
mother's. She was not getting along withher mother. (Her parents had divorced
some years earlier. ) And her father —
she had an idealized presentation of herfather and of this man she had a
relationship with. In the course of the
therapy her father re-married. But the
woman he married was only a couple years
older than the client. So there were
these triangles all over the place. I
mean it was amazing how she was living
them out in the present. One with the
current relationship with this older man,
who she felt she had been in competition
with her mother. And another was her
father was involved with this woman who
was close to her age, who she felt in
competition with, who was inappropriately
acting like a mother. This woman, the
client complained, had no business giving
her advice or being like a mother. And
who was responsible for drawing her
father's attention away from her.
Following this comment, B. repeated a dream his
client shared which B. interpreted as the client's wish
to see herself in competition with other women for men,
and that she would win. "All these stories — she would
win. " Another issue, which B. spoke of as "a nice catch-
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all." was phrased in terms of the client's difficulties
separating from her home. Though she would return and
visit "the woman she hated, " "there was a need for
maintaining a very adolescent kind of relationship with
her folks." In addition, B. stated, "I think school was
kind of threatening her need for more family. It was
sort of making her leave home prematurely." This need to
remain in control, B. stated, manifested itself in pseudo
behaviors — dressing older than her age, complaining
about her peers' inappropriate behavior, and the like.
The client's issues, presented before the impasse
emerged, appear to coalesce around the theme of
difficulty separating from home. Though it is only
conjecture, it seems feasible that this difficulty
enacted through the client's repeated trips back home,
represented the client's unconscious effort to repair a
real and/or fantasized unresolved Ocdipal conflict. This
formulation, however, does not lend itself toward an
understanding of the impasse which was described as being
prompted by the client's resistance to exploration. In
neither the impasse description nor the description of
the client's issues does B. make mention of himself, or
his role in the client's life. Thus it seems appropriate
to turn now toward the data gathered which addresses the
therapeutic relationship before the impasse emerged.
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In his initial comment concerning the therapeutic
relationship, B. remarked:
lrZl/eemed t0 rbe 8 Pretty stron£ se™altransference. I mean she would come invery well dressed and very pretty and verywell made up. She was a very attractiveyoung woman and her presentation was —
she d present things at the very beginningm a kind of exciting way. She reallypresented a lot of material, and talkedquickly and was really animated.. And she
- I think what was developing — she'd be
a little seductive in the sessions. The
way she would posture and look, she had
some really, kind of, seductive
mannerisms
.
With this comment B. provides data which appears
very important vis a vis an understanding of the
emergence of the impasse. A cornerstone of
psychoanalytic theory since Freud is the notion that
clients will re-enact their unresolved conflicts in the
therapy in an unconscious attempt to construct more
adaptive patterns of behavior. This notion speaks to
both the dynamics of transference and to what has been
called repitition compulsion. B. continued:
I think what was pretty significant was
that (the client) would be seductive, but
not in a very mature way. It was almost
like a childish seductiveness — being a
little bit cute, she'd talk a little bit
about her grades and her classes — it was
kind of funny. I think it would be like -
- kind of a kid wanting her father to
think she was good and attractive and
smart — you know, showing off for a
parent.
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Nowhere in the interview does B. relate this
information to the impasse. Thus it cannot be stated
with certainty that the impasse was prompted, at least in
Part, by the eroticized nature of the relationship.
However, the client's issues conveyed by B. regarding
unresolved Oedipal themes lend suppcrt to this inference.
Although Freud vacillated about the appropriateness
of the therapist's countertransference being used as a
way of understanding the client, current analytic theory
is more straightforward. With rare exception,
countertransference is understood to be one of the main
sources (some, like Bollas [1983] would argue it is the
main source) toward an empathic appreciation of the
client. This appreciation, Racker (1972) suggests,
occurs via two types of countertransference reactions,
which he labelled "concordant" and "complementary". B.'s
final remark concerning the therapeutic relationship
before the impasse emerged invokes Racker*
s
"complementary" notion:
I think on my part, I think I was fairly
tense, though during the sessions — well,
it had an interesting quality — I mean I
was in there and I'd listen to her and
follow her and respond to her. But I was
also a little tense, you know, (she) was
the first client I had. I didn't know
what was happening. I think part of it
was the erotic feelings I was having, that
she was arousing — you know, being
uncomfortable with that.
Thus it is conjectured that the client's resistance
to exploration matched the therapist's discomfort
concerning his sexual attraction toward the client. Thi
conjecture is supported by Langs (1976a) who believes
that a client's resistance efforts are often an
unconscious effort to draw the therapist's attention to
the therapist's own blind spots.
The beginning therapist working within a
psychodynamic framework finds him/herself in a very
precarious position vis a vis the level of competence
experienced. Being more or less familiar with the
theoretical literature, the trainee is intellectually
ready to entertain emerging transference configurations.
Elowever, as Mar (1983) has poignantly written, the gap
between intellectual preparedness and experiential
preparedness is often very large. Thus, while the
trainee can understand being placed in the role of, for
example, a seductive father, accepting this role as
"real,
" even on a temporary basis, can be quite
unbearable. As a result, internalizing this projected
experience of oneself may not occur on a level generally
accessible to consciousness. Indeed, the doubting of
one's own competence is often so severe, the anxiety
producing acceptance of a dystonic projection can
overwhelm the trainee. Therefore, in certain stimulus
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evoking contexts (such as an interview situation that
takes place long after the therapy has ended), the
therapist may safely report material related to a
Particular projection, in different contexts other
material will be more primary. This appears to be the
case with B. The prominent theme of B.'s response to the
question concerning his experience of himself as a
therapist prior to the emergence of the impasse is one of
being plagued by generalized though intense doubts
regarding his effectiveness as a therapist:
I remember being insecure abut my work as
a therapist. I remember having these
vague, or more specific, concerns about
what do you do in the therapy — what's it
supposed to be like, how's the work
supposed to go, what am I supposed to do.
And I remember being pretty concerned
about whether I could do the work and
whether I was suited for the work.
Whether I could help my clients and
whether I — all sorts of insecurities and
concerns — am I smart enough, am I
empathic enough — those kinds of issues.
Nowhere in this section of the interview did B.
relate his discomfort concerning the erotic nature of the
feelings evoked in him by his client. Instead, B. 's
experience of himself as inadequate and floundering was
much more salient. This is also true in B.'s response to
the question regarding the supervisory relationship
before the impasse:
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I remember the first supervision after myfirst session. I had mentioned that thesession seemed to go pretty well I fMtPretty good about it. And I walked intosupervision and it was like - bam, bang,bang -- these are the things you did
wrong. I remember the comment clearlyit was that I was too active, that 1 askedtoo many direct questions, and that Ididn t allow for any pauses. I've beenthinking back now. I remember that the
client gave me a lot of material The
client said a lot and there was somethingthat I was doing that seemed to be working
on some level. There was nothing that I
was doing that was horrible at that pointBut after that first supervision I felt,
"My God, I really did a horrible job.
"
Following a pause, B. continued:
It was never very good, even before the
first session. I remember discussing
having gotten the case, having the intake
sheet. What seemed to characterize that
supervision was kind of demands made on me
that I couldn't meet. There was a kind of
very critical quality to it, or my
experience of it was that. Even
discussing the intake sheet, it was more
of, "Well, what do you think you're going
to do with this client. " Kind of being
set up as something like, "You should
know. I know what you should do, but I
want you to stumble over it. " Kind of
that kind of quality, or that was my
perception of it.
At this point in the presentation of B. 's
experience, a parallel appears to have emerged. Both B.
,
in the supervisory dyad, and the client, in the
therapeutic dyad, felt demands made of them which they
could not fill. For B. , the demand consisted of feeling
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that he should know what to do (whioh he "didn't") and
feeling set up by his supervisor to unnecessarily
struggle over what to do while the supervisor
omnisoiently watohes in silence. For the client, the
demand consisted of the message, "stop resisting further
exploration (which she "couldn't"). In addition, B.
maintained that the client's main issues (conceived in
terms of an Oedipal conflict) were clearly transparent.
This evokes an image of the client struggling to untangle
the causes of her pain while the therapist silently sits
with the information, that, if shared, would attenuate
the client's difficulties. This is not to say that
either the supervisor or the therapist did, in fact, hold
the key to deciphering the therapist's or the client's
suffering. However, the parallel fantasies of the
seductively withholding other remains.
To recapitulate, the data collected concerning both
the client's issues and the therapeutic relationship
before the impasse indicate the predictive nature of the
trainee's impasse. In this example, the data regarding
the client's unresolved Oedipal strivings and the
therapist's discomfort with his countertransferential
eroticized reactions combine to form a situation where
both members of the therapeutic dyad are seen as
resisting further exploration of their anxiety provoking
eexperiences. The data collected regarding both the
therapist's experience of himself and the supervisory
relationship are indicative of the parallel processes
developing between the two dyads, as discussed in th
above paragraph. The presentation now turns to the data
addressing the "during the impasse" categories. The
questions to be raised are twofold: 1) Do the data
indicate directly how the impasse could have been
productively resolved? and 2) Do the data point to
further indications of parallel processing?
The most prominent relational images evoked by B.'s
descriptions regarding the therapy and the supervision
during the impasse involve a giver and a receiver of
criticism. From B.'s vantage point, he describes himself
as having struggled both when he was feeling critical
toward his client and toward his supervisor, and when he
was feeling criticized by them. This is also the case in
B.'s remarks concerning his experience of himself
;
alternating between self-experiences of being the
criticizer and of being criticized, highlighted and
increased the fragile nature of B. 's confidence in
himself as a therapist.
Initially, the client's complaintive style of
relating was frustrating. During the impasse "she became
even more complaintive, where the whole, or most of the
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sessions were filled with complaints. » This „as olearly
irritating to B. and aroused a harsh judgnental response
from B:
'
Although this material was coming out(regarding Oedipal issues) and it seemedalmost accessible, she was never gettingto it. She never got past the point of
complaining in the sessions. She nevergot to a point of attempting any
responsibility... She was just bitching and
complaining. I'm aware of their (re: theterms "bitching" and "complaining") having
a strong negative connotation, but that's
exactly what was the experience of the
therapy.
.. (she had) a really immature way.
Although irritated by the client's behavior, B. at times
felt that therapeutic progress was possible in that
important content was being conveyed. However, B.
suggests that this progress was never realized:
She would give me a lot of material that I
could interpret about what might be going
on, but she wouldn't use any of my
comments. I gave her very mild
interpretations. And I remember, what was
characteristic is that she'd disregard my
interpretations and talk over my comments
and tell me to hold off. (She would) wave
her hand and say, "No, that's not it."
Really a lot of denial.
In these comments, B. appears to be placing the onus
of the therapeutic impasse onto his client. However, the
onus began to switch when the interview questions turned
to addressing the therapeutic relationship:
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that I did feel like I was being real
she'd
C
be EVP dUriDg the i^aSs^henbitching and complaining Ithought, "That's all I can hear, ?
" ratherthan hearing the meaning or looking forthe issues and the things to interpret Ifelt like, although I had pretty tight'
control over it, those thoughts were inkg
.
The switch toward accepting the blame himself became
more extreme in B.'s first comment describing his
experience of himself as a therapist:
I felt increasingly more insecure. I felttremendous anxiety over my work and I felt
responsible for the impasse.
After a reflective pause, B. continued:
I felt like there were comments I could be
making that I wasn't — comments I knew I
should be making. I thought there were
things going on in the therapy that I
should be commenting on. .. inconsistencies
that I should be questioning, information
that I should be asking for. I thought I
should — I wasn't interpreting or
questioning the relationship with this
boyfriend enough. I thought I was having
an issue exploring her more sexual issues.
Though B. alludes to the sexual issues, he does not
return to them. Instead, for B. , what was a more
prominent concern was the feeling he had that he wasn't
being a successful therapist. B. continued:
I was very self-critical . I'd be
depressed — depressed and anxious at the
same time. I think I would be anxious at
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nn»«t; I
remember reviewing the tapes a
revfewinf takin* a fe» h°»™
fh™ 7 5 m fnd puttin* it off. Andt en listening to them and just ^ettin*
worn out listening to the! fd S '
Ev
a
J£
y J
ired
T
a"d depressed and feel beat.By the time I finished, I remember feelin*VkT TVfJy frustr^ed. I remember drying*what I thought were different tactics ^
within the therapy. I'm not sure — now Iquestion — were those tactics successful
I could never take a tact and just go withit, or actually do it.
B. then began to speak about how his frustration grew
into an experience of anger mixed with depression. He
commented
:
It was pretty painful for me to feel like
I was angry at her. I was wondering — isthis a therapeutic attitude? Am I, do Idislike the work? It was pretty painful
to do therapy. That was not very much
fun. It didn't seem to be interesting.
I'd sit there in the session with her and
she'd start complaining and I'd make a few
comments and she wouldn't take them up.
They wouldn't seem to go anywhere.
Following these remarks, B. was then asked to
describe the supervisory relationship during the impasse:
As the impasse developed, it (supervision)
became more critical. The tone became a
little bit more critical... I remember
hoping for some kind of reassurance that I
was doing something good and not getting
that. In fact getting.
.
.
just the
opposite. .. What was pointed out was what I
shouldn't do, what I did that I shouldn't
be doing. I remember — I would get
directions every week of what to do in the
next session, not be able to do them or
fulfill them and have to go back and
report how I hadn't got them done, (how I)
hadn't been able to accomplish them. . .
I
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tit,\ SGnSG °f frustration. It washard to separate. I mean I was stillgoing m there (to supervision) andlistening — listening for some
reassurance or help — and getting some
response some instruction, but finding itwasn't helpful... I thought that at thetime I was feeling very anxious about my
that could have been focused on or dealt
with by my supervisor — helping me todevelop as a therapist. That what washappening m the supervision only servedto increase my anxiety, rather than to
reassure me.
To B.
,
ultimately both the client and the supervisor
were disappointed with his therapeutic efforts. Early on
during the impasse, however, B.'s responses concerning
the client are decidedly ambivalent:
She continued to be getting something out
of the therapy, or maybe continued to be
looking for something from the
therapy. .. It' s funny, (she) had this sort
of approach-avoidance kind of quality... At
times she would seem to be more receptive
to the work.
B.'s perception of the client's experience becomes
much more negatively pronounced during the latter phase
of the impasse:
Her perceptions of what the therapy was
for and (what) our relationship was for,
was different from mine... She was looking
for something from me that I couldn't
provide her and I was looking for
something from her that she wasn't
providing me with. . . I thought she didn't
think I was doing a very good job, (she)
disliked the way I was doing therapy. I
thought she was expecting me to help her,
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but that I wasn't helping her in the wayshe wanted to be helped.
This is similar to B. 's peropntinn u.;..xj. c cep o or his supervisor s
reaction to the therapy:
I couldn't figure for sure what he mighthave been feeling. I remember thinkingthat he didn't like me and that there werethings about the way — my personality
or the way I approached doing therapy
that he disliked. That there were not
only things that he didn't think were goodto do, but that really rubbed him the
wrong way.
This similarity in B.'s experience in both dyads is
further underscored by his feelings toward the client and
the supervisor. Concerning the client, B. stated:
I had the sense that what she wanted from
me was to validate her experience of the
problem being outside of herself. And I
grew increasingly frustrated and angry. I
can say "anger" now, but I remember then
being more in touch with feeling
frustrated or irritated. .. I think at times
it made me feel or present myself more
tentatively. I remember being afraid that
I was being critical or short-tempered
towards my client.
. . I was being very, I
was feeling critical.
Concerning his feelings toward the supervisor, B. stated:
At the time (during the impasse) it was
kind of a mixture. I respected his
position and I thought he was a real smart
guy and he knew how to do therapy real
well. But I felt so extremely frustrated,
that he wasn't helping me to do therapy
well. It didn't seem to be meshing, and I
became pretty angry at him, pretty
frustrated and angry.
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The parallel process between the therapeutic and
supervisory dyads appear to have been operating
throughout much of the therapy, especially during the
time B. delineated as the impasse situation. These
Parallels revolve around the issue of not receiving
validation for one's conscious experience (the client
wanted B. to validate her experience that her problems
were externally provoked, the therapist wanted his
supervisor to validate his anxiety-laden experience of
doing therapy for the first time). Without the
acknowledgement of these experiences, the parallels were
enacted in both dyads in a similar manner, in which the
therapist and the supervisor were experienced by the
client and the therapist as critical and unempathic. It
is interesting to note that the data during the impasse
does not directly speak to the question of impasse
resolution. Instead, the data portrays what appears to
have been an even more salient and ubiquitous issue for
B. ; namely, his discomfort and vulnerability in the role
of therapist. That this issue was not explored in a
productive manner in the supervision is inferred from its
blatant absence in B. 's description of supervision.
Perhaps this absence parallels the absence of any
attention given in the therapy to the erotic aspect of
the therapeutic relationship. Suffice to say, however,
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that the client's inability to work through her Oedipal
strivings in the therapy existed side by side B.'s
inability to work through his strivings for competency in
the supervision. While it is testing to raise
hypotheses conoerning the underlying causes for the
emergence of these parallels, this presentation of B. >s
impasse description will instead conclude with one of
B.'s final interview observations. It should be noted
that B. had some prior knowledge of the hypothesis of
"this study:
One really significant thing came inlooking at (my notes). I know you'reinterested in parallel processes. But a
couple of days ago I was struck with the
realization of how it really worked into
my psychic schema that the supervisor
would be such a bad guy for me. That he
would be a pretty critical person who
would be putting a lot of pressure on me.
That kind of made it easier for me to —
or why I would do that, would be a way ofhim showing he liked me, that he was
interested in me, or that he cared enough
for me. That he was involved in being
this critical. And in reviewing my notes,
I have right in there, that my client
needed to see her mother as the bad
person, as the bad guy. I thought that
was an interesting parallel. I mean it
was pretty independent also — I hadn't
been thinking about this interview when I
was trying to figure out what happened
last year. Part of that last thing, in
looking back at it, is that I was a little
bit too sensitive to the criticism — what
I was looking for from my supervisor —
like uncritical acceptance of what I was
doing. I wanted to have that as sort of a
base and that was similar to what my
10 5
client wanted from her folks, I think ina much more primitive way. i mean ?t was
waysYL^V^ S*' 1 think i» «I was looking for the same thing frommy supervisor. *• I
B. then responded affirmatively to the question, "Do
you think she was looking for that from you." B. was
then asked, "Do you think she was getting it from you?"
He replied, "No, definitely not, so I thought that was
important.
"
C^s_Desqrj^tion
There are a few notable aspects of C. 's experience
of therapeutic impasse which set his account apart from
the other descriptions contained in this study. For one,
C.'s is the only impasse reported as having been
resolved in therapy. Thus, C. described a therapy which
he believed involved three distinct phases. These
included a pre-impasse phase, an impasse phase, and a
post-impasse phase. Secondly, C. was opposed to using a
psychodynamic approach right from the beginning of the
therapy which provided the context for much of the
expressed tension that existed both within his own
experience of himself as a therapist and within the
supervisory setting. As a result, the question of which
mode of therapy should be employed emerged as the
predominant concern vis a vis the unfolding therapeutic
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Process. Overall, it appears that the impeding issues
and themes which are described in regards to supervision
prior to the impasse provoke a re-enactment of similar
issues and themes in the therapeutic setting during the
impasse. Similarly, the resolution of the impediments in
the supervision then sets the stage for the impasse
resolution in the therapy. While this analysis of the
impasse is distinct from that offered in Chapter IV of
this manuscript, it is provided as a complement to that
analysis.
The overall process of the supervisory influence
upon the therapy, mentioned in the preceding paragraph,
is supported not only by the Content of C.'s description,
but also by the manner in which C. responded to the
interview questions. For example, within the "before the
impasse" category of questions, as compared to his
responses concerning the supervisory relationship, C.'s
responses describing the therapeutic relationship and the
client are much more vague and general. It is almost as
if a major part (if not the major part) of the
therapeutic work, before the impasse, took place
initially within the supervisory setting — an occurrence
that could be understood in "terms of viewing "the
therapist's countertransference as the therapeutic locale
(Bollas, 1983). In addition, Brightman's (1984) remarks
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emphasizing the crucial nature of the trainee's
idealization of and identification with a supervisor lend
themselves to this understanding.
With these observation in mind, addressing the
anticipatory/predictive nature of the therapeutic
impasse's occurrence requires inclusion of the data
concerning the supervisory situation. Before this
material is addressed, however, material from each of the
category questions will be presented so as to provide a
fuller account of C. 's impasse experience.
The client is a single mother of two children who
had recently moved to the area to begin graduate school
training. Initially, C. described her presenting
problems as "depression, weight gain and adjustment
problems with moving to the area. " A little later he
added
:
She wasn't making social contacts, (she
was) feeling isolated, not meeting people
here in Pinelook. I got a sense that this
was a lonely, and very, very needy woman.
She needed that contact with other peers,
but she didn't have it. She had,
primarily, contact with her two kids which
was becoming a burden because she didn't
have any support network — except in her
school situation and that wasn't terribly
supportive. So that was the presenting
problem.
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In response to the question,
-Can you describe the
kinds of issues and themes that your olient was bringing
up before the impasse emerged?", C. replied:
W
^-'
1 that
- one of the
of non? l^u' 1 m n0t SUre that in termsc tent there was all that much, that Idistincti™ between what waspresented before and what was presented
after. Except to say that there was a
more, kind of a cooperative spirit.
With some prompting, C. continued:
She was bringing in more, "Here I am. I'mdepressed and I'm feeling depressed. "
There was more, she was more open aboutthe way she was feeling.
. . She doesn't have
anyone to talk to. She doesn't have
anyone that cares enough to listen to her.
She was not meeting men and she feared
that she could never marry again or meet a
man that would want to marry her. Early
on, I'm not sure how early on, if this wasbefore the impasse or after, but it was
reasonably early in the therapy — she
talked about entering menopause. So there
were all kinds of feelings of, feelings of
loss that (were) presented early. But
also presented throughout the impasse.
Another thing that quote "happened" to
her, another way that reality conspired to
kick her in the ass, was that her son was
hit by a car and suffered a severe head
injury. .. There was a sense of feeling more
open — interested in exploring certain
kinds of life issues for her. And
interested in trying to understand the way
she believed and relating it to her past
life. And later, during the impasse, that
kind of attitudinal honeymoon stopped.
C. then pointed out that the client's depression was the
only affect manifested before the impasse, that, for
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example, expressions of anger were evidenced "as the
impasse was broken." C. described the client as
"reasonably motivated. She didn't miss any of the first
four or five sessions." Following this, C. remarked on
his feeling "that nothing was really wrong with her"
aside from "adjustment problems to a situation that was
realistically difficult.
" C. then mentioned that a
teacher suggested that the client seek therapy.
That the client was also involved in a therapy
training program was vitally salient to the therapeutic
process as it unfolded is demonstrated in C. 's initial
response to the question asking for a description of the
therapeutic relationship prior to the impasse. C.
stated
:
I guess I thought of it as kind of a
honeymoon period, although there was
always — even early on she was conscious
of the fact that she was this therapist
and that here I was a therapist. There
was always an element of "do I have
anything to learn from this guy. " So
there was a — something that emerged
occasionally was a kind of competitiveness
— "How are you doing? Here I am, I
missed very few appointments. How am I
doing? What's your orientation? What
kind of psychotherapy do you do?"
C. was asked if he felt challenged by his client's
presentation, to which he replied, "I don't think it was
unreasonable. " In response to the query addressing what
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was being asked of each other, the presence of
supervision looms large:
I'm not sure what I was asking my clientbecause I think I was kind of confused
about what I was doing. I think she wouldhave wanted a straightforward answer toher problems. I think - and this came uplater — but she was skeptical of
psychotherapy. But at the same time Ithink she wanted someone to straighten her
out. ohe wanted symptom relief I think
more than an interpretive analysis I
'
wanted to do that. I guess I was kind ofpushed in that direction saying, "Hey
look, if that's what this woman wants,
then that's what we should give this
woman.
" But I was told "Number one —
that that's not the kind of therapy we
were doing, and number two — it wouldn't
be effective anyway.
"
C. concluded his remarks concerning the therapeutic
relationship by stating that "we were still in a feeling
one another out phase." He mentioned that he was feeling
"primarily sympathy" while the client was seemingly
"skeptical", but curious about how she would be helped
and what she was going to learn both about herself and
about therapy.
The importance of the supervisory context also
pervades C. 's remarks about his experience of himself as
a therapist. He stated that his experience of himself
was "confirmed" by the newness of doing therapy and his
feeling, "very, very conflicted" about using a dynamic
strategy. Without provocation C. stated that it was "too
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early to tell, too early to make any judgments about my
quote 'competence as a therapist". Similarly, when C.
was further prompted to discuss his feelings about
himself, he replied:
£h^'
hard
I"
f
°f uySelf as a therapist.T at s just real hard to say. I mean such
a general statement, that I think it mightbe generally the case. But if you had
caught me out in the hall, I wouldprobably have said, "I don't know whatthe hell I'm doing, but I'm just sort ofbeing there with that person and she seemsto be talking! So to make that sort of ageneral statement is real difficult for
me.
.
. I think it varied a great deal. It
was confounded by a number of things. Thefact that I was ambivalent about the kind
of therapy I was doing. So I'm not sure.
I didn't know, number one, if I was a good
therapist. But number two, I didn't knowif I ever wanted to be a good therapist,
if that's, if I was supposed to be doing
psychodynamic work. So it was a very
strange kind of experience.
Given C. 's ambivalence about doing dynamic therapy,
it is not surprising that an impasse arose. However,
this kind of statement is too general for an addressment
of the anticipatory nature of the impasse situation.
That the client complained of being over-burdened by the
demands of others and the conspiratory nature of reality
(as C. put it), while C. was burdened by having to do
therapy from an orientation he was not comfortable using
is clear. Yet, further clarification is necessary. A
move in this direction is provided by the next excerpt in
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which C. describes his level of motivation. After
remarking that it was difficult to assess, C. continued:
I thought it was arbitrary that I was
n?^hf y aSSjgnf? t0 do a Particular typeof therapy. So there was — I was feel in*angry early on. That here I was a grown-
clearT
H
-h'V0 SOmethi^ that it waslear I didn t want to do, for the good of
— because it was "good". "It's been myexperience" type of answer.
Remarking that his background in psychology was from an
empirical tradition that was "very different, " C. added
that part of his anger stemmed from:
. . . being told by someone younger to do akind of therapy that, if it had not faileditself out of existence, clearly was notgenerally recognized as a very useful
technique for therapeutic change.
The structural and dynamic parallels that existed
between the therapeutic and supervisory relationships
included a number of sources of tension and conflict.
Structurally, two elements emerge prominently. For one,
the helpee in each relationship is older than the helper.
This, combined with the demands to proceed from a
framework which the helpee did not accept as productive,
established barriers which pre-empted the participants
from directly attending to the task at hand, namely, the
client's difficulties. Dynamically, the helpees in both
relationships experienced their needs as inconsequential,
that their needs had to be stifled so as not to topple
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the hierarchical arranged of both relations-hips. The
demands were then experienced by the helpees as being of
an arbitrary nature; the questioning of these demands
were then felt by the helpers to be manifestations of
resistance. Note the parallel between C.'s analysis of
his client's behavior during the impasse and the
following excerpt regarding the supervision before the
impasse
:
There was a tension. I think that my
supervisor felt I was afraid to do
anything but cognitive- behavioral work.
That I was using that as a kind of a
guard, as a defense, so I wouldn't feel
the pain that the client was feeling. I
think the supervisor respected me, but I
got the impression that there was an
interpretation — clearly there was an
interpretation of my resistance toward
psychodynamic work. It was by no means a
hostile relationship, I mean it was
cooperative, (but) you get these little
hints of — just like you do in therapy —
little hints of a person's true feelings.
For C, some of these true feelings involved deception
He stated:
There was support being given ( in
supervision) I don't want to overestimate
the conflict, but the conflict was there.
I think it was acknowledged by both
people. There was a kind of a token, what
I saw was a kind of a token promissory
note offered: "Well, if you really want
to do cognitive-behavioral kinds of
things, we'll think about that in the
future. " Which I saw as a kind of decoy
to kind of undermine those inclinations in
me.
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Finally, in terms of the "before the impasse-
material, similar to the client's request to follow her
own agenda (whieh oan be thought of i„ terms of a request
for help in shoring up her defenses), C. requested of his
supervisor that he be able to employ methods that he fait
competent utilizing:
I was saying (to the supervisor) kind of
support me, help me, but also do what I
want. I need your support, I need yourhelp, I need your expertise — why can't
we do what I want?" So there was thatkind of somewhat childish, "If you really
want what's best for me and the client
why don't we start with a blank slate anddevelop a treatment program for this
person.
" I think my ideal was that my
supervisor would say, "Okay, What do you
want to do. And I'll help you do whatever
you want to do in any way I can. I'll behere for support and I'll be here as an
expert, but I want to work from your
strengths and your biases, 'cause you're
the one that has to go into the room.
"
And that ideal wasn't fulfilled.
It can be said then that both C. and the client
experienced the therapy as primarily being
focussed/fueled by the training needs of the therapist,
and not dictated by the needs of the client. This is not
to say that the supervisor eschewed consideration of the
client's needs. Indeed, it is reasonable to believe that
it was the el ion
t
1
s needs with whioh the supervisor was
primarily concerned and consistently addressing.
However, for the purpose of this study, neither the
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client nor C. experienced the unfolding of the therapy in
this manner. Given the constancy and strength of C.'s
ambivalent posture regarding how he felt he could best
help the client, the client undoubtedly felt burdened to
respond to what appeared to be the therapist's agenda.
That this dynamic constellation recreated the conflicts
that prominently elicited the client's depressive state
further fills out the transferential conponcnts of the
therapeutic relationship, setting the stage for the
impasse which ensued.
C.'s description of the client during the impasse
support the contentions written above. This is so both
in terms of the content conveyed and also in terms of the
interactional pressures which the client brought to the
relationship. C. stated:
Well, certainly the dominant theme became
her father's treatment for the terminal
disease, but it was integrated into a
standard format that was, "You know what
he did this week?" And it was typically
her describing how something that he did
was evidence of his insensitivity for her
situation and his being a burden... she was
complaining. And I would flip a great
deal. I would alternate between
normalizing it saying, "Hey look, this
woman does have an awful situation. .. This
woman's got a shitty life, a very, very
difficult life. " So I was at times very,
very sympathetic to what she was saying.
Alternately I was saying, "Enough is
enough. What are we going to do about
it?" Okay, I was willing to listen, but
the more I listened the more it became a
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kind of complaining, the more complainingbecame a dominant theme in the therapySo I was feeling like I was being used" assomeone to talk at. One of the"things about the supervision was thatduring thxs time I was re-assured that
maybe that s exactly what she needed andtnat s ail. That I was serving a valuablpfunction. That here I was - I wanted towork at something, but I was being toldperhaps rightly, that it was just a period
where she had to be sure I could toleratejust listening to her horrible life
situation.
Interestingly, in terms of tolerating what he was
hearing, C. then talked about his understanding that the
client had been deprived emotionally as a child. Without
prompting, C. gave as evidence for this deprived
experience: "Her brother was treated better than her.
Supposedly, he was more important. His education was
more important.
"
C. stressed that the client seemed to be asking him
to "sympathize and commiserate" with her problems rather
than interpret her material. The sessions, C. stated,
were filled with accounts of "her chaotic hyperactivity,
recounting all the demands placed on her. " She seemed
primarily depressed, though during the impasse the client
"became more willing to express anger, but it was anger
directed toward other people and the bastardly things
that were happening to her in her life. So the anger was
externalized.
One of the "other people" the client expressed anger
at was her supervisor. To this, C. explained:
In some ways I identified with her I
mean she would come in and talk about hersupervisor and how awful her supervisor
was and certainly I was having thosekinds of feelings about supervision on
occasion.
Given C. 's expressed frustration toward supervision,
his client ("I felt frustrated that she wasn't going fast
enough") and the therapy in general ("My God, isn't this
a waste of time. I don't see her improving."), listening
to stories such as her brother's education being more
important and her supervisor making demands on her,
surely made C. 's work that much more difficult to do, in
light of his own struggles at the time. As a response,
C. "started feeling a lot more negative feelings" toward
the client, "feeling judgmental because I didn't feel she
was quote "working hard enough" unquote. Added to this
was C.'s "feeling frightened, because there were times
when I was genuinely afraid that she was going to
decompensate.
"
Yet what was clearly a negative experience for C.
soon evolved into a more balanced one. This sense of
balance emerges in C. 's account when addressing the
therapeutic relationship. It is interesting to note that
again, C.'s material suggests that the balance occurred
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first in terms of supervision, then in terms of the
therapy. m the following excerpt this is inferred fro,
the order in whioh C. presented his description; later in
the interview, this sequential inference is stated more
explicitly. After speaking about how the client "became
more and more difficult to follow," C. remarked:
So I became concerned about her realitytesting, her ability to negotiate with herlife on a day to day basis. But I was
reassured by my supervisor that (the
client) was becoming more open, and
actually, that this was a good sign. That(the client) was being able to let me see
a part of her that she wouldn't show most
people... So I'm feeling more frustrated
with (the client) and more fearful. She
is feeling, she is coming across as more
negative about what the therapy is doing
for her or not doing for her. She's
accepting support, but rejecting
interpretations or any attempts to look at
her life as she goes through this
difficult time. But at the same time, I
think she was beginning to feel like I was
someone she could talk to. Even though
she was pissed off sometimes, even though
she was frustrated, even though she
sounded crazy sometimes, that there were
times — when no matter with all the
changes in feeling — that I was still
there and I didn't express the fear.
One change in C. 's experience which is pertinent to
the discussion appears in response to the question asking
him to describe his sense of himself as a therapist
during the impasse. While C. earlier seemed to be
paralleling his client's externalizing tendencies when
discussing his conflict about employing a psychodynamic
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approach, in the following excemt i+-u xut erp t appears that his
difficulties are more grounds i«^ tiuunaea in the therapy itself:
Wel
l'.
i
^
was stiH a continuation of that
lHnr? nS ; ^ J* W3S diffic^t for me toKind of try and continue that mode oftherapy, because here I was havingproblems with it... So it was difficult. Imean I think an impasse — certainly ifthere are doubts about the kind of therapyyou re doing, an impasse will certainly
challenge (and) bring those doubts to theforeground.
not
C continued to feel angry, frustrated and
terribly confident or effective, " but something
significant was changing. Buried in one of C.'s "before
the impasse" responses is the following excerpt:
Later, I think one of the things that (the
client) learned was that there were things
about her that brought on the depression -
- that she conspired to bring on the
depression. That there was more of a
personality characteristic of her way of
interacting with the world, then it was
that the world gave her a lousy deal.
Specifically, what the "something significant" had to do
with what the client "learned" is unclear. C.'s
description of the supervisory relationship during the
time of the impasse, however, gives us some inklings:
I think that one of the — I was becoming
a better psychodynamic therapist, so these
are all confounding factors to some
degree. I was feeling more support with
the impasse. I think my supervisor was
able to recognize elements of the impasse
as more productive than I. That is, she
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recognized what I might have thought of asdisturbing, as progress, and was able toencourage me and provide more support Ithink as the relationship between my
amT^H TV devel°P<^ the issue ofm I going to do what kind of therapy
"WeTT '?
SS/allef ' ; * 1 kind of Voided,
learn - 15°^*Vf?rn whateve^ I can. And I think that the relationship
^STnk
m
?h^
S
T
PP°rti
K?'
m°re ^Pting andi™ 1? k ^ Wa? able to aPP^eciate morewhat she had - the kind of help that shecould give me - more could be appreciatedby me more clearly during the impasseBecause I was feeling very vulnerable"during the impasse and wondering what thehell I was doing. And what she wastelling me was that I was doing the rightthing and that it was okay and that it wasgoing to be a difficult time and that I
was able to be with the client more. Andthat was a good thing. So I think that
there was a mutual respect that wasdeveloping during the impasse, and
actually the supervisory work was very
important during the impasse.
The above excerpt contains the first and only
reference C. makes to feeling himself to be a "better
psychodynamic therapist. " That this arises when
addressing the supervisory context follows one of the
lines of reason brought to bear on this interview
material — that the supervisory relationship served as
the catalyst for the interactional processes that emerged
in the therapy. While the actual unfolding of the mutual
influence that existed between the relationships cannot
be commented upon with certainty, it appears that from
C.'s experience, the evolution of the supervisory
relationship preceded the more or less isomorphic
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evolution of the therapeutic relationship. Thus, while
the therapeutic relationship was being established, the
supervision was at an impasse. Then while the therapy
was at an impasse, the supervisory impasse was in the
process of resolution. That C. contended that the
therapeutic impasse was resolved, completes the cycle.
C was not asked to describe the therapy after the
impasse, but given the above analysis, in conjunction
with the notion that Brightman (1984) discusses
concerning "the opportunity for the trainee to identify
with the supervisor's professional self . . . as it provides
the motive force to take in what the supervisor has to
teach,
"
this last excerpt is included to suggest how the
therapy might have ensued:
I thought that (the supervisor) did a goodjob of not taking the impasse as evidence
of bad work. She took the impasse as
evidence of, "Geez, that's the way therapy
goes. And you're doing fine. And it's
going to lift. Just be there with this
woman. Be there in the room with her.
Don't deny what she's going through. And
if you keep doing this, in the long run I
have faith that it will get better. " So
at some level I think the impasse helped
solidify the relationship with my
supervisor. It was a vulnerable time and
my sense was that she was there supporting
me, but there was not a judgement made
about what 1 as doing.
>
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Di.ls Descrigtign
This section is a presentation of the material
conveyed by therapist D. concerning the impasse
experience he discussed during the interview. While the
two main purposes of this chapter (i.e., addressing the
anticipatory/predictive nature of the therapeutic impasse
and demonstrating the parallel processing between the
therapeutic and supervisory dyads) remain the foci of the
discussion that follows, the poignancy with which D.
relates his experience should be underscored. The
struggles and emotional conflicts which the trainee
confronts in his endeavors to be an effective growth-
facilitating therapist are exemplified in D.'s report.
Too, the overriding the importance which D. ascribes to
the supervisory context during attempts to be of service
to his client is highlighted in the material which
follows. Indeed, whether addressing a question
pertaining to the client, or to the therapeutic
relationship, or even to the therapist's own sense of
self-as
-therapist, D. 's comments invariably invoke the
supervisor's influence.
D's remarks regarding the impasse are framed in
terms of how the client was manifesting his resistance to
the therapy. Initially, D. reported, the resistance took
the for, of attempting to unseat D. 's neutral attitude
toward the client. This was then followed by
cancellations and fee difficulties, which ultimately 1
to what D. believed was a pre-mature termination.
Responding to the question, "Can you describe the
themes and issues your client was presenting before th
impasse emerged?", D. stated:
The main theme was, "Can you understand me?Can you help me? Are you smart enough?Are you socio- culturally appropriate
enough? Can you understand me?" In thefirst few sessions, I saw my task asjoining or establishing a working alliance
with him. And I felt we were establishing
that. I didn't feel that "boom", but Ifelt over the first few sessions, before
the impasse, that he was coming in (and) I
understood — that I got a feel for the
kind of person he was, the kind of
problems he was having. And a real sense
that these were relationship problems,
human problems — and a strong sense that
his efforts to resolve them were not
working. Also a strong sense that this
stuff came out of his powerful childhood
relationships with his nuclear family. I
felt that much of this involved both
leaving and yet remaining. And I felt I
had a sense of that and that I was able to
communicate that sense of understanding.
I didn't interpret that, I just sort of
went with him over the last ten years.
The first few sessions we fairly quickly
got into the material.
D. was then asked to describe some of that material:
A lot of it had to do with, the essence of
it was — for him to be successful in the
world meant either abandoning his family
or betraying certain values that were
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powerful within his family. He was really
stuck. On the one hand, success meantdoing things he didn't want to do, and
leaving his family. He was very worried
about being a bad person, and it seemed as
though to be successful, you had to be
bad. It also appeared that the kind of
success that he really craves was going to
take him away from his parents and from
his neighborhood. And he was very
attached to his parents and to his
childhood neighborhood and he just didn't
want to leave it.
D. then responded affirmatively to the question of
whether this material was explicitly conveyed by his
client. D. proceeded to say, "that one of the issues we
wrestled with, and I think, that came to be symbolic of
some of the difficulties of the therapy" revolved around
the client's request for a therapist who matched the
client's ethnic and sociological background. D.
emphatically stated that this request served to highlight;
the client's pervasive concern: Can you understand me?
D. saw his task as one where he would demonstrate to the
client that he could indeed understand his client.
Addressing the question of whether this particular
impasse could have been anticipated is less
straightforward than is the case with the impasses
described by Therapists A. and B. However, a compelling
argument, based on the specific information conveyed by
D. can be proferred, though the fact of post hoc analysis
in this case cannot be validated as clearly as in the
cases described by A. and B.
.
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When D. was asked to discuss what the el lent
identified as his presenting problems before the therapy
commenced, D. replied:
As I remember, there were a couple ofthings He had dropped out of college •It wasn t that he couldn't do the work"
—
it wasn t an intellectual issue — heseemed to be quite capable of doing thework. He wasn't quite clear why hedropped out. He was feeling like afailure. He had wanted to go back and
complete his degree, but he didn't know
why he was unable to complete it His
other main presenting problem was that he-
was experiencing problems with the womanhe was living with. Finally, he was
uncertain about his future. He was in hislate twenties, didn't know where he was
going, didn't have his college degree, and
was having problems with his woman friend.
The client was aware of, and verbalized, his ambivalence
about being successful. Thus, even though the client
received high marks in his classes (D. mentioned this
fact later in the interview), he dropped out of college.
Success meant betrayal and abandonment of his family.
Applying this dynamic template to the therapeutic
encounter then leads to the hypothesis that the client's
resistance was an enactment of a resistance to
anticipating a successful therapy. More specifically,
the hypothesis consists of speculating that the client
feared a successful therapy, for a successful therapy
would resolve the client's paralytic experience vis a vis
his academic aspirations (the client stated, according to
1 26
D
" ^ MS mtXn wish
— *» «• therapy to "figure out"
what was obstructing him fro* going back to collage to
complete his decree). Returning to college "unstuck",
then, would allow the client to .ore closely approxiaate
his scholarly potential, which the client equated with
success
.
However, for the client to be successful seant
betraying his family. m line with this hypothesis is
the issue of being understood by someone of a different
religious and cultural background. It is conjectured
that for this client, being understood by a therapist who
Cones from a diverse background would also elicit
feelings of betrayal and abandonment in regard to the
client's family of origin.
By way of offering further validation for the
hypotheses presented concerning the predictive nature., of
the impasses described by therapists A. and B. , it was
concluded that a crucial aspect of the transference
evidenced by these therapists' clients was never
commented on during the course of these therapies.
Though D's client's trans ference is much less clear,
nowhere in the interview did I), convoy a sense bha t he
questioned whether his client might have been ambivalent,
about "being understood. " Instead, D. appeared bo accept
his client's request for understanding as immutable.
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finally, D. stated that in the first fe» sessions
his client talked about feeling
"a conflict between
himself and what he called his rich friends." 1).
continued
:
And one of the things about his riohfriends that he hated was that they all
went to therapists and it just allowedthem to be more entrenched in their
selfishness and their self-
-centeredness
and their narcissism. He used that word
narcissism.
"
Thus, again, it can be surmised that for the client,
going to therapy to work on the difficulties which
prevented him from fulfilling his academic potential was
experienced as a betrayal of his family and their shared
values.
Having presented the above discussion regarding bhe
question of anticipating the impasse, this section now
turns to a broader discussion of whether the parallel
processing phenomenon lends itself to a fuller
understanding of the descriptive material presented by 1)
in his interview. The question of whether a parallel
process between the therapeutic and supervisory dyads
occurred will be addressed. Before this question is
raised, however, materia] corresponding to the "before
the impasse" categories will be presented, so as to give
the reader a sense of D.'s experience of the therapeutic;
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and supervisory settings in his initial work with the
client.
As reported previously, the client initially wns
experienced as a charming intelligent and engaging
individual who D. saw as "ready to talk, ready to work."
D. remarked:
He would talk for much of the session andhe would at times talk about being unhappy
or being sad or being uncomfortable withhis life. But he wasn't particularly —
his style was "what can you do? This isjust the way it is". He said he accepted
it, m a sense sort of said, "it's crazy,
it's awful, but we need the eggs"
(alluding to a Woody Alien movie). That'show he presented originally. " I want todo something about it. Let's see if we
can't do something about this, if we can
improve this.: Which sort of went against
— I mean his being in therapy, coming to
see a therapist went against- his affectua]
presentation
.
I), proceeded to say that he felt his client covered
up his depression with a humorous, nonchalant
presentat i on :
There was this sense as he was talking of
real loss, real disappointment. Sort of
"I didn't get what I wanted." But if you
weren't looking — in a room like this, I
looked for that - if 1 had met him in a
bar, I don't know if I would have seen
that. He was very good with words, very
faci le.
One's sense of I), 's experience of hi:; cl ient is at
one and the same time clear and unclear. For example.
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the client's presenting problem (i.e., fear of suooeaBj
fear of separating from family, etc.) are rather
straightforward. Yet his request to be understood is
turgid in comparison. Similarly, the client's motivation
to be in therapy appears very high, yet also ambiguous.
When responding to the question, "How would you describe
his motivation before the impasse?", D. quickly replied:
He had experienced some kind of crisisThere had definitely been some sort of'precipitant. And he wanted to change. Fiefelt that therapy was sort of a last
resort and that it was time for him to
change. I'd say, given his sense of what
therapy was, he was very motivated. It
was like, "OK, let's get in there."
Later on in this interview, this writer realized
that D. hadn't mentioned what the crisis concerned or
what the precipitant entailed. When this was commented
on, I), stated:
Yeah, I didn't say what the precipitant
was because to this day I'm not sure what
the precipitant was. I think it was a
combination of relationship problems with
the woman he was living with and something
that was pushing him to go back to school.
For some reason he was really feeling a
need to either shit or get off the pot.
And I don't know why that was. I never
really knew what happened. Something had
brought him in but it was and is unclear.
D. described his client's approach to the therapy as
being akin to struggling over how to write an essay. He:
remarked that the client's attitude was one in which "if
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you work hard enough", results will foUow
. He furthor
stated that the client seeded to invoke a detached,
intellectually style of relating, that one could find
logical solutions to one's problems. Thus, D. portrayed
his client as "very comfortable" in the therapy before
the impasse:
He was very comfortable with his ability
to interact with people, with skills thathe had developed, and very comfortable
with his ability to assess roe. If
anything he was very confident in that
area. However it was also clear
that... his abilities to be with people
were unclear to him as to whether they
were useful to him. It was kind of like,
"yes, I know what I'm doing. I do this
well and its highly valued. I'm unique.
I'm different. I'm not like these people
from college.
.. I'm sort of the seeker and
I know this is the right way to be." IIjust never seemed to get him where he;
wanted to go. He could talk really easily.
He knew what was right and what was wronj!,
where he was at, and all that stuff. It"just didn't work. And he knew that, too,
which is sort of related to (the question
of) the motivation. He saw therapy as a
way to just work harder at what he was
doing. And then that would help him. If
he coultl just work harder, maybe get a
little help from somebody, then he could
resolve these issues. As a therapist I
didn't think that was the way to resolve
these issues. But he was pretty
confident.
Following this statement, I), was asked if he wanted to
elaborate on what he meant by, "I didn't think that was
the way t.o resolve these Issues." His response suggests
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the benevolent manner in whioh hie c.n cn s supervisor ho] pod d.
to grow and develop as a therapist:
Well, the only thing I would say is thatmy supervisor was very good about
that this client was trying to use hisdefenses, which had not worked, to change.And that was particularly important to mebecause my philosophical and intellectual
stuff seemed to say, 'There are better
ways to induce change. Maybe you canintellectually Just go about it " Youknow, get that insight intellectually —
then it will be okay. And my supervisor
was very good about saying,
~Hey, what'shappening in the room? What's going on*What's happening here? What are youfeeling? He's pushing your intellectual
buttons — what's that about? How is thatkeeping him where he is?"
In responding to the question of describing the
therapeutic relationship before the impasse, the
supervisory influence is again invoked:
The relationship was one of a mutual
seeing if we could understand one another.
It was important for me to see if I could
understand him, and I think it was
important to him to know that I could
understand him. It was sort of a joining
process. There was a questioning of my
ability to truly, meaningfully, understand
his life... Once again in my supervision
that's what my supervisor kept saying he
wanted to know — can you understand him.
So understand him and let him know you
understand. And if you don't, ask
questions, find out. Work on
understanding him. So the early sessions
were spent on understanding.
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The theme of "Warlanding" permaatea and dominate.
the material Presented by D . in reepon.e to the rest of
the "before the impale" queetion.. Thus, D. frame, hi,
answer to "what wa, the eUent taking of youV", in term,
of "understand that my (the, client' a) opannaBB La a
faeade,
"
"understand mo, but understand that I'm hard bo
understand," "understand my uniqueness, " eto. Similarly,
when describing his own experienoa of himself as B
therapist, I), responds within bhe context of
"understand Lng"
:
Before the impasso, I felt Very, I mean 1didn't know what was going to happen with
the therapy, but I pelt good about, the
eonneetion. I felt I understood some
partB of this man (the Client) and 1 ean
work with him. We can take this journey
together and Learn and help bhia human
being change. I felt pretty confident.
And onee again, I ean't separate it from
super v La ion
.
D. then goes on to describe how his supervisor
facilitated his efforts to deal with his client's
concerns that I), was from a different ethnic and socio
economic background
. Interesting ly, for each of the
follow up questions within this portion of bhe Interview
(see Appendix A, questions 4a- 4c), I), only briefly
remarks on his experience of himself before flu; Lopaase,
and then describes his feelings at greater Length after
the impasso emerged. Indeed, bhere is a great disparity
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between the amount of biuo D . apends on
-u ^ ..^^
the i-passo" questions as oontraated to the "during the
in-Passe" question,. While listening to D. "a remarks, one
has the sense that D. experienced a press to review and
re-evaluate this impasse experience so that he could .ore
clearly delineate the various factors impinging upon and
perhaps obstructing his development as a therapist. D.
stated
:
1 would say my motivation throughout (the;therapy) was very strong to help this
Client. 1 think that was there
throughout. However, it was also coloredby my other relationships — my
relationships with the clinic in generalincluding staff and students, my
relationship with my supervisor, and my
relationship with myself as far as my
attitude about my ability to be a
therapist.
. . 1 realized with the impasse
that this was hard work and that I didn'thave all the answers. Before the impasse
I thought, "Well, maybe I'm just a
natural." With the impasse I said to
myself, "Maybe I'm not a natural." And
that caused me to feel less comfortable;.
I felt discomfort with my behaviors in the
room. It also made me more — its funny -
- it made me both more tuned into his
stuff and at the same time, more tuned
into my stuff. And that was both good
and bad — my attention to my stuff —
because I could be into my stuff and not
- you know, it was his therapy.
.
.
D. voiced (in a manner similar to the other trainees
interviewed) that he needed to prove that he was able to
provide sound therapeutic services. Recognizing both his
own anxieties and needs, and his behaviors which were
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-or- responsive to his needs, rather than the client's,
served to further increase his level of anxiety. In
retrospect, D. thought this impacted on the impasse
situation in the following manner:
I didn't want to be there with this guy.I didn t want to have to contain hisfrustrations and anxieties and mine. So Ifelt very motivated to get through theimpasse to get to the next level Ididn^t want to stay in the impasse. Idistinctly didn't want to stay there.
To complete D.'s description of his experience before th
impasse emerged, this section turns to the material
explicitly requested concerning the supervisory
relationship. Though prior to conducting this study,
evidence of the parallel processing phenomenon was
expected to arise when considering only the "during the
impasse" data, in D.'s description, evidence supports t
operation of this phenomenon before the impasse as well
When D. was asked to address the supervisory
relationship, he responded:
My supervisor was very supportive and very
much in favor of my working with this
client. lie fairly quickly identified
certain kinds of troublesome areas such as
this client's reliance on an intellectual
defense and my own propensity to
intellectually defend against powerful
feelings. in the first few sessions my
supervisor recommended that I look into
that with the client — that we explore
his intellectual stuff — did it work or
didn't it work, what happened with it,
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supervision your supervisor says, "youshould try this" ™h i
I think ;Lv + S Xt makes sense and
in ?i right. But then when you'rethe room, it's hard to do everythingthat they want you to do. But the f^tfew sessions I felt pretty comfortablewith my relationship both with the
supervisor and the client. It was likeOkay, we're establishing a working
alliance. It's important to understandthis guy It's important not to talk too
ielt real comfortable. That was fine, lethim present the problems at his own speedIhere was no need for great
interpretations of any of that stuffFind out what's going on, why is he here*Does he want to stay? What does he thinkthis is like being here? What does itfeel like being here?" That kind of
stuff.
D. then commented that while he felt supported and
helped by his supervisor, he also "felt less of a need
for him in those early stages". After briefly
elaborating on his greater need for help during the
impasse, D. continued
:
He was willing to let me find out and let
me sort of proceed at my own pace. And I
did and I felt comfortable doing that. So
he supported me and he felt confident in
giving me free reign in working with this
client.
D. then stated that "all he was asking of me was
that I not make any gross errors. " D. went on to
describe how his supervisor identified certain
"vulnerable areas" that D. shared with his client. These
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areas included
"intellectuali.ation" and the possibility
of being 'verbally aggressive. " D. again demonstrates
his profound respect for hi^ e, IT«*».,^ ~ i1 n s supervisor during a lengthy
extrapolation on these themes, making clear the easeful
direction his supervisor provided in facilitating D.'s
exploration of his vulnerabilities.
In response to the question, "What were you asking
of your supervisor?", D. responded:
I guess that I wanted him to appreciate my
work, to support me in what I did. And tofind that I was basically a good therapist
who needed some work, some fine tuning
some adjustment, and to be open with me
about these adjustments.
D. then spoke of being able to "hear" his
supervisor's criticism due to the trust he had developed.
D. emphasized that he found his supervisor willing "to
hear me challenge his correction", in turn, this enabled
D. to work harder to "make adjustments." In this section
of the interview D. related that his supervisor
facilitated a workmanlike approach toward exploring D.'s
countertransferential reactions to his client.
As D. described it, there were a number of
similarities shared by the client (vis a vis therapy) and
D. (vis a vis supervision). Despite experiencing a
tenuous sense of control (for the client in terras of
conducting his life, for D. in terms of conducting
psychotherapy) both 5^^^^+ ^ w , „tyj ucn.n assert a need for simply "fine
tuning", or for "small ad iustmpnh^ •• uA justments. Moreover, the pace
of the unfolding therapeutic relationship and the
unfolding supervisory relationship are described as being
dictated by the respective helpers in each. A sense of
"not pressuring" the one looking for support and comfort
emerges in the experience of both of these relationships
as they were discussed by I). As will be shown, these
similarities will develop into more prominent forms of
parallel processing when the "during the impasse"
materia] is addressed.
Responding to the query concerning his client's
presentation following the emergence of the impasse, D.
stated that the "common theme" centered around
disappointment in others, especially wished
-for
caretakers. The client complained at length about
professors who "let him down" because they "would help
him only because they needed him. " To D. , the client
appeared to be rhetorically asking "if they need me, then
how can they really help me." Too, though the client
spoke only in the most general terms, he raised similar
concerns regarding the problems he was facing with his
lover. Overall, the themes, "which even then were
clear," involved "the client's disappointment (in)
others, the neediness on his part, and yet his creation
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of relationship." in which "he described himself a, the
Patriarch." At one and the ^ ^ ^
client found cohort in relating from an unneedy position
while intensely (though quietly) feeling resentment
"toward those he would fool in this way. "
Interspersed with these themes was the question of
whether the client would pay his fee. D. related that
even though this client was earning more income than
before the impasse, it was during the impasse that the
client "started complaining that he couldn't afford to
come" each week. D.'s reaction was, "Is it ever a money
Problem?" D. > S thoughts concerning the fee problem was
"that it was another challenge, test, defense effort, to
expand or change the therapeutic frame... The latter half
of the therapy it was more clear that it (re: the
therapeutic frame) was chafing to him. He really wanted
me to be his friend. '*
D. found his client "less charming" and more
defensively aggressive during the impasse. The client
seemed particularly concerned with D.'s theoretical
orientation. In relating his client's affect, D. stated
that "it was frustration, disappointment and anger at not
getting what he wanted, what he expected. " As a reaction
to his discomfort, the client would then resume his
intellectual aggressiveness, by demonstrating his
facility with psychological theory. Krom this va„tage
point, the client •'could attack, he could
Intel leotuali 2e My ^nr-t ^-pbor of constant looking for meaning
made him much less comfortable."
The parallels between the client's experience and
D.'s experience and between the two dyadic relationships
emerges with greater clarity in the next excerpt. This
excerpt is D.'s response to the question concerning his
client's motivation during the impasse. It is again
interesting to note that D. utilizes the unstructured
nature of the interview format to expand upon the
intricate interconnections between the three people most
involved in this therapy. Too, for the purposes of this
study, explicit attention is drawn toward D.'s comment
that, "I'm learning something here — I don't want to
lose this thought." Later, it seems that it is "this
thought" which develops into D.'s explicit recognition of
the dynamic parallels that existed between the two
relationships. (After all the interview questions were
presented, D. was asked whether he knew the researcher
was interested in addressing the notion of parallel
processing. D.'s response was, "No, no I didn't. But
you should be.
"
)
D.'s thoughts concerning his client's motivation:
strong
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iS rtivation rained»i*i ng. But; as he si ^rton 3
what we wore doind tw understand^ic aumg, hat we were 1-n
^timate, he started looking for way^ to
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rT 10n and anger and ^her stuff
lllll T °?™^ l\ L)Ut ' Ami at that Pointagain I cheeked m with ray supervisorAnd he said, "That's great. We' rentingto it. Now you've engaged him. You'vestarted to work with this guy. Just keepon doing what you're doing and see whathappens." That was sort of frustrating tome because 1 didn't know if (the client)
could tolerate that frustration, the
anxiety of opening up and sharing himself
with me including our stuff in the roomAnd I got worried in terms of supervisory
conflict. I was worried that (the client)
wasn t going to continue. My supervisor
was concerned that I continue to be
appropriate. You know, it was interesting
— you could say 1 felt unsupported It
wasn't that I felt that my supervisor was
wrong because 1 felt he was absolutely
correct. I did and do think he was right
But I guess I wanted him I felt like hehad too much confidence in me. I wanted
him to say, "Hey yeah, this is scary —
you don't want him to leave." instead of
what he said which was, "You are doing
fine. You are doing the right thing.
Keep on doing it. " I wanted more
understanding — I think this is important
for the client and for me. 1 think I'm
learning something here. I don't want to
lose this thought So in that sense 1
felt, not unsupported, but misunderstood.
I didn't feel that my supervisor really
understood my feelings of "I want this
client. I want to keep the important
stuff happening with this client. " Now I
know that that attitude of 'keep it with
that client' is detrimental to the
hSve^in^r^' 8 the onl * attitude Iave. And I know technically thesupervisor was rirhf rii,+- t Z
mo
— to be technically correct. that
LalK
'
xt ls quite possible thai oart nf m„anger was not directed at the client lu7at my supervisor. Because he didn't
understand me at that crucial point ' For
^oc'-rvi '
1 need6d SOmething from my
supe sor - certain understanding - fcoallow me to retain my appropriate
therapeutic posture. And I think thatanger-- and this is the first time I'vethought of it in this way - I think thatanger was directed towards my supervisor
mZ* '3My '> heudi^n,t know 1 was P^sed athim Maybe he knew, but... Part of thathad to do with my efforts wanting toPlease my supervisor who was an Importantperson to me. I didn't want him — I
can't say I was totally honest with him inthat L didn't want him to know some of the
struggle I was undergoing. He's saying
Hey, you are doing fine. " And 1 want to
say, Hey, I'm doing shit." But I didn't
want him to see that.
From D. 's vantage point, certain parallels can be
drawn. For one, both the client (in therapy) and the
therapist (in supervision) wished for greater
understanding from their therapist and supervisor,
respectively. That the supervisor (from D. 's
perspective) responded to D.'s anxiety with positive
feedback raises the question of how J), responded to his
client's anxiety, given the trainee's "natural
inclination" to identify with the supervisor. In part,
this question becomes clearer when placed next to the
following excerpt:
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As I look back at i1 T fu;„i -r
particular becau^o r,n +v.„ ^ en1' ln
so strong and so Lgethe? ""pSa little too demanding of hi- {£2 W°S
needed a little more unbendinfof't^6pain and difficulty of the process.
D. then wondered aloud whether his own anxiety
Precluded hi- fro- full, appreciating his client's level
of anxiety. Thus it appears that both relationships
wore, in part, characterised by one
-e-ber's a-bivelenee
to share feelings of inadequacy and pain, while the other
member was responding in 1) ' ^
* ur s, m u, s words, m the appropriate
manner.
"
These interpersonal processes left both the
client and the supervisee feeling misunderstood.
One of the ways that D.'s unspoken anger became
manifest is contained in D.'s following remark. This
remark is not only noteworthy in its own right, but also
because the eliciting question concerned his client's
level of comfort after the impasse emerged, which I). uses
as a springboard to discuss supervision:
I think (the client) was less comfortable
with himself after the impasse. He was
less comfortable with our relationship and
I felt less comfortable. It didn't feel
like that early engaging working alliance
— building, joining — kind of stuff. It
felt more like we were getting deeper and
that was uncomfortable for him and for me.
I didn't know what this guy might present.
To me, that was scary stuff. And as 1
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think about it, again back to thesupervision. Sometimes my supervisorwould suggest an approach; a way ofaddressing common themes, and J wouldforget m the therapy to do that stuffYou know, before the therapy, I'd go over
?J*r*%^ ?^°Ut ^ -pervLion -and I d go m to therapy sayim* "Oknv
goln^hff 1 neSd t0 d° " ^when'l'do in the room, some key message that 1worked out with my supervisor would Justgo out the window. 1 wouldn't know ituntil afterward when I sat down to write
ray initial impressions. And I'd sav "Oh
we'd'J ^l11^ ^ thiS - ^is wa^he wayd agreed was a good way to handle it. 'And I didn't do that. I'd let him slipavmy again. Part of my anger towards mysupervisor involved, or led to myforgetting key suggestions which we boththought were good suggestions. They wereimportant, but I would forget them. Soback to the original question — there wa-
a change in the client as we went deeperin terms of his comfort. There was also'
a
change in me. But a lot of my change
seems to have been in response to my
supervisor. My ability to cope with thedeepening therapeutic intimacy stirred up
my anxiety. And I'd go to my supervisor
and didn't feel particularly cared for asfar as that anxiety was concerned. And
once again, part of that is that I didn't
present to my supervisor the nature of
that anxiety because I wanted to be a good
therapist and I wanted his approval. That
was definitely part of it.
. . I think there
was a real connection there and I think
that strengthened the impasse, rather than
resolved the impasse.
Throughout the interview, D. appeared to be actively
struggling toward a fuller acceptance of his ambivalent;
feelings vis a vis his experience as a supervisee during
this particular therapy. That D. felt that his more
prominent anxieties concerning his identity as an
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emerging therapist were attended to, contained and
ultimately diffused by his supervisor is clear.
Scattered throughout the interview transcript are remarks
that speak of D.'s "appreciation" and gratitude toward
his supervisor. At the time that this therapy commenced,
D. was greatly concerned both about his own abilities and
also about how his abilities and character would be
judged from an administrative/evaluative level. At the
time that this therapy terminated, D.'s experience of
himself as a therapist had undergone significant change.
Not only did D. feel greater confidence in himself, but
as importantly, D. felt that others, particularly his
supervisor, were seeing him as competent and genuinely
capable of developing into a solidly productive
therapist. Within this broader context, however, D. was
confronting a therapeutic impasse, which evoked an
unsettling series of reactions of anger, frustration and
guilt. Ever inclined to blame himself, D. would examine
his own countertransferential contributions to the
maintenance of the impasse situation. Yet, this
examination would not, and during the interview did not,
resolve D. ' s dystonic feelings. On a few occasions 1).
would begin to blame his client for being "too resistant,
too bent on failure. " Then almost in the same breath, D.
would turn his accusation around and castigate himself
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for his own failing and laefcin*, This
examination, however, would then resolve into a
queStioning of his supervisor's actions.
While it is impossible to adequately delineate all
of the operative dynamic processes contributing to D. *s
experience, the next excerpt demonstrates that D. was not
able to properly identify with his supervisor's
containing functions so as to provide a "good enough
hold" for his client's anxiety. The point is not to
conjecture why this identification did not develop, but
to raise for examination the impact that such a failure
to identify has on a training therapist's work (this
excerpt is D.'s description of the therapeutic
relationship during the impasse)
:
I found myself feeling frustrated and attimes anxious as the therapeutic intimacy
deepened. "Who is this guy. I'm in the
room with this guy." I liked the pre-
lmpasse guy, he was a fun guy. "Great,
we'll work it out." I had all these hopes
and things. As we got into the trenches
and started to work, I found I felt a
certain sadness that he had to go through
what he had to go through. I also found
myself feeling more angry, and yet also
more assured that therapy was the right
thing for him. I mean it became clear
that other things were not working and I
felt more confident that an appropriate
dynamic therapeutic intervention was what
this man needed. So 1 both felt angry,
frustrated and more confident, as time
went on. And there, too, I have to think
about my supervisor because more and more,
it doesn't seein like it was just — I
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Erian*£
e r?^ionshiP - there was a"Lri gK
. Ihere wore three peopleincluded. And my supervisor was very goodat helping Be there, in spite of the-e
the'cUenf 'uT^ ™d ^-toward
to work and ' l^' we ' re ^^ing
thirway^or that IT^tL^^y .
that you looftHis*
1*
feelings of anger or fear of thetherapeutic intimacy." So 1 had asupervisor to help me. And that feltgood. I think the client felt much moreinsecure as the impasse developed. Andfrightened. I think it started stirringup old issues and bringing up materia] andstories about important people he
connected with who had hurt him. That was2 ^ S °ar;y f°r hira ' because wSyshould this he any different. From hisperspective, there was no reason tobelieve that it should he any differentbo we both experienced the anxiety, the'frustration, the anger — but thanks to my
supervisor, as a therapist I was able to
"
continue working and maintain a
therapeutic posture. For my client — hedidn't have that advantage. Until he
established and stayed in a relationship,
it would be hard for him to know that it
can work.
From D. ' s remarks (see also page 13 6 regarding the
"workmanlike approach" of supervision) concerning his
supervisor's direction, it appears that D.'s feelings
were attended to in terms of how they reflected the
therapeutic interaction. Though D. clearly believed that
this way of dealing with the material was not only
appropriate, but also necessary, he occasionally wondered
why he felt a nagging doubt that something was missing,
that some aspect of the feelings he was having was not
captured and commented on in the supervisory context.
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The follows oxo„rPl
.
is presented as an indication
..ha,
tl>lS t0eilm 8tat
"
WaS for the client in the
therapeutic situation, D.- s words> appe)jrs ^
the client also felt that a certain aspect cf his
experience (which was
-ore crucial fcr the client, „as
not received and co-mented upon by the therapist. This
excerpt is also taken fro- the section of the transcript
regarding the therapeutic relationship during the
impasse
:
I think (the client's) conscious awareness
was leave me alone. I don't want to getinto this." And he would give me stories
of people that he had gotten intimate
With, who had let him down. And my
supervisor would say, "Take eare of thisguy when this stuff happens." And I knowthat I did, but looking back I think had tdone that more so, I mean, really
understood all these messages, really justbeen there for him — and given up any
idea of where we were going
-just been
there — that therapeutically would have
been the best thing. Which is what my
supervisor was telling me, but he didn't
tell me the way I wanted to hear it. He
wasn't hearing my pain, so it was hard for
me to hear my client's pain.
Many of these same themes are repeated throughout
D. 's discussion. When the supervisory relationship
during the impasse was specifically querried, D. began
this portion of the interview by remarking that his
anxiety rose when he was faced with the task of also
containing his client's distress. D. then began "to feel
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more of a need for my supervisor," and that "if I can > t
contain it, my supervisor has to contain it.'" D.
wondered aloud as to why he was wishing his supervisor
had been all-knowing ("only someone who's omniscient
could deal with this") which then provoked further
diseourse concerning D.'s own difficulties being open
about his feelings with his supervisor ("I wanted hirn to
think that I was a good student, that I was a good
therapist, and that part of my style was - I can do it,
give me a shot, I can handle it"). D. followed these
comments by saying that, "If I had to do it all over
again, I would do more processing of the supervisor-
supervisee relationship. " D. continued:
I would give him some of my stuff he-
was always very open to it — but 1 was
unwilling to open up and share the
frustrations and anxieties of doing
therapy with this client. And as I say
it, 1 realize that very much probably
paralleled what my client was going
through with me. He really wanted bo open
up. He knew he really needed to. He was
less psychologically aware than 1. But
what I really needed that client to do was
— if he could have then we could have
gone on. That's what I wanted the client
to do. And I found myself in the position
where 1 was doing the same thing the
client was doing. 1 wouldn't quite open
up all the way. I was still presenting
this wrong, and that's exactly what the;
client was doing. There was a real
parallel there. I mean that's just off
the top of my head, but it feels like that
was what was going on.
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D. then spoke of the parallel that existed in terms
of hi, clients lack of trust and his own "lack of full
faith in his supervisor," "even though I trust him more
than anyone else." D. then commented that with his other
client which D. saw in the context of the same
supervisor, he "felt more trusting somehow." Again, "off
the top of my head," D. stated, "it's interesting because
clearly there was this impasse and with this client there
was also this parallel stuff that involved a lack of
trust." I), went on to speak about how "another parallel-
was operating - the client "didn't give me a chance, J
didn't give my supervisor a chance. 1 think I gave my
supervisor more of a chance than my client gave me, "
but, to paraphrase D.
,
" it was the same issue."
D. continued to question why both he and his
supervisor didn't explore together the fact that D. felt
both the therapy and his own performance to be lacking,
while the supervisor "seemed to think it was going well,
that I was doing welJ." 1). also questioned why they
didn't explore his "forgetting", seeing as how this
happened on numerous occasions. It appears that at least
in part these questions beckon to be addressed from
within the context of the parallel processing paradigm,
for this paradigm directs those involved to explore
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This section, which presents the material convey*
by I. during his interview, markedly differs from bha
other sections in this chapter in two distinct ways. As
Previously noted, the client is a severely disturbed
woman suffering fro. ehronie suieidal ideation. Prior bo
her therapy with E.
,
she had been hospitalised in a
Psychiatric facility on at least two separate occasions.
While relating his description of the impasse, K. stated
that he believed that the whole of the therapy was
equivalent to the impasse. Given this belief and the
stormy nature of the therapy, Questioning the
anticipatory/predictive nature of the impasse is ill-
advised. While certain events (such as the client's
Premature withdrawal and subsequent re
-instatemont in
therapy), perhaps lend themselves to a predictive
analysis, the fact that these events occur within the
impasse itself precludes such an analysis. Thus the
anticipatory/predictive nature of the impasse will not be
addressed
.
The second way this section differs from the other
sections pertains to how the parallel process Lng concept,
utilized a:; an explanatory tool, will be brought to bear
upon the analysis of the materia] conveyed by E. in each
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of the other section., the manner in which parallel
Processing emerged from the materialm for
to this Phenomenon first and foremost. An analysis of
E.'s material, however, gives causes to considor q
related, yet separate, alternative. For reasons beyond
E.'s control, E. had to change supervisors twice. As
will be presented and discussed below, these changes
clearly impacted on E.'s overall therapeutic experience
in a much more influential manner than any other factor.
Indeed, the overriding context for E. 's experience was a
combination of providing services to a highly disturbed
client while responding to and trying to integrate three
very different supervisory styles and directions. Though
this would seem to more fully set the stage for parallel
processing to emerge as a primary consideration, E.'s
remarks more emphatically demonstrate the singular
influence that each of the supervisors had upon E.'s
therapeutic endeavors. Thus, while parallel processing
will be attended to, the larger focus will be based upon
E.'s experience of the supervisory influences, in and of
themselves.
E. distinguished three phases of the impasse which
roughly overlap with the three supervisions. These three
phases involved an initial phase characterized by E. 's
frustrated attempts at establishing a mutually agreed on
therapeutic framework with the client, followed by
Period of ti»e which seeded relatively
.ore peaceful,
which then evolved into a period marked by client <;ri:; , : .
Given this delineation of phases. E. agreed that the
Interview structure could be employed in a useful manner
with the "before" questions pertaining to the first two
Phases and the "during" questions pertaining to the last
Phase. In order to stay close to E. 's description of hi.
experience, however, the material will be referred to in
terms of "phases.
"
In his description of the impasse, E. related that
during the first phase, the client complained of feeling
"empty", "chronically bored" and that her experience
appeared "so often devoid of life." E. added that the
client seemed to deny both her feelings and her thoughts
and that she couldn't relate any connection between her
daily life and her internal life. In response to the
initial question addressing a description of the client,
E. remarked that though "she had problems that she was
concerned about," she didn't seem able to explore these
problems. He stated
:
The different problems she had were one —
chronic suicidal ideation, which would
become very severe at times, but she
couldn't really talk about it more than
that. She just really wants to kill
herself. She doesn't really have an
active wish to die — she just really has
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became acute — whpn , ^""-^ it
knew, when she couldn't get out.irif cu
XlV"* fr iCal kind °' P-son
e
l- veryathletic. And when she's outside and canmove around, she feels allright Arelated problem was bulemia
Preoccupation with weight was one of thebasic things but I didn't realise she wasbulemic till later. She always said thatshe was preoccupied with her weight andthat she would never eat right But
apparently she would go on sort of bingesShe would go home at night and be tired
and eat a lot of crackers and stuff likethat Or a quart of ice cream. I don'tthink she was eating like three gallons ofice cream a night, but she was definitely
out of control. She would say that she
would do that, and wake up in the middle
of the night and do it and not rememberit That the only way she would know wasthat she would wake up in the morning and
see wrappers scattered around the kitchen.
Which is convenient for her because
there's no meaning connected to it. And
very inconvenient for me because she said,
I do it in my sleep, so I don't know what
I'm doing." So these are things we talked
about. And relationships with men — what
she really wanted out of these
relationships were things we talked aboub.
E. then went on to say that he "had an inkling" of
his client's hostility, but that it wasn't until he was
working with his third supervisor that "I became much
more interested in her aggression and the hostility."
After a reflective pause, he continued:
The peculiar thing is that it was really
clear to me right from the beginning that
aggression with this woman was a real
problem - real hostile, aggressive stuff.
And she took it out in a lot „f j lff
ways. And it was related different
sense of desolation in the raoe ofT^'"
therapy after a session when I started rn
nrnSi
(ol
"J* 8 nam«)* one of the
you i!S C°ming here for is that
tEL r v £e you need IDOre than y™ got -
like "T ?K
fc
r,?° ing and 1 Said somethingI think that it makes you angrv andthat m different kinds of ways, youreally want to get at the people who don'tgive you what you need. She sort ofendured that kind of interpretation insilence until the end of the session andthen she got up and said, "I' m not comingback anymore. The reason I said it at the
?~ * i u u
K
fsslon is because I don't wantto talk about it. " And she left.
As previously noted, the client re-appeared for
therapy, stating that another mental health agency had
given her the choice of hospitalization or continuing in
therapy with E. Feeling "fundamentally confused, " E.
opted for a different approach, which marks the shift
from phase one to phase two. Poignantly, he describes
the quandary facing him:
The whole thing was that I couldn't be a
therapist to work with her. Do you see
what I mean — I couldn't make these
connections because she wouldn't stay. I
had to do something else in hopes that the
alliance would sort of build up, so we
cold get back into these very charged
topics.
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So in order to build up the alliance Ijust started being more of a regular '^uvAnd also during (this phase) she was mor^able to talk about the things that madeher sad things that really made her feelbad and lonely. And I was able to get areal picture of someone who is verydesolate
- a kind of moving picture ofthis woman. So I could kind of feel
was letting me know some of the thingsthat were really going on for her.
Upon further questioning, the contrast between the
client's presentation during the first phase, as compared
to during the second phase, was very striking to E. He
used terms such as "warm," "sweet," "calm," "reflective,"
and "grateful" to describe the client during these
"halcyon days." He remarked that "she was willing to
live with herself at these times, " whereas "most of the
time she's not." She was also "more relaxed" and "spent
less of her time in self-condemnation.
"
E.'s initial comments regarding the therapeutic
relationship during the first phase of the impasse cohere
with his description of the client. In a forthright
manner, he assorted:
I think initially my feeling toward her
was one of confusion. I didn't have many
feelings toward her particularly. 1 wasjust confused by her. In the first
session she was clearly having very strong
feelings about me and I didn't know what
they were. Embarrassment would be — she
was attracted to me, I'd get embarrassed.
I think that's what she felt attraction
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and embarrassment. Though I felt
confused, I Wan to f^i
towarH hl^ 7 c r ° 1 more assertive
a liSle hil- V began> trying to Pound
fPlJ hi I
her
"
And 1 think that shee t by my trying to dig out herdisappointment and anger - I think she
f?,nL ?
P
^
lntGd and angr
* at W (having)
I was focCs LmiSUnder 'St°od < her > thatl u ing m on, not her pain buther anger. So she felt upset by tnatAnd not at all helped.
In Chapter IV, E. 's impasse deseription was thought
to have involved many shifting transference
manifestations. In the next excerpt, pertaining to the
first phase of the impasse, we get a sense of these
shifts which contributed to E.'s expressed confusion:
I don't know if this is more me than her,but i felt like a caring mother being
frustrated by an obstinant child. That I
cared for her in a maternal way and was
very upset by her suffering, being kind of
moved by her suffering — but that she
wouldn't let me help her. My hands were
tied and that she was cut off from me
That's the way I felt. Then I think like
a father-child. I just felt kind of
despirited by it. As the father I felt
critical, rejected, hostile, and rejected.
But very much this parental role as a
dominating kind of force.
The interactional pressure E. experienced is
undoubtedly reflective of his client's intrapsychic
confusion. Indeed, the intensity of the client's inner
turmoil (and its emergence in the therapy by which E.
experienced the demands associated with the client's
suffering) is commented on in E. 's response to the
question reBarding what he ,snd the client mn ^.^ q
each other:
very willing to say that So 1 would savthat was implicit. Explicitly, what shewanted was for me to I* It cw„ , ?.
comfortable if Stilted": (and) ^
^
maintained the activity of the session.And implicit was that I would give hersomething that would make her feel betterExplicitly, I wanted her to talk to me Iwas quiet when she came in in the
let her talk. 1 wanted her to respond ina reflective way to my questions
Implicitly I wanted her to get better, Iwanted her to feel happy. That's a bigquestion — I'd say I wanted to feel that
she was getting some kind of relief in herlife, I guess by means of the therapy 1didn't want to get too close to her Idon't think like I wanted her to feel like
I was making her feel better. I just
wanted her to get better without having
too much of an attachment to me I think.
This sense of detachment frequently surfaced in E.
remarks, though just as often, he also conveyed a sense
of deep concern. When commenting on his own experience
of himself, E. talked about having explored some of his
feelings toward the client following her premature
termination, that he felt "a sense of loss and guilt
about having chased her away." Following her return, ht
commented
:
I began to feel more lighthearted with her
because I just didn't know how else to
act. It seems that the only way I could
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Ib «aS sort oft , u t was also somewhat of anexasperation towards her. And 1
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^was no way I could invest myself ^
Quir-^oLv" SK" F™' She ™«™ to
odd hni- t ' 3
by me
- ** was ki"d of, but I enjoyed it. I think she felt
Phase)
r
that I w ^ °f the
t 5-5 ,f 83 more friendly basicallythat I didn't understand her, but I wasfriendly towards her. I think she
experienced that my stance had become
o£\*os£ile
Sympathetic
'
^tead of, sort
E. 's new approach appears to have involved a
successful engagement of his client's self-observing ego.
That such an abstract therapeutic direction can be viewed
and employed in alternate ways is exemplified by E.'s
comments regarding the reactions of his three
supervisors. Following his "style" change, he remarked
that his first supervisor, "did not feel comfortable with
that and really didn't know what to make of it. £ think
that she thought that I was acting out hostilely." Thus,
E.'s first supervisor, described as a "Langsian",
primarily focused on E.'s countertransference in an
attempt to remove its contributions to the therapy. E.'s
second supervisor, however, "really supported very much
my style. And I felt, I felt comfortable. " As a result,
E. happily continued to employ a "free floating, joking
kind of style.
"
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Kegardine tho third supervisor's reaction, K.
common ted
:
(He) started seeing and tuning into mvnegative aspects of her manipulation - ina way to try and point out her anger herhostility, her kind of cruelty. He waskind of saying, "You've got to see thisszutf, in a very subtle way He
of^t0"^ Iner^'^ a Wh°le dif^rent aspectf (the client's) experience which I hadnot been very aware of before.
E. remarked that the third supervisor viewed this
aspect of E. ' s reactions, not as something to be worked
through and resolved (as in the case with the first
supervisor), nor as something to keep on using without
modifioation (as in the case of the second supervisor),
but as a vehicle to more fully comprehend the client.
Yet what is more compelling than these different
(though probably complementary) positions, is that this
material was conveyed by E. when he was explicitly
responding to questions concerning his own experience of
himself as a therapist. That is, E. was implicitly
stating this his self
-experience (and in addition to
this, his understanding of much of what went on in the
therapy) was primarily framed by the influence of the;
three supervisors. Indeed, E. was well aware of this, a
evidenced by a number of remarks he made when queried
about his experience of himself. His initial response h
introduced by stating, "A lot of it depends on what my
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supervisor thinks." Other remarks included, "It only
makes sense in the context of supervision," and his
comment responding to how he would describe his affect
toward himself begun with: "I felt okay as a therapist
because my supervisor thought I was doing good." Lastly,
E.'s initial response describing the relationship with
his first supervisor further underscores E.'s experience
of the supervisory influence:
With my first supervisor, I felt basically
supported, but that the person didn't have
a whole lot of experience. I felt (she)
was somewhat idealistic about the way
things should go. So that her judgement -
- I wasn't sure of all the time. And I
was aware of being very dependent on herjudgement at the same time. A lot of ways
what I did in therapy was to please her.
I mean the way 1 conducted my technique
and a lot of things I said was sort of
organized to do what 1 thought she would
think was a good idea. I had really just
started doing dynamic work.
. . I felt just
real rocky. I had made a major transition
from a behavioral point of view to a more
process oriented, self
-reflective
approach. So it was real vague with (the
client). I just felt a little
uncomfortable. I didn't know what to do
and I couldn't talk about it with her (the
supervisor) very much — we were friends
outside of therapy. That complicated
things... So there was only so much that 1
could do in terms of questioning her
judgement. So we kind of went along with
things and did the best we could.
Of the throe supervisory experiences, K. clearly
enjoyed the second one most. This is not to say that it
was the most meaningful (indeed, E. stated that the third
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supervisor had the greatest irapact)
. Yet
, as ^
following excerpt demonstrates, the relatively tranquil
nature of the therapy's
••halcyon" days overlapped with
and paralleled E.'s experience with his second
supervisor. He stated:
The second supervisor I had was much morepositive and had a lot more experience,bo I felt really comfortable with that.We only worked with each other six times,but I felt like if I didn't understand
something, I could kind of work it
through. And she (the supervisor)
respected ray ideas, I just felt there was
more to work with there, because this
woman was articulate and quick and more
easy-going. So it was a very pleasant
experience, a very rewarding experience.
It was also nice to see somebody who wasjust — this particular supervisor was a
spontaneous kind of person and just
carried her spontaneity right into the
sessions. And so I was feeling I had to
be more spontaneous with (the client). It
was very synchronized with what she would
do. So I felt fine, I felt good.
Reactions to major disruptions in the therapeutic
frame represent the delineation of the three phases of
the impasse described by E. In the first case, E. posits
his reaction and subsequent change of style to the
client's premature termination, as marking the
distinction between phase one and phase two. Following
this disruption, E. experienced two major supervisory
changes, the second of which occurred soon after the
second therapy disruption. This therapy disruption
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involved E.'s missing a aession g ^^ ^ ^
scheduled to go on vacation. This event marked the end
of phase two, ushering in the next phase.
Given E.'s remarks concerning the overriding
importance of his supervisory experiences, the absence of
any discussion concerning the impact of the supervisory
changes in terms of issues of continuity and abandonment
is striking. This seems especially true in light of the
therapy's disruptions having to do with issues of
rejection and abandonment. (That the client presented at
the clinic in crisis on the day that E. was leaving on
vacation lends support for this conclusion.) Other
factors have already been presented as reasons behind
E.'s expressed detachment from his client. These factors
have been discussed in terms of the transference and the
interactional pressure E. experienced with his client.
To these factors another is suggested based on the
parallel processing phenomenon. E. was aware of the
upcoming termination with his second supervisor when he
"forgot" the session prior to his vacation. Thus it is
conjectured that his unconscious reactions to this
abandonment were re-enacted via the therapy and in part
informed his "forgetting.
"
E. 's description of the third phase of the impasse
incorporates much of the same material as the first two
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Phases. What is different i«= +-v,„+ *ent ls that for the- time period
being discussed, the difficult-
i
M f-KoH- u«"i icieb that characterized the
first phase and the relative eac-p um c sc
-
thafc characterized the
second phase are not experience! as being wholly
separate. E.'s remarks also suggest that the client felt
more enabled to both verbalize and demonstrate in action
her distress (or her rage, or her shame) as a result of
there being a strong therapeutic connection. Though E.
continued to feel himself thwarted in his attempts to
engage in "the therapeutic task," his account indicates
his increased capacity for tolerating the interactional
pressures the client exerted in the transference.
Describing the client during phase three, E.
remarked
:
The thing that struck rne was her
obstinance, (her) negativity. Whereas
before she would come in and was relaxed
and wanted to talk, now I felt that she
was obstinate. This struggle of who
begins each session became more salient.
It was as if her confidence — she didn't
have any confidence in the
relationship.
.. I think one of the very
salient occurrences that happened was she
basically came out and said, "you're not
giving me enough. I need much more than
you're being able to give me."
E. then described a "suicide note" that the client
presented to him, saroastioal iy thanking him for his
efforts, which were merely "a waste of money. " He
continued
:
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I became aware of how really chronicallydistressed she was. It was like ?here
ZT ^a7u liUS 1 °°Uld do that would havemade that big of a difference.. Allthrough (the second phase) she hadn't hadany crisis at all, and I said, 'Hey
something's happening — the therapy's
starting to work.
" Then she had this
crisis before I left on vacation, after Ihad missed and then during (phase three)sne started to have more repeated crises
once every two weeks to a month where(another agency) would be involved orpolice. And every time that happened I
said, "Hey, what's going on?" I felt veryguilty about that, because I felt it wasm imposition — first of all (the other
agency) had wanted us to take care ofher... They were going to think that I was
a bad therapist. And so it made me doubt
my own — the efficacy of the treatment or
what I was trying to do, just in terms of
what she was like — though I experi encedher suffering and her problems as much
more of a durable aspect of her
personality than I thought. It wasn't
easy to contain this person. So the fact
that she was acting out her aggression on
other people, and then she was telling me
she wasn't feeling anything put a lot of
pressure on me.
E. spoke of his client as evidencing more intense
distress during the third phase than in the previous
phases. Regarding her motivation he exclaimed:
Her motivation was a mystery. I didn't
know why in hell she wanted to come in.
And then it became clear to me that she
was just sort of attached to me, just like
she's attached to the other people in her
life... But she certainly wasn't motivated
to work. She was motivated to tell me,
one, how needy she was and two, how much I
wasn't; baking care of her. And I felt
bound up in her neurotic pattern dealing
with people. So she was interested in
sort of fulfilling whatever she does.
Though feeling "hound up,- K. also expressed having
reached a .ore solid and consistent way of responding to
the client. He stated:
I guess one of the ways — if i> m
resolving the situation, it's to be veryinsistant about sticking to my questions.If I have a question about her feelings,
1 11 be insistant about it. I don't lether wriggle out by telling me another
story.
E. implied that his insistence came at a cost: The
gratification he had experienced previously was no longer
available. While the psychodynamic literature
emphatically warns the therapist not to be seduced by the
client's efforts to be gratifying, E.'s following
comment suggests the greater impact that is felt when
confronting this relational pattern first hand. When
addressing whether there were any other personal
characteristics of the client which emerged during the
third phase of the impasse, E. stated:
Yes, I felt that she was more attractive.
It was pleasant to be with her. She
looked more attractive. .. and she looked
prettier, more charming somehow. It was
kind of gratifying to be around someone
who's pretty and charming. But its kind
of like, when she was pretty and charming,
she didn't talk about nothing. That was
when she was telling mo these kind of
entertaining stories about her week. And
then when I'd try to get beyond that, she
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would sort of switch, or just oome in sort
coul^sav^h Stubb— So I guess youuld y there were two different facetsThe way I sort of look at it — when herdenial mechanisms were working, she was alot of fun to be with. But when I tried
when^h^
r°Und
.
thOSe dRnial onanisms, or
J^i ty ^I* wereri,t working, she wisreally hard to work with. And I couldnever feel when she was charming 1 hat wewere getting anywhere. It was pleasant,but I didn't feel good about the therapy.
E. found, however, that to simply stop responding to
and reinforcing the client's charming" behavior was not
going to erradicate the client's dysfunctional
relationship patterns. Instead, he found himself pulled
into "acting out the role of an angry lover. " As E. put
it:
What I wanted from her was some kind of
compliance. And I think that's what a lot
of people wanted from her. I want her to
feel better. And I wanted her to engage
in the task the way I wanted — to reflect
-- and she wouldn't do that. So I became
kind of hostile towards her and kind of
mean sometimes.
. . I remember talking to my
supervisor about being able to mobilize my
aggressive feelings to sort of, not only
to take control, but to say things that
might be useful to her. That before, in a
lot of ways I had been unable to mobilize
that stuff, so I sort of dissipated it in
jokes. But now I was feeling like I had
to come to grips with the situation. I
became more aware of the fact that I could
use this aggressiveness as a way of
getting more emotionally intense with her.
But at the same time, I felt like I was
one of her lovers saying, "Why don't you
get your act together, its really
frustrating me? I'm doing all this stuff
for you — why aren't you complying?"
They wanted her to sleep with them, I
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wanted her to comply T UAa -
consistent, 1 worked 'hard at trvin^ 5° f
8
consistent. Although I wasn't Tu S 5°hard at it — trying \t T ' 1 worke<l
intent in ra^to^^alTa' *° "*
consciousness of ray intent.
Though E. - s report deraonstrates the unsettling
impact of having to integrate three different supervisory
styles, he never once voioed any frustration concerning
the lack of supervisory consistency. Given that the
client herself appeared to evoke raany eontradietory
responses fro* E, it is difficult to determine the
parallels that were enacted between the therapeutic and
supervisory relationships. E.'s reraarks regarding his
own experience of hiraself as a therapist, however, point
to a nuraher of sirailarities. For one, E. cemented that
his third supervisor would point out different aspects of
E. 's experience of which E. had been previously unaware.
He continued:
I felt it was hard to tune into that (his
own hostility) and at the same time I feltit was true. I could sort of see it, but:
I couldn't deal with it in an emotional
way.
This comment is remarkably similar to how E.
described his client's reactions to certain
interpretations in which she would seem to "acknowledge"
its accuracy but disregard any "connection" to it.
Secondly, E. spoke of being encouraged to think about his
countertransference toward the client, which
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"intellectually provoked progress", yet also evoked a
state of being "overwhelmed." This, too, seems
reminiscent of the client's
"confusion" and experience of
a loss of control when E. would prompt his client to
reflect on an aspect of the transference. Thirdly, E.
spoke at length about wishing he had a "foundation" (or
"guideposts" or "principles") provided by the supervisor
upon which he "could make use of the supervisor's
comments." This seems to parallel E.'s sense of the
client's repeated (though often dysfunctional) attempts
at experiencing a groundedness in her relationship with
E. Finally, the following excerpt poignantly
demonstrates the similarity between E.'s description of
his client and of himself:
My affect toward myself — depressed, lack
of self-esteem. I didn't feel good about
myself. I felt kind of impotent, you know
— unsure of myself, kind of clutching
at.
. .
I just felt sort of blown around. I
didn't feel good about it. I didn't feel
like it was necessarily a useful process.
It was too out of control.
E.'s concluding comments concerning both himself and
the supervision include two of the most common aspects of
the training therapist's experience of impasse found in
this study. He remarked that much of his discomfort was
a result of being unable "to handle some difficult things
in the transference process." (Comparing another therapy
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which he was conducting at the ti„e.
.. stated that "that
case raade me feel Uke a good therapist „ ^
"handled (the transference) in a constructive manner. »>
The impact that this sense of fai lure had on E is ^
not uncommon:
With (the client), I felt in the pits
^ ^k8SCk+Wi 4th me " A lot of it had todo with the fact that I couldn't
concentrate on it enough. But it sort of
spoiled my feeling about myself and 1
would notice that I felt sort of just i;hisdismal cast about myself and my future as
a therapist.
In part to combat his sense of inadequacy, E.
actively invoked his supervisor's "presence" during the
therapy sessions. Like many of his colleagues, E. often
held internal dialogues with his supervisor about what
was transpiring during the therapy. At times the
supervisor was imagined to respond critically; on many
other occasions the supervisory image was enjoined in the
framing of an interpretation.
Compared to the experience with his second
supervisor, E. labelled his relationship with the third
supervisor "a mixed bag." Yet, he was quick to point out
that the latter supervisor was "definitely the most
significant. " In brief, E. conveyed that this
significance was due to the supervisor's effort at
prompting E. to entertain more closely the client's
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unproductive coping responses and B.'s
eountertransferential difficulties evoked by the client
Despite the loss of the "halcyon" days of the second
PhaRe the «*•«•«* ^sphoria he experienced, E.
indicated that he thought the therapy was of .ore !ong
term benefit to the client during the third phase than
had ever been previously.
£ •_.-5 _Desc:ript i on
As demonstrated in her description of the impasse,
F.'s experience conducting this particular therapy was
one in which her attempts to construct a therapeutic
environment that could allow for therapeutic work to be
successfully undertaken was constantly undermined by hen
client. Moreover, F.'s lack of prior exposure to
psychodynamic technique and theory added greatly to the
confusion and rootlessness F. experienced during this
therapy. The "Baptism under fire" experience that
neophyte therapists often undergo is exemplified in F.'s
case. She stated:
A lot of the time J didn't understand why
I should be framing something in a
particular way. But it would be explained
to me (in supervision), so it was sort of
a learning thing for me to go through.
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Confronted with a very disturbed client, F.'s
ability to be of therapeutic service was greatly
strained. The lac* of clarity which F. experienced -
terms of what to do, when, how, in what manner - i
oonsidered as the larger context when sorting out th
material related to this therapeutic encounter. To
great extent, this larger context precludes an analysis
that clearly delineates the temporal distinctions which
structure the methodological approach posited in Chapter
IV of this manuscript. Thus the "before/during"
dichotomy is often blurred. Sometimes F.'s remarks
addressing this distinction are in terms of the "real
impasse" (see pp. 66) evoked by F.'s "switch" to a mainly
interpretive mode. Nearly as often, F.'s remarks
concerning the "before/during" distinction are
artificially imposed by the interview's structure. The
ability of the "before the impasse" data to be predictive
of the impasse is, therefore, attenuated. Along the same
lines, the ability of the "during the impasse" data being
indicative of how to resolve the impasse is equally
weakened.
What follows is a presentation of the data collected
in the interview with F. As with the other interviews,
the presentation will begin with the "before the impasse"
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data, and will then proceed to the "during th, -isii^ a m e impasse"
data.
Despite the constraint upon the analysis mentioned
above, it is interesting to note F.'s initial response to
the question concerning the client'
the impasse:
s presentation before
He was depressed and feeling very down.
t t
VT^ an unProductive summer and heattributed that to having pneumonia. Andhe faulted himself for not fighting ithard enough — fighting the depressionhard enough. He feels he allowed himselfto become depressed, and that basically hehad re-adopted these maladaptive behaviors
— overeating, avoiding people, not
exercising. So that was the whole thingin his presenting problem. One thing that
I left out previously is that this is apattern that he has experienced before.
It seems that before he developed the
pneumonia, he was doing real well.
According to him, he was doing okay. Buthe had re-developed these maladaptive
behaviors. One interesting thing about
the client is that upon meeting him, he
gives the appearance of being a very
learned kind of person. He dressed
casually, but the way any other student
here at (the university). He liked to
throw around Latin phrases.
F. then described how the client "liked to refer to
himself" as a "scientist" in the subject he was majoring
in and that:
In fact he would say how he had tutored
various students in (the subject area) and
how people thought of him as a graduate
student or even a professor. There was a
whole thing of him wearing this mask.
was really something else. Also hethinks of himself as one thing whe deepdown inside he thinks of himself a reallvsomething else. So there are these
^
wefring" ^ ^ ** that he *
Much is contained In this short excerpt about the
client that pertains toF.'s impasse description. That
the client stated himself that ho pursues certain
directions (such as completing his undergraduate
studies), finds himself sidetracked (getting ill), and
unable to fight the resultant depression hard enough
evokes the possibility of a similar process unfolding in
his pursuit of receiving therapy. That "this is a
pattern that he has experienced before" lends further
support for predicting that a similar process would
unfold vis a vis his capacity/motivation to stay in
therapy. Though this hypothesis does not invoke the
meaning underlying the client's behavior, it does speak
to the ways this behavior would be re-enacted in the
therapeutic situation; namely, missing scheduled sessions
and/or arriving late to sessions. A further piece of
information related to this formulation concerns the
double layered mask metaphor that conjures up an "as-if"
impression. On the surface the client appears to others
as more than he really is. Thus, his articulateness and
his learnedness obscure an as yet indeterminate
experience of being less than competent. That the client
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struggled over the mirror set-up in the fir«+ .u un rust session
suggests his apprehension of being "seen into" in this
regard.
Given that these issues of recurrent physioai
illness, depression, re-adopting maladaptive patterns,
and wearing masks were the client's initial presenting
difficuities, F.'s comment immediately following up on
the excerpt above bears close scrutiny. While looking
over the initial progress note in the client's file, F.
stated
:
Another thing that I need to mention isthat there is one sentence here that you
might find interesting: "Upon further
exploration, (the client) demonstrates a
repetitiveness or stuckness of thought and
speech content, and experiences difficulty
exploring issues in his life." So there'sdefinitely a very kind of stuck quality tohim as well. He tended to repeat things
over and over again. So the impasse might
have been just because he was a stuck kind
of person.
Even though it was only the first session, the client not
only verbalized the intransigent nature of his self-
defeating experience, but manifested this intransigence
behaviorally. Perhaps this is indicative of how the
therapy evoked a here-and-now experience of the old
pattern of wanting to flee, which was experienced and
conveyed on an unconscious level. From a Langsian
perspective, ruminative (or repetitive) behavior in the
therapeutic situation is though* +« icn°USnt to be suggestive of the
client's attempt to communicate some message to the
therapist which the client feels has not been received by
the therapist. If the client's repetitiveness of speech
content was unconsciously motivated in the manner
suggested by Langs, then it seems reasonable to wonder if
the client was attempting to draw F . ' s attention to the
connection between the client's therapeutic behavior and
his recurring destructive pattern. It would be a small
step then to comment on how this pattern might arise
concerning the therapeutic contract which includes
showing up for sessions at the pre-arranged time.
It should be noted that an ex_Eost_facto analysis
which aims at predictive power cannot adequately address
the impasse avoiding potential of any hypothesis raised
in this manner. Given the severity of this client's
difficulties, it appears unreasonable to suspect that the
considerations noted above would have restored the
therapeutic frame to a manageable level necessary for
conducting productive intrapsychic exploration and
insight. The sense of entitlement experienced by the
client and the tenacity with which he blamed others for
his suffering suggest that other limit-setting measures
beyond those available at an outpatient clinic were
indicated
:
He saw himself as really tryinp to aethelp for a problem, but not being
understood. And that probably themotivation for seeking therapy thefirst place was to show people "See T'mtrying to get help T' m 1 ™
ft help but these PeopirreaUy^c1^"0
KSS f *2 helP me - They aren't's sincere inhelping me because they make me pay feesyou really loved me
'
™
wouldn t have me paying a fee. If z> nlate, they will only see me for a shortPeriod of time. If they really oared forme they would give me the 50 minxes nomatter what time I come in. Thatbasically showed that regardless of whatPeople say they do, even if they are
committed to help you, that they reallywon t help you. And even if you are sickand you have trouble meeting these certaindemands, they still won't help you " Ithink that basically, to reinforce the
notion that he just can't get help — I
shouldn't say "can't get help " — to
reinforce the notion that other people are
responsible for him not getting better.
In light of these comments, it is not surprising
that F. experienced herself as floundering in her
attempts to be of service to the client. fler comment
pertaining to the therapeutic relationship before the
impasse underscore her sense of disconnectedness:
As far as I'm concerned, we never really
established the therapeutic relationship.
It was never really consolidated. I felt
that the times that he would cancel I
needed to establish rapport. That I
couldn't just go from — you know when you
have a missed session in-between a couple
of sessions, you immediately have that
rapport at the next session. I didn't
have that with this client. So
«a";£& the ^-Peutic relationship
After statinS that she felt the client was asking
her to help bin, remove his masks, F was ask . .. ed to comment
on what she felt she was asking of him:.
I was asking him to talk to me to ^ t>t m~help to level with me, to be a good
yaar
n
being°rth'
et
?V°°k "5 "ratr W d ids Tpist - 1 did have
else too W +1 * there ' s something, , but these are probably themajor ones. I feel that I devoted a great
andVfeel £2 ?° ° thislrSg?^I t l i I °an help you - At ^esame ime I was having doubts too Thiswas my first big ease and I was havingthese problems here, and I was wonderinghow muoh of it is me, and how muoh of itis this client I'm dealing with. I had alot of issues going on there myself and hewas not making it easy for me. And to
start out with a case like that — having
J
resistant client in the beginning^-
znaz definitely does not help thebeginning therapist boost her ego.
F's remark evokes an experience that all beginning
therapists can surely empathize with. The juxtaposition
of a "difficult" client with a beginning therapist
creates unavoidable by-products during the course of a
therapy. Questions that are prompted include: To what
extent are the particular needs of the trainee
influencing the therapy? To what extent does the
neophyte's sense of entitlement match the client's, thus
obscuring both participants' recognition of such
dynamics? To what extent does the beginning therapist's
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doubt about his/her own ability to be of help feed into
and indirect!, reinforce the client's proclivity to bleB,
others? Finally, to what extent can supervision address,
">anage and contain the beginning therapist's
contributions to the therapy which are counter-productive
in terms of the client's growth toward a .ore autonomous
existence? As suggested in the literature review, these
are questions which face all therapists, no matter the
level of expertise and experience. For the training
therapist, these questions are even more emphatically
Pronounced. This is suggested in both the above excerpts
and in the next two excerpts from F. ' s interview. These
excerpts are taken from the portion of the interview
concerning the therapeutic relationship before the
impasse
:
The very first session I had with him I
was angry because of the whole thing with
the mirrors. (He) started right into the
mirrors the very first time. You know,
having to explain that and why we need the
mirrors and so forth, made me a little
angry with him. However, once I felt that
the situation was kind of resolved, I
tried to be as optimistic as possible —
you know, it's understandable why this
client would feel this way. I'd feel the
same way. Therefore, maybe this therapy
can work. So even though I was angry with
him, I was trying to like him... It's hard
for me to say that if I ever really liked
him during any point in that therapy. I'm
trying to think of — there were times
when I felt sorry for him. There were
times I empathized with him. But in terms
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for^ll IS™3 thiH CliRnt ' hard
I empathized with him in terms of wearing
!J55Lb!?5u"8 1 feQl a* a graduate S
to onus r,o actually kno
Ward"? can S°"« thr°>«h- » So in* tea?regard I empathize with him.
It appears that F. was not entirely comfortable with her
anger toward the client. Interestingly, the possibility
that the client was indirectly evoking the anger or
Projecting it into the therapist by way of his resistance
efforts was never discussed. Thus, it can only be
inferred that this relational process served both
participants in keeping the intimacy to a minimum. Nor
was it mentioned in what way F. 'a empathic understandings
were brought to bear on the therapeutic process. Were
they employed in the formation of interventions? Were
they treated, in an unconsciously collusive manner, as .
areas of shared experience to be avoided? While these
questions cannot be conclusively addressed within the
framework of this study, support for one of these two
questions can be provided through examination of the
therapist's self-experience and supervisory experience.
The constraints one experiences when conducting
psychodynamic therapy inform the most salient aspects of
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F.-s cedents concerning her experience of herself as a
therapist before the impasse arose. The
closeness of the experience (the therapy had ended sight
months prior to the interview, ls conveyed by F. 's usaSe
of present tense:
e
see
In the sessions I feel that I'm not freto be myself.
.
. I have to go by what Iother people do and so I go in putting onother people's masks, or cutting a pieceof this mask and that mask, and thenputting on a mask that way. I'm not
really being myself. And I also had akind of blunted affect. I didn't smile
very much. I nod quite a bit. I don'tfeel free to be whom I am, and thatbothers me. But I figure in individual
therapy, especially when you are doing
psychodynamically-oriented therapy, thatthat's what your supposed to do — goingby what people tell me you're supposed todo. I don't have experiences to draw
upon. So my affect is pretty blunted. Ifeel that if I laugh, that will be maybethe biggest faux paus therapist-wise.
Occasionally, I can smile. Therapists
don't make jokes. You just sort of feed
back what a person has said to you and
offer an interpretation from time to time.
And then you say an empathic statement and
go about your business. It was like I was
following a formula.
F. 's sense of comfort was tenuous at best. She
remarked
:
I was comfortable as long as I was
following the formula. .. If I didn't have
to say too much, I was okay... And as long
as he didn't throw me off that particular
formula I was okay. But when he would
come in with stuff about the mirror and
about the fees — stuff that I thought was
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already settled - I had to address thall over again. Nov, that made me angrybecause I couldn't respond to hTm the wayI wanted to respond to him. I had torespond to him the way a therapist wouldrespond to him. So that would^hrow me
To alleviate her anxiety, F . spent a lot of time
trying to anticipate what her client would bring into
each session:
l£+ t-?i £U f d2Wn ' S ° that when he saysthat, I 11 be ready for it. I was gettingready for each session.
.. Though I may nothave articulated it through my actions, Iwas aware that I had feelings about tryingto make myself as comfortable as Ipossibly could in those sessions.
F.'s initial comment concerning the tone of
supervision before the impasse evokes a Kafkaesque image
of two people struggling to latch onto some sort of
understanding, in order to resolve the state of
perplexity and bewilderment plaguing each of them:
We were both confused because we didn't
come up with the formulation of passive-
aggressive personality until January. So
at this point we were really confused by
this guy. I remember a sort of "well,
let's try this and let's see where this
leads to. " And then the next time I met
with this supervisor, "Well, okay, let's
try this.
" We didn't know what was going
on with him. So we were trying a variety
of things, trying to get a grasp of what
was going on for this guy. Once the
supervisor determined it was passive-
aggressive personality disorder, then that
was basically the tact we would follow.
That we needed to address his lateness,
that there was the whole issue of him not
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aggressive sort of thi^r-r , ^
t vlpr.T.v , °? ^nmg to work from, the
-cne apy became a lot more fnpn^H q
The parallel concern of anti nin»+-ir, rt k •c pating being judged emerges
in F. ' s next two comments
:
I did respect her judgment because I
Zeeokayth ll^'t SUBmer ( *nd) that ^gone I didn't agree with everythingshe said, but I thought I should try itanyway, because this was the supervisor
and she would be writing up the
evaluation. You know, "Go in there and tryit. And besides, she is more experiencedthan you are. She might know somethingthat you don't know. At least try it."
She definitely wanted me to go in there
with that same sort of ( re:psychodynamic)
orientation. The supervisor had basicallybeen a very, very successful sort ofperson. (She) had always done very wellin the program, that any sort of failureby me would be reflected on her. And Ithought that that was definitely (going
on), even though it was never verbalized
or articulated in any kind of way. I sort
of sensed that.
These passages suggest that the evaluatory process
which is necessary in training, played a significant role
in the therapeutic and supervisory situations. The
emphasis that F. placed on the evaluative nature of her
supervisory experience demonstrates its salience: Rather
than exploring F. 's anxiety about "wearing a mask", the
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remarks excerpted above indicate th-i+-l,ai;e nat the supervisory
process tacitly served to reinforce F >« «wx * s experience that
playing the role of a ritfiH^f^^ 4ugidified therapist was acceptable
behavior.
F. posited that the "real impasse" emerged when she
began to employ an interpretive mode of relating to her
client. When discussing the client's presentation of
himself, F. stated that many of the same themes and
issues that arose before the impasse were continued
during the impasse. These included the role that illness
Played in the client's family, the client's sense of
himself as undisciplined, and problems with finances.
While discussing a "new" area of content, F.'s
frustration emerges, tinged by what seemed to be a sense
of remorse:
One interesting thing is that he
mentioned, only briefly, (that) he started
getting into the patterns — he used the
word "patterns" — that he had seen in his
relationships with women. That was also
the time he started becoming more explicit
about certain patterns.
.. He had mentioned
that he likes to date younger women
because they remind him of his sister. So
when we started getting into that, that
was when he stopped coming. So we'd been
on the verge of getting into the real
stuff. And just as we got to that point
he would back off from going any further.
There were so many different avenues that
we could have gotten into, that he could
back off at any point. Talking about the
family, he'd back off. Talking about
relationships with women, he could back
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out of it... There were so many differentpoints where he would avoid the issuesAnd regardless of which avenue I took "hewas able to avoid it.
F. then described a session "whore he really became
angry — the first time I'd seen hiro angry." This
followed an interpretation to the client about his
lateness being an avoidant behavioral response. The
client responded, according to F.
,
by claiming he could
only pay $2 instead of the (then) $3 fee. Following thi
display of anger, the client arrived 55 minutes late to
the next session. For the rest of this section of the
interview F. discussed how the client "avoided
confronting me about his own anger," by continually
coming late to sessions and cancelling many of them.
When describing the therapeutic relationship during
the impasse, F. conveyed a growing sense of astonishment
that she shared some of the same reactions that she saw
in her client:
This is interesting because in January I
spoke to my supervisor and came up with
the formulation of passive-aggressive
personality. And I began to read a lot of
literature on passive-aggressive
personality. And I became really angry.
I mean, I had been playing into this stuff
for so long, I was mad. So I was really
going to go in there and make my
interpretation and really be a hard-liner
with him —get my interpretations in. At
that point I was really angry with him.
And I guess in a way I could understand
his anger. That, in a sense, they claim
that these passive-aggressive
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up, but they can't express it in directways And with me being a therapist, Ireally couldn't express mine in direct
ways either. So I could get my anger outthrough making these interpretations, andhe gets his anger out by coming late So
1 guess there was a lot of passive-
aggressive stuff coming in on both
sides... And that basically characterizedthe rest of our time together, because I
was angry at him because he wouldn't even
show up to hear my interpretations — and
I had some really good ones, too. Andthere was still the need to establish somekind of rapport with him. And I was angry
with him, (but) at the same time I
empathized with him and understood what he(was ) going through.
F. continued to feel far removed from any sense of
therapeutic alliance. The client continued to deny any
reality basis for the interpretations offered to him. F.
pointed out that instead, the client insisted on getting
F. to see his point of view, which could only be
demonstrated if she accepted his excuses as irrefutably
truthful. F. then stated that the client seemed to be
demanding that she "love" him whether he obeyed the basic
rules or not. F. remarked that though she believed that
this had transference implications:
Fie was not going to abide by the rules set
by the clinic and the therapist. And I
wasn't going to go along with his program.
There was no give and take, no give and
take. At that point, no compromises to be
made. .. That was it (we were) like two
parallel walls. We were never going to
meet
.
1S6
F.'s description of her experience of herself as a
therapist during this time is replete with phrases Uke,
"I felt ineffective",
"I felt responsible," and "I wasn't
feeling real good about myself." She continued:
my'ell
th
Tn 2"? V^-* Uttle Messed
?n?
l **ct
>
I think I was feeling alot of the things that he was feeling inthat I mentioned that he felt stuck —
1 felt stuck. He was depressed, I wasdepressed. I felt that - I would not say
SM?- 6 °L* failure as he was, but I wasgetting there... He saw himself asineffectual and I was beginning to see
myself as ineffectual. That whole thing
of feeling depressed and not really doing
what it is that I felt I should be doing.
F. further commented that her motivation changed
during the impasse
:
It's interesting because I was thinking —
if this was a private practice, I would
have kicked this guy out. No way would Ihave seen a client coming 35-40 minutes
late when he wasn't paying. I would not
have put up with this in a private
practice. So that was ray thinking at that
point. And the only reason I had to see
him was because he was coming to the
clinic and I was being evaluated based on
it. So I think a lot of external stuff
was going on in terms of my motivation.
F. went on to question the appropriateness of doing
insight oriented therapy with this client. Her
discomfort continued to increase until March, when she
"realized that it wasn't totally me. That it was
definitely this guy... I'm not the one who's really
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botching things up here.
-
F. described the waiting ro„m
scene (depicted on page 67)as being the turning point
«hich elicited a ".ore realistic appraisal" of why the
therapy failed.
F.'s initial response addressing the supervisory
relationship suggests the many parallels that existed
between the two dyads. F. stated:
I'm not sure (how to describe the
supervisory relationship) because there
were so many sessions that were cancelled
There were times that we didn't meet
because he didn't show up. I guess
supervision became a little redundant
because we kept covering a lot of ground
that we had covered before. That, well
"okay, he's missed two sessions now, so
he'll probably come back in with something
that happened two sessions ago. So when
he comes in, you be ready for this. Oh,
he's missed three sessions, so he'll come
back.
...
M So it was becoming a little
redundant. We weren't covering much
ground. We had already established the
passive- aggressive patterns at that
point. And she was feeling very
frustrated with the client, and I'm sure,
probably frustrated with me, too. Because
there were instances where I didn't
exactly carry out a directive exactly the
way she wanted me to. So she was feeling
a little frustrated with me, too. But
that wasn't ever verbalized, but you sort
of pick it up. Y'know, "when you said
this, you really could have said it this
way. " Y'know, that sort of thing. So I
think there was some frustration with me,
and frustration with the client as well.
The potential for the parallel processing concept to
shed insight upon the therapeutic relationship is
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exemplified in the above pas^rr^ pu sage. Here we find that the
relational dynamics entailed in (1) cancelling
appointments, (2) covering old ground in a redundant
fashion, (3) the mutual frustration, (4) the unexpressed
feelings of displeasure, and (5) the unsatisfactory
carrying out of directives, find their parallels in the
therapeutic relationship. Beginning therapists, as F.'s
experience clearly indicates, are in need of, at least
temporarily, supervisory models with whom the trainee can
identify. As has been shown, F. was markedly
uncomfortable with the feelings provoked in her by her
client. Unfortunately, it appears that F.'s supervisor
was also uncomfortable commenting upon her frustration
with F. Thus, F. missed the opportunity to experience
what it would have been like to receive constructive
criticism. Furthermore, this experience might have led
F. to identify with the supervisor in such a manner that
would have allowed F. to take into the therapy an open,
benevolent approach to comment upon the resistances
manifested by the client.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
Introduotor^_Remarks
This study was undertaken to assess the explanatory
potential of the parallel processing concept as it is
brought to bear upon the beginning therapist's experience
of therapeutic impasse. In order to make this
assessment, six lengthy interviews were conducted with
trainees who met the inclusion criteria outlined in
Chapter III of this manuscript. Following a detailed set
of analyses performed on each of the transcripts, it was
decided that in addition to attending to parallel
processing, examination of the impasse descriptions, in
and of themselves, was warranted. This additional
examination focuses upon the responses conveyed by each
interviewee to the initial question asking for a
description of the impasse. These responses were framed
by the interviewees mainly in terms of the difficulties
which their clients brought to their respective
therapies. That is, these responses were mainly client-
centered. Ralph (1980) suggests that the beginning
therapist's experience can be examined within a
developmental schema marked by milestones or stages.
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Though he posits a developmental continuum which proceeds
from an approach to therapy which is client-centered in
nature to an approach which is interpersonal ly grounded,
the analyses of each entire interview suggests that
trainees work from both perspectives, while oscillating
between them. Thus, the first examination of the
interview material is analyzed from what can be
considered as within a client-centered approach, while
the second examination is grounded in an interpersonal
approach. As such, the discussions of these two
examinations are considered separate, yet are intended as
being complementary of one another.
This chapter will begin with a discussion of the two
trends which emerged when placing the impasse
descriptions side by side. Attention will be given to
both the criteria that promoted this delineation of
trends and to the training implications that arise when
considering these trends. This will then be followed by
an examination of the anticipatory/predictive nature of
the impasses described, which will serve as a bridge a
lengthier discussion concerning the instances of parallel
processing found in the examination of each interview
transcript. Within this discussion, attention will be
given to the role of the identification process as it
informs the trainee's work in therapy and in supervision.
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Again, implications for training will be reviewed and
discussed.
The_Therapeutic_ImEasse
iaMgBflIg^ar^9 Critg£ia_ESBlQyed in th« Pn? 1^ nfT TTf
Trends
The first examination concerns the interviewee's
description of his or her impasse situation when
conducting therapy. It was found that these situations
tended to fall into one of two categories labelled as
••circumscribed" impasses and "diffuse" impasses. The
assignment to these categories was based on four primary
criteria which included: 1) When in the course of the
therapy the impasse emerged; 2) The nature of the
transference manifested by the client; 3) The severity of
the client's psychopathology ; and 4) The behavioral
manifestations of the client's resistance to the
therapeutic enterprise. These criteria were chosen for a
number of reasons which to a large extent capture the
trainee's immediate experience of conducting a therapy in
which a sense of stuckness is most prominent.
These reasons are three-fold. First, the fact that
each interviewee spoke at length (without being prompted
to do so) about their respective client's resistance
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efforts, instigated a series of analyses which was begun
by comparing the descriptions cf these efforts. These
comparisons suggested that two broad classes of resistant
behavior were posited by the interviewees. These two
classes include resistance to exploration and client-
imposed disruptions to the therapeutic frame. Following
this finding, a more thorough analysis of what
"resistance to exploration" entailed was undertaken.
This analysis consistently suggested that these
therapists who employed this term were describing fairly
specific transference-countertransference situations
that, for various reasons, maintained their existence
throughout the occurrence of the impasse. This finding
then provoked an analysis of the transference evidenced
by the clients who imposed frame disruptions.
Strikingly, this analysis suggested that these clients
did not manifest a particular transference response to
the therapist, but instead evidenced many shifting
transference reactions. Furthermore, these transference
reactions seemed to be of a much more disturbed nature
than the "circumscribed" transferences. This then led to
considering the severity of the client's functioning.
Here it was inferred that those client's who quickly
shifted between various transference reactions appeared
much more disturbed than the client's whose transference
was described as basically singular in nature. Finally,
this last consideration was correlated with when the
impasse was said to have emerged in the therapy. This,
too, demonstrated a consistent pattern; the impasses
which began in the very first interview involved more
disturbed clients, those that began later in the therapy
involved less disturbed clients. These findings are
presented in Tables 1 and 2.
A second reason for the assignment to categories is
based on the internal consistency of the four criteria
utilized. That is, the procedure delineated in the above
paragraph, which begins by attending to resistance first,
then transference, etc. could be rearranged in a
different order with basically the same results. For
example, if the analysis began by attending to when the
impasse emerged then two categories arise — the impasses
which began in the fourth or fifth session and the
impasses that emerged in the initial interview. The
trainees who described impasses that fell in the former
category all conveyed a sense of therapeutic progress and
non-pathological connectedness with their clients prior
to the impasse. This raises, then, some probable
considerations. These considerations are one, that the
client was able to form an initial therapeutic alliance
grounded in non-transferential relatedness, and two, that
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the underlying pathology which provoked the client to
seek therapy did not become manifest until a degree of
trust and safety had been established. In other words,
these clients were able to employ their defenses in the
service of establishing an environment in which they
could then begin to work through their psychologically
based difficulties via the transference. In effect,
their defenses functioned to help establish a working
alliance. In contrast, the impasses which began right
from the start of therapy appear to have forestalled any
building of a non-transferential relationship. In fact,
these clients were described as being resistant to
forming any healthy relationship at all. In other words,
it could be said that these clients could not engage in a
non-transferential relationship because their defenses
were ineffective in promoting healthy relatedness. It
seems logical, then, to proceed from the criterion of
when the impasse emerged to addressing either the
"resistance" or "transference" criteria. Finally, the
severity of pathology can also be invoked at any point
along the way. If a client is able to form a working
alliance, then this client is undoubtedly functioning at
a healthier level than a client who is unable to form
such an alliance. Similarly, a client who resists
exploring a specific aspect of a relationship also would
see* to be functioning at a healthier level than the
client who resists the establishment of the entire
therapeutic situation. Therefore, the use of these four
criteria is supported by their theoretically derived and
empirically demonstrated internal consistency.
The third reason for the employment of these four
criteria is based on both their accessibility to
beginning therapists and their implications for training
The notion of accessibility is entirely grounded in the
material conveyed during the interviews, in which each
trainee framed many of his or her remarks in terms of
"transference" or "resistance". Too, if the graduate
program that these trainees attend is representative of
other clinical psychology programs, then it is possible
that beginning therapists embark on their therapeutic-
activities having already gained a foundation with which
to ascertain gross levels of psychopathology
. Thus, the
four criteria employed in this part of the study are
criteria that are easily recognizable to training
therapists. Moreover, this then allows for a discussion
of implications to be directed at not only supervisors,
but their students also.
Before commenting on these implications, a few
remarks concerning the ways in which the interviewees
described their respective clients' manifestations of
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resistance is warranted Th*+- -i Q ^ a • 4.inat ls
>
a distinction needs to
be made regarding the order in which the trainees
identified their clients' resistant behaviors. For
instance, all but one of the clients terminated the
therapy before the impasse was resolved. Similarly, only
one client did not cancel scheduled appointments. Both
of these occurrences were described by the interviewees
as manifestations of resistance. A closer examination,
however, shows that other manifestations of resistance,
such as externalization of problems and failure to
explore, were initially more prominent with those clients
seen in the "circumscribed" impasses. These forms of
resistant behavior were then followed by frame
disruptions, notably cancellations and premature
terminations of therapy. With the clients seen in the
"diffuse" impasses, frame disruptive behavior
characterized both the initial and the longer term
manifestations of resistance. These behaviors included
difficulties with payment of the fee, arriving late to
sessions and unannounced cancellations.
General Implications for Training
In this section some general implications for
training will be presented. Before specifically
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addressing these implications, however, a few words
concerning the researcher's motivation for considering
them is included. In general, the beginning therapist
experiences a process of rapid intellectual and emotional
growth while in training. As pointed out earlier, often
the trainee's intellectual comprehension of the
therapeutic task is more fully developed than his or her
experiential preparedness. The results of this study,
however, seem to indicate that the training process could
become even more facilitative of the trainee's overall
development if greater attention was paid to the
integration of cognitive and experiential process. In
the same way that empathy entails oscillating between
thinking and feeling, so too does the beginning therapist
oscillate between attending to the feelings evoked in the
therapeutic encounter and comprehending what these
feelings might mean. Thus, the intention underlying the
implications to be presented is explicitly one that
involves combining didactic suggestions that cohere with
exploration of the experiences on the trainee's part.
In positing implications for training, it should be
recognized that many different constructive viewpoints
exist concerning both the process of therapy and the
process of supervision. What is written below is not
intended as another viewpoint. Instead, it is intended
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as an adjunct to those viewpoints already well developed
and effectively utilized. Furthermore, it is this
researcher's responsibility to present only implications
that arise solely from the material presented in this
thesis. It is hoped that the researcher has adequately
met this responsibility.
There are two final, yet overlapping, caveats to
consider. As the results of this study suggest,
beginning therapists often resort to intellectualization
as a way of mitigating the anxiety experienced when
initially setting out to conduct therapy. Thus, the
implications that follow could be construed as supporting
this defensive reaction. Clearly this is not intended by
this researcher. On the contrary, the suggestions
offered are intended to help frame the trainee's anxiety
and support increased exploration of the experiences that
are elicited in the therapeutic situation.
The suggestions that follow, moreover, should not be
construed as promoting the notion that the trainee enter
the therapy room with an agenda that presupposes how the
client will engage the therapist. Though many of the
following suggestions are intended to facilitate the
trainee's openness to accept highly dystonic projections
(and the like), these suggestions could be perceived as
implying that the trainee impose certain expectations of
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what will occur in the therapy. It would then be a small
step for the trainee to limit, due to these expectations,
the ways in which the client experiences the trainee.
The end result would be a therapeutic misalliance that
Promotes maladaptive forms of symptom alleviation, thus
acting to destroy effective therapeutic work.
Facilitating the trainee's acceptance of the harshest
projections, while encouraging that any and all
projections be experienced, is therefore the overriding
context in which to place the following suggestions.
Given the emergence of two trends of impasse
(circumscribed and diffuse), implications for training
can be discussed on the criteria employed in the
delineation of trends. To begin, the ubiquity with which
impasses are experienced by trainees deserves comment.
In addition to the six trainees interviewed, seven of the
eight other trainees screened for inclusion in this study
commented that they had experienced therapeutic impasses
at some point within their first two years conducting
psychodynamically-oriented therapy. In addition, many of
this larger group of fourteen remarked that they had
experienced more than one therapy characterized by an
impasse. Thus, therapists in training can be forewarned
about the possibility of confronting an impasse in their
first attempts doing psychotherapy. This warning could
res
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then alleviate some of the anxiety that the interviewees
reported, when they felt that they, unlike thei
colleagues, were failing in their responsibility
However, it should be kept in mind that this warning i
not in any way meant to foreclose exploration of th
impasse (because it is merely a "typical" event).
Rather, it is intended to facilitate an atmosphere that
suggests that it is necessary, yet safe, to explore the
transferential and countertransferential components of
the impasse.
A second implication arises from the often repeated
remark (usually put forth at the end of the interview)
that the impasse "was the work. " This remark, though
conveyed in various ways, suggests that what the
interviewees had experienced as an impasse was not
epiphenomenal, but rather often formed the crux of the
therapy. Yet, based on their descriptions, it appears
that the trainees tended to view the impasse, during its
occurrence, as something intrusive to the process of
properly conducting therapy. Thus, as was reported, the
trainees got upset (angry, depressed, irritated, etc.)
when they felt the therapy was stuck. As a result, they
reacted more in terms of attempting to rid the therapy of
the impasse rather than understanding the purpose(s) it
served. In a sense;, this general reaction parallels many
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of the difficulties Freud first encountered when he was
establishing a psychoanalytic psychotherapy. As Malcolm
(1980) points out, Freud initially conceived of
"resistance" an an uninvited distraction to therapy which
required immediate efforts aimed at the resistance's
removal. These efforts are well chronicalled and
demonstrate the irritation Freud experienced when he was
repeatedly confronted with a patient's reticence to
improve. It is a tribute to Freud's genius that he was
able to make the leap from a perspective that conceived
of resistance as an obstructing event to a perspective
which encouraged and happily accepted its arrival in the
therapeutic encounter. Freud's repeated experience with
"love-struck" women patients led to a similar leap
regarding the embracement of the transference notion.
It appears then, that trainees initially setting out
to conduct psychodynamically-oriented therapy undergo a
similar process of irritability preceding acceptance when
confronted with their client's efforts to resist
disinhibiting change. It is as though trainees embody a
variation of the venerable "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny" dictum: Despite their historical advantage
(which has afforded a cognitive grasp of resistance and
transference), trainees still react to these behavioral
manifestations as uninvited intruders to the working-
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s
through process. Though the trainee's phobic-like
reaction can be framed as eountertransference, its
ubiguity promts the suggestion that trainees be
encouraged to anticipate their own reactions to a
client's resistance efforts, prior to conductinfl first
therapies. Indeed, trainees could be taught to expect
the arrival of "resistance" as an indication of the
overall therapy's progress.
Similarly, trainees could be forewarned about th
inevitability of becoming the object of their client
intense feelings. This suggestion involves providing the
trainee with a cognitive tool with which the intensity of
both the client's transference and the trainee's response
can be grounded and assimilated. In the same way that
clients are supported in the development of their self-
observing capacity, so, too, could a trainee be
encouraged to metaphorically "step back" from the
relationship in order to better comprehend what is
transpiring. With such support, trainees would generally
be more able to withstand the unsettling effects of
experiencing their clients' relational pressures by
invoking a fuller understanding of the unfolding process.
It appears that a prominent aspect of the impasses
described pertained to the trainees inability to properly
empathize with their clients' resistances. As Greenson
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s an
rainee
(I960) suggests, the empathic process entail
oscillation between feeling as the other feels and
comprehending the evoked feeling. Preparing the t
about the inevitability of transference would see, to
help structure and foster the trainee's increased ability
to comprehend the interpersonal phenomena evinced in
therapy. As a result, the trainee's capacity to
empathize could be buttressed. It should be noted that
this suggestion is not intended to address the trainee's
idiosyncratic manner of experiencing and responding to
the client's transference. Rather, it is intended to
address an experience shared by many trainees in which '
the power of the transference becomes "real" for the very
first time.
S^ec if i g_ InE 1 i eat i ons_when_Considering_Trends
The above considerations are in response to the
interviews taken as a whole. The question remains,
however: What recommendations can be made based on the
finding that two trends of impasse, labelled as
"circumscribed" and "diffuse", emerged in the trainees
descriptions? To more adequately address this question,
the data regarding the anticipatory/predictive nature of
each impasse needs to be invoked and integrated into the
20 0
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in «* °f thrives. In Chapter V
it was demonstrated that the impasses described by
Therapists A.
,
B.
,
C. and D. lent themselves to an
analysis that in many ways successfully anticipated the
relational structures in which -hhon n t e impasses emerged. For
example, in response to the "before the impasse"
questions, B. described his client's unresolved "Oedipal"
difficulties, his client's seductive and sexualised
behavior towards him, and his discomfort being the object
of her impassioned feelings. In addition, B.'s impasse
description concerned his client's resistance to explore
her role and responsibility in maintaining her
dysfunctional relationships with her mother and father.
It was therefore concluded that prior to the impasse, B.
had information which would have anticipated the way in
which the impasse emerged. Similar conclusions were
reached with the impasses described by A., C. and D. On
the other hand, it was concluded that the impasses
described by Therapists E. and F. did not lend themselves
to post hoc analyses concerning the
anticipatory/predictive nature of these impasses.
Clearly, the main difference that distinguished the
former group from the latter pertains to the point at
which in the therapy the impasse emerged.
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The former group includes the descriptions which
have been labelled "circumscribed" impasses. Given the
fairly specific nature of the transferences manifested
and the common progression in which the trainees detailed
their clients resistance efforts, a number of suggestions
can be recommended. First, the finding that each of the
trainees had, prior to its emergence, information which
could have predicted the nature of the "circumscribed"
impasse situation suggests one of the ways supervision
can be utilized. Both the supervisor and the trainee
could attend to the initial therapy sessions in an effort
to address whether the trainee has experienced any major
difficulties in the establishment of the therapy. If
both the supervisor and the trainee conclude that the
client has not yet evidenced any prominent resistance to
the therapeutic endeavor, then the supervisory dyad could
turn to the explicit information conveyed by the client.
It is assumed that in the first few sessions (usually the
first one) most clients report to the therapist why they
are seeking therapy. If no major resistance has yet been
experienced, then the supervisory dyad could analyze the
relational images evoked by the client's presenting
problems so as to anticipate the probable transference
conf iguration(s) that will develop. Upon doing this, the
dyad could also begin to tease out and address the
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problems that the trainee may likely have Ln his or her
response to the role the client will need the therapist
to fulfill. In addition, whether the trainee anticipates
and voices any countertransference difficulties or net,
the supervision could still anticipate the projected
oountertransferenoe difficulties the client expects the
therapist to experience. For example, A.'s impasse
description conveyed the impression that his client felt
caught in a loyalty conflict between her lover and A. in
much the same manner as she felt caught between the
opposing demands of her parents during her childhood.
Siding with her mother, a. stated, left his client with
the powerful unconscious perception that the father had
abandoned her because she remained loyal to her mother.
Though A. was not tfointf to abandon his client when she
remained "loyal" to her lover, it appears that this
client unconsciously expected A. to leave her. Thus,
what was omitted (i.e., A.'s commenting that the e] ient
roitfht expect him to reject her) was perhaps more crucial
than what was said. This example, then, points to the
importance of exploring the possible forms in which bhe
transference might emerge so as to anticipate the
client's reaction after the transference has beeome
manifested. This could then help prepare the trainee to
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anticipate how to respond to the client during this
period of the therapy.
This framework su£Tffp<?:-h^ +-h«4- +.1
-ueeesus that the snnso of feeling
stuck, if raised periodically in supervision, eould
attenuate some of the difficulties that ensue in
therapies conducted by trainees. Though this study used
only a small number of subjects, that all four
"circumscribed" impasses were said to have begun a month
into treatment leads to considering this point in time a,
an important Juncture in the therapeutic process.
Therefore, it is suggested that the question of impasse
be raised following the fourth through sixth sessions.
Specifically, the client's comfort or discomfort
exploring their presenting problems should be assessed in
supervision. If the trainee reports that the client is
resisting exploration (or denying any responsibility for
the maintenance of the problem, etc.), then the trainee
could be assured that this might very well mean that the
therapy is progressing. Reviewing the transferenee-
countertransference intersection, which has already been
previously explored
,
is suggested. Particular attention
to the trainee's anxiety could then foster an
appreciation for what is being elicited due to the client
and which parts of the trainee's anxiety are a result of
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the ext.ra-t.horapcut.ic environment (such a, supervisory
evaluation ) .
Finally, in term, of preparing for »ci rcumscr i bed
»
impasses, if the client begins to manifest resistance via
disruptions to the therapeutic frame, the trainee could
be enjoined to analyse the re-enacted, though perhaps now
dormant, transference- countertransferenoe relational
scenario. At this point, the trainee might conceive of
the client as having embraced a rather pessimistic view
of the trainee's ability to foster productive change in
the client. Attending to whether this is an experience
shared by both members of the therapeutic dyad is
indicated and interpretations to the client concerning
the client's (probably unconscious) despair are
suggested.
In terms of anticipating what are being called
"diffuse" impasses, addressing the initial therapy
sessions can aJso more or less predict the course the
therapy will likely follow. Indeed, if the client
initially manifests resistance via disruptions to the
therapeutic frame, then the trainee can be forewarned
that the therapy will probably be: a tumultous experience.
The possibility of resolving this kind of impasse is more
difficult to ascertain based on the data collected.
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While the training implications for the beginning
therapist involved in a
"eireu^eribed" impasse are
generally straightforward, analysing the "diffuse"
imP**"° trnns°ript:s
"ore confusion than clarity.
However, management of the therapeutic frame sees to bo
a key and should ho repeatedly attended to right fro, the
beginning, if the trainee reports client-invoked frame
disruptions in the initial session. Rectification of the
disruption and anticipation of other frame disruptions is
While the phrase "frame issues" populated the
interviewees' comments, other phrases (such as projective
and introjeotive identification) commonly found in the
therapeutic literature regarding severely disturbed
Patients were not voiced. This is significant because a
prominent distinction between the two trends of impasse
concerns the severity of pathology evidenced by the
client. tteviewintf the literature suggests that authors
such as Kernberg (1975), Giovacchini (1972), and Saretsky
(1982) have found the concepts of transference and
resistance too general to help the therapist who is
attempting analytically-oriented treatment with a
severely disturbed patient. Instead, these authors opt
for a more advanced and circumscribed language as the
vehicle for communicating with other therapists and
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theorists. Though this language appears to embody a more
productive approach to working with highly disturbed
patients, its use in this study runs opposite to the
notion of accessibility to trainees. Thus, while
interested readers are directed to these sources, the
criteria of accessibility to the unexperienced trainee
precludes further review of these authors' ideas.
Paralle.] PrcKjessing
The_Exp.lariatory Po
l5P 1 icat i ons for _ Training
.
As demonstrated in Chapter V, developing an
increased sensitivity to the emergence of parallel
processing, as it exists between the therapeutic and
supervisory situations, can provide added insight and
information necessary for a clearer understanding of the
unfolding communicative patterns manifested within both
relationships. In Chapter V it was shown that each
described therapeutic impasse situation had parallel
aspects which arose within the respective supervisory
settings. In certain situations, these parallels
appeared to be initiated in supervision prior to their
emergence in the therapy; other times the reverse seemed
WaS
O
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true. Though positing a point of origin is theoretically
moot, locating a starting point in one of the
relationships with the aim of identifying the ensuing
Parallel manifestations in the other relationship,
found useful in providing information which helped t
explain how and why eaeh therapeutic impasse arose. It
is, therefore, recommended that supervisors and their
trainees he alerted to the explanatory potential of the
parallel processing concept.
This is not to imply, however, that the parallel
processing concept be enjoined in every supervisory
discussion which identifies a problematic area in a
particular therapy. In the quest to understand the
communications evinced in the therapeutic endeavor,
attention must be brought to bear upon both intrapsychic
and interpersonal processes. Thus a balance that focuses
on both individual and relational issues must be
established. While focusing on the client's transferenoe
may be fueled by the wish to avoid the therapist's
oountertransferenti al ly based contributions to an impasse
situation, so too, may focusing on parallel processing be
fueled by the wish to avoid the interactional pressure?
exerted within the therapeutic confines. In this regard,
attending to parallel processing can be defensively
initiated in that it may obfuscate and obscure the
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attention that should be given to transference and
oountertransferenoe manifestations. Hence, this study's
emphasis on parallel processing is not intended to
promote that a choice be made between an intrapsychic
versus interpersonal orientation. Rather, it is intended
to demonstrate that placing these traditionally separate
orientations into dialogue with one another promotes a
fuller understanding of the trainee's experience
conducting therapy
.
For example, in Chapter V, A.'.s impasse description
was discussed in terms of the impact that accrued upon
the therapy due to A.'s experience with his first
supervisor. The supervisor was an advaneed graduate
student who had to terminate the supervisory relationship
when it was time for her to begin her internship. This
termination, which occurred while A.'s therapy was still
continuing, appeared to inform the manner in which the
therapy ended.
During his interview, A. spoke of the 3 nek of
attention paid (by both he and his supervisor) to the
feelings evoked in him due to his supervisor's leaving.
By not focusing on and exploring the impaet that this
event had on A., A. did not bring to awareness either his
feelings of abandonment or the ways in whieh he defended
against these feelings. That A. 's client presented for
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therapy to work on a long-standing difficulty prompted by
her father's abandonment of her, points to the importance
of A.'s missed opportunity to directly experience and
explore the impact of his supervisor's abandonment of
him. That is, it is conjectured that A. did not
entertain his client's request for termination as a
transferentially-based fear of being abandoned by A.
because A. had repressed his own feelings of being
abandoned
.
In this example, then, we see a fuller picture which
emerges when attending to both intrapsychic processes
(notably the client's unconsciously re-created
abandonment scenario) and parallel processing. it is
within this spirit that the: rest of this section,
concerning parallel processing, is intended.
In order to more fully demonstrate the explanatory
potential of the parallel processing concept, two
prominent topics wil] be addressed. These topics
include: 1) The trainee's experience of the supervisor's
evaluative responsibilities, and 2) The supervisor's
impact upon the trainee's experience of learning how to
conduct therapy. VJhilo this discussion wil] treat those
issues separately, it is understood that a oomprehens i ve
understanding necessitates a synthesis of the themes and
dynamics to be addressed. This discussion will,
21b
therefore, proceed from a topic by topic analysis to a
more integrated analysis.
The. trainf?e:s_
ova luat
ivp^sponsi bi J ity . Sachs and Shapiro ( 1976)
suggest that parallel processing emerges most, blatantly
when both the novice therapist and the client are
experiencing themselves as vulnerable and incompetent.
The results of the present study .show that not only do
trainees indeed experience themselves in this manner, but
that they attempt to mask these feelings from their
supervisors so as to promote a better evaluation of their
therapeutic activities. Thus when A. was feeling
confused about how bo interpret and respond bo his
client's request to terminate, he reported that he kepi,
his confusion mostly bo himself. This was not due to
believing his first supervisor was unable to assist him,
but rather because he believed that this supervisor
thought he was in control of what was tfoin/l on in the
therapy. As he put if, "Why ruin a good thing?"
Similarly, D. stated that throughout the time he was
meeting with his super-visor he was greatly concerned that,
the supervisor experience him as therapeutical Ly capable
and competent. I)., bherefore, attenuated his requests
for help and guidance. (D. stated he was conscious of
presenting himself in this way at the time.) As alluded
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to in Chapter V, both trainees' Pp.**.* r ,me fears of being evaluated
leSS PORitivcjly them from experiencing an
increased sense of trust in the supervisory setting The
resulting experience of obligated trust of both trainc.es'
toward their supervisors paralleled their clients' level
of trust with them. Moreover, both A. and JD. described
"lack of trust" as forming much of the context in which
their respective impasses emerged.
Excerpts from the transcripts of other trainees
interviewed yield similar conclusions. One last example
will be provided. B. conveyed that he felt criticize,! by
his supervisor throughout the course of their work
together. As a result, B. stated that he did not feel
safe presenting to his supervisor the frustration he
experienced when his client would complain at length
while externalizing all responsibility for her suffering.
Parallels were thus demonstrated in two key ways. For
one, B. found himself unfairly critical toward his client,
(which he believed was communicated in the therapy).
Secondly, fearing further supervisory criticism, B. down
played the erotic feelings evoked in him by the client.
B.'s inability to explore his countertransference about,
this issue in supervision paralleled his client's
inability to explore her transference to him.
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When considering the trainee', experience when
initially sotting out to conduct therapy, it. is difficult
to distinguish the trainee's feelings of vulnerability
and incompetence from the feelings evoked when
anticipating supervisory evaluations. While seme
writers, such as Hassonfoid and Sarris (1978) advocate
removing the evaluative component from the supervisory
context, the practicalities involved in following this
suggestion preclude such a possibility. However, it is
recommended that both supervisor and trainee attend to
the trainee's reactions concerning evaluation so as to
anticipate the client's similar reactions to anticipating
the therapist's evaluation of the client. In this way,
issues of trust can be brought out into the open and
explored, rather than laying dormant and fueling
unconscious parallels which in turn inform impasse
situations in therapy.
The ...supervisor .\s ..impact
_
on the ..trainee 's experience
Pf..learni ng__how..tc)_cgruiu_ct..therapy
. Two related issues-
are addressed within the topic of the supervisor's impact
upon the trainee's learning experience. These issues
include supervisory transfers and expressions of affect,
particularly in regard to those feelings which are
usually considered damaging in our society. Again, it
should be noted that these issues are often evidenced in
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conjunction with the other topics presented in this
section, most notably the topic of supervisory
identification. Addressing the prevalence of those,
issues as they emerged in the data, however, gives cause,
to consider then separately.
The first issue concerns the impact upon the trainee
that changing supervisors involves. In the clinic from
which the trainees were selected for this study,
supervisory transfers often occur at the beginning and
then a^ain at the end of the summer school semester. Of
the trainees interviewed, two (A and E) experienced
supervisory transfers. For both these trainees, the
transfer situation impacted on the respective therapies
in very salient ways.
For A., the; supervisor's gradual withdrawal
reinforced A.'s experience of himself as needing to
accept an increasing responsibility for determining how
to conduct the therapy. As a result, A. felt that he
would have to address the technical and theoretical
questions elicited by the impasse more and more by
himself. During the interview, A. reported that a number
of salient relational issues that emerged in the therapy
were not commented on by him to his client. it is,
therefore, conjectured that a parallel process existed
between the supervisory and therapeutic relationships.
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Paralleling A.s inability to discus in supervision his
bewilderment and uncertainty (pertaining bo his
experience of the therapy) was his client's inability to
explore the unsettling feelings evoked in her via the
transference. The probability that this parallel existed
is further supported by A.'s comments concerning his
experience with his second supervisor. In this part of
his description, A. spoke of feeling more comfortable and
thus more able to discuss his uncertainties concerning
how to approach his client's request to terminate.
Explicitly A. remarked that he reached a more accepting
position vis-a-vis his client's resistance. A. proceeded
to state that following this change in himself, he found
his client more able to voice: her ambivalence concerning
her decision to terminate. The quality of his client's
communications, A. implied, were less defensively
motivated and more grounded in an experience of trust.
Analysing E.'s impasse description raises the
question of to what extent his shifts in orientation and
style parallel his experience with his three supervisors.
E.
,
himself, provided information regarding this
question. He reported that he conducted himself in the
therapy in the ways in which he believed his supervisor:;
thought he should. Thus, E directly conveyed that the
most important determinant in his learning experience was
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the result of supervision. Yet, interestingly, K. did
not consent upon the impact of having to bern.ina.te with
his first two supervisors. Thus, the reader does not Ret
a sense of whether these terminations were explored in
supervision.
E. posited that the three phases of the therapy were
demarcated by two main events which disrupted the
therapeutic frame. The first involved the client's
premature termination and subsequent re-engagement in the
therapy. The second disruption entailed E.'s forgetting
a session prior to his vacation. That these disruptions
in the therapy temporally coincided with the supervisory
transfers is clear. E. does not, however, invoke these
supervisory changes as informing the therapeutic
disruptions. Instead he posits the "cause" within
himself. That is, he believed that the first disrupt. ion
was prompted by his interpretive activity and the second
disruption was due to his academically related pressures.
Yet, given the importance svhich E. ascribed bo his
experienco in supervision, it would seem that the
supervisory terminat ions and the therapeutic disruptions
were more than merely coincidental events. Indeed, the
intensity of E.'s ambivalent connection to his
supervisors parallels his description of Iris ambivalent
connection with his client. Therefore, it is concluded
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that a Parallel proaaSS axistad between the therapeutic
and supervisory relationship, which informed the manner
in which the therapeutic: disruptions emerged.
The implications for training beginning therapists
that arises whan considering both A. 'a and E. 's
experiences of supervisory transfers concerns the
recommendation that attention be given to the trainee's
experience of abandonment. That is, it is recommended
that supervisors raise for discussion the experience
evoked in the trainee when anticipating a supervisory
transfer. Not only could this discussion bring to
awareness many of the trainee', dormant feelings, but; it
could a J so be a foundation upon which both the supervisor
and the trainee can anticipate similar relational
dynamics ernor£in£ in the therapy.
The second issue of the trainee's learning
experience involves expression of affect. Each trainee
interviewed related that they had sensed a level of
discomfort within the supervisory confines which
precluded addressment of certain emotionally-laden
issues. On some? occasions, the trainees posited the
discomfort as originating in the supervisor; other tiroes
the trainees located the source of discomfort in
themselves-. By itself, a discussion of discomfort; when
relating feelings is unremarkable. Yet, given that, each
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trainee described certain affects that were experienced,
but not addressed, in supervision, and that thc.se same
affects were found lacking in the communications
described in the impasse situations, raises consideration
of the parallel processing concept.
For example, B. described how both he (in
supervision) and his client (in therapy) appeared to be
indirectly asking for validation of their respective
conscious experiences vis-a-vis the other. B. stated
that he wanted his feelings of inadequacy to be
acknowledged and addressed in an accepting manner by his
supervisor. Similarly, B. stated that he thought, his
client wanted him to aeknow ledge and accept that: her
parents were harshly mistreating her. In midition, 15.
remarked that both his feelings (toward the supervisor)
and the client's (toward B. ) were transferenti a 1 1
y
i nst igated
.
B. conveyed that he experienced his supervisor as
withholding and punitive. As a result, B. fell; too
threatened to voice; his disappointment and anger for not
feeling validated. B. also reported that he believed his
client experi on cod him as withholding and critical. Ln
addition, though his client did not express feeling angry
or disappointed in B.'s therapeutic: services, during the
interview B. interpreted his client's withdrawal from the
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therapy as indicative of such feeling 1+ 4. , , ,j-oc.aj. es. it is concluded,
therefore, that those sane feelings which both
participants colluded not to address in supervision.
A similar example emerges in W.'s impasse
description in which she remarked that both she and her
supervisor were disappointed in each other's efforts,
though neither voieed their upset. That ¥ . reported
feeling extremely agitated toward her client (which she
did not voice "because that's untherapeuti c
" ) , in
addition to remarking that her client only expressed his
anger "on one occasion" (though she "knew" the client, was
angry for a long time prior to this event), points to the
parallel concerning expression of affect that existed
between the two relationships.
These examples suggest the negative parallels which
informed the respective therapeutic impasse situations.
However, more constructive parallels were also described
in the interviews. For instance, C. spoke at length
about how he and his supervisor struggled over C. 's
discomfort in conducting a psychodynamioally
-oriented
therapy. Though neither he nor his supervisor "conceded"
to the other's position, the fact that they both felt
freed up to express their disagreements suggests the
positive? impact; that accrued within the? impasse
situation. This suggest- ion is supported by C.'s remarks
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that the resolution of th„ sup„rviSorx stalemate was
tOUOam
* Sh°rtly by the solution of the
therapy's irapasse.
The notion that frames those examples which pertain
to expression of affect appears to be what is Lmplied in
the cone* of "the holding environment.- Bright**-*
(1984) analysis of the narcissistic issues raised in the
trainee's experience underlines the importance of the
supervisor's ability to understand and care for the
novice therapist. He writes that such a supervisory
attitude reflects the trainee's great need for empathy,
mirroring, and validation as their professional selves
struggle with the tension between the demands of clinical
training, their novice level of skill, and their
perfectionistic aspirations" (p. 308). This notion
receives convergent support from Ekstein and
Waller-stein's (19.'38) ideas which they refer to as the
trainee's "problem in learning". These authors suggest
that that the supervisor attempt to provide a climate in
which the trainee can feel safe; enough to share the
broadest range of their experience without fearing
recrimination or humiliation. for the purposes of this
study, it is recommended that such a supervisory
environment would foster the trainee's ability to learn,
and thus provide, a parallel environment in therapy.
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Toward „ar^ The Essential AsEeot erf
The? examples provided in this section concerning the
explanatory potential of the parallel processing concept
all share; two prominent features. First, all these
examples demonstrate the supervisor's essential role in
the trainee's development as a therapist. Perhaps with
the exception of C.
,
each interviewee unambi va lent ly
expressed the centra] importance which they ascribed to
the supervisor's approach to the therapeutic work.
Indeed, whether the trainee' s description concerned
general therapy issues ( such as the supervisor'
s
theoretical ori entation and s tyle) or more ei reumsor ibed
aspects of the work ( such as wh ich relational dynaro Lo
shou ld be priori tized and addressed in the; therapy ) p car ;h
tra inee unequ i vocably remarked that they would fro 1 low the
supervisor ' s suggestions . Thi s points to the phase-
appropriate dependency which the beginning therap is
t
manifests i n the dove I dp inont of a profess i on a] i dent j ty
.
The second prominent feature to emerge per ta ins to
how so many of the spec:] f 5 ed i ns taneos of para ] 1 e 1
process i ng were p Layed out in bhe supervj sory context
prior to their denouement in the therapeutic endeavor.
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This pattern occurred whether the parallel at hand
appeared to emerge first in the therapy or in
supervision. In this way, supervision is approached by
the trainee as though it is an experimental laboratory i
whieh problems in therapy are brought into the
supervisory confines in order to learn hew to address and
resolve them. Doehrman (1972) reported that in eaeh of
the client- therapist-supervisor relationships she
studied, she found parallels that were initiated in
supervision. The findings of the present study suggest,
however, that the crucial learning aspeet involved in
parallel processing is not where it seems to bo
initiated, but rather where the scenario is played out
f i rsf
.
This conclusion implies that the most salient aspect
of the trainee's development and learning concerns the
trainee's identification with the supervisor. Whether on
a conscious or unconscious level, eaeh trainee's
description demonstrate::; that they dealt with their
respective impasses in a manner that re-enacted how their
supervisors were dealing with them at the time. Thus, If
a particular issue was being addressed in supervision, it-
was soon addressed in the therapy. If an issue wasn't
being addressed in supervision, it wasn't addressed in
the therapy either. Similarly, the manner in which
2 28
issues were addressed by tfaa supervisor (i.e., the
supervisor's "style"), appears to have informed more thm
anything else how each of the trainee's approached their
respective therapi or;.
It is therefore? reccnwoendei] fchat both trainees and
supervisors alike attend to the important role which the
latter play in their supervisee's development and that
supervisory identification be periodically acknowledged
and addressed. It is believed that by following such a
recommendation, many therapeutic impasses could resolve
into more productive experiences for beginning
therapists, and more importantly, for their clients.
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APPEND I X A
THE INTERVIEW
1- Introduction
The purpose of this interview is to find out a*
much a, possible about your experience as a therapist
during a time when the therapy you were or arc,
conducting got stuck. That is, I am nskinff aboufc ,
time when the therapy had reached an impasse. In.pa.ss*
can be evoked in many different ways. In terms of
that, I aro net, defining "impasse" as being caused by
any speicific criteria. Thus, for example, I think il
is feasible that an impasse eouJd be evoked by a
particular verbalization from either the therapist or
the client. Others could come about due to a more
general manifestation of the client's personality.
Still other impasses, 1 imagine, could come about
because of the client's reaction to a frame component
- for instance, the fee, or the use of a tape recorder
etc. What is most important is that whatever impasse
you choose' to describe, that it be something which
significantly influenced (or continues to Influence)
the therapy for an extended period of time;. Mere
specifically, I am asking you to describe a situation
which dominoed the therapy tor at l„a8t a oouple ,„,
»o»ks. I watlt to 8fcress thafc i am aBkirif? you fco
describe an impasse in which, durinff its occurrence,
you ware consciously «,„ of f(9eling that; fchfi thorapy
was stucJk
.
Again, 1 would like to invite you to share as much
as you can about what the impasse was (or has been)
like for you what feelings and thoughts it stirred
up then and what it brings to mind now. That is, J ;,m
interested in your convoying as much of t.ho total
experience as possible. Before 1 begin with the
interview, arc there any questions you would like to
ask?
Okay, then let's begin. Take a Pew moments and
think about an impasse which developed, nod then Let me
know when you are ready.
2. Introductory data.
A. identification of the client.
B. Stated presentation of problems before the
treatment began.
Section One: Description of recent impasse
A. Recognition ( )l impasse
B. Length of impasse
Section .Two: Description of client including
themes and issues.
A. Before the impasse
1. Type and level of affect
2. Level of motivation
3. Level of discomfort with self
4. Level of
^plloitness/impiic.itnes^
5. Other personal characteristics
B. During the impasse
1. Type and level of affect
2. Level of motivation
3. Level of din com fort with self
4
.
Level of expl i e i tness/i mp] i e \ tness
5. Other personal characteristics
fetion Three: Therapeutic relationship
A. Before the impasse
1. Level of warmth and rapport, i.e.,
support, Criticism, understand Lng,
connectedness, di sclosure, etc.
2. What was your client asking of you;
What were; you asking of your client
a. Level of expl ic itness/impl i ci tees
B. During the impasse
1. Level of warmth and rapport, i.e.,
suppor t
,
or i tie-ism, understands nff,
connec ted n ess , d i s e 1 osu re , e tc
.
* What wa, your olient asking of you;
What were you asking of your client
a. Level of expi ieitnoss/impl ioi tnes
Section Four * ThpT»T»i - f- >„int -r 'lp1sh s experience of soli'
as therapist, including issues and themes.
A. Before the impasse
1. Type and level of affect
2. Level of motivation
3. Level of discomfort with self
4. Level of awareness then and now
5. Other
B. During the impasse
L. Type and level of affect
2. Level of motivation
3. Level of discomfort with self
4. Level of awareness then and now
5. Other
Section Five: Supervisory relationship
A. Before the impasse
1. Level of warmth and rapport, i.e.,
support., criticism, understand ing,
connectedness, disc] osure, etc
2. What was your supervisor asking of you
What were yon asking o:f your supervis
a. Level of explicitness/implicitnes
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B- During bhe impasse
1- Level of warmth and rapport;, L . e .,
support, criticism, understand inff,
connectedness, disclosure, etc.
2. What was your supervisor asking of you;
What were you asking of your supervisor
a. Level of explioitness/implicitness
C Effect of impasse on supervisor
3. Presenilation of self
2. Experience of supervisor
C] os Lntf Comments
A. Feedback
B. Thank the interviewee
APPENDIX 13
MEMORANDUM TO POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS
FROM
: Charles Field
TO: Graduate Students in ClinioaJ Psychology
BE: Participation in an Investigation
I am undertaking an investigation concerning the
training therapist's experience of therapeutic impasse
To do this, I would like you to participate in an
interview in which I will ask you to convey as touch as
possible about, an experience when you were? conducting
therapy that got stuck, that is, a time when the
therapy had reached an impasse. The criteria for
inclusion are:
1) That you have conducted individual
psychotherapy with weekly supervision
for no more than two years.
2) That you have conducted individual
psychotherapy within the past, year from
a psychodynainio perspective,
f would Like to make clear from the beginning tha
[ am undertaking this investigation in order to
explicate irorno of the difficulties we ?i I ! experience,
to some extent or another, as we continue to develop a
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therapists. Elopeful Jy thi^ win i 4m
-' W1J1 lead to understandings
which can than further inform ourselves and our
Profession of the situations which influence our
development as clinicians. In this regard, 1 invito
you to share as much as you can about what, the impasse,
was like for you, what you learned, what it stirred up
for you — as much of the total experience as possible.
I realize that this might be a sensitive topic. in
terms of this 1 want to assure you of the confidential
nature of this inquiry, thai; of course no names will be
mentioned. In addition, if in writing up this study I
find that it would be worthwhile to use quotes, 1 will
only do so if T have received explicit permission from
you to do so. Just as important is the shared belief
that this is not an oval uatory endeavor, that there arc;
no right or wrong answers and no right or wrong
practices to be discerned. Ins toad, the spirit of this
study is founded on my belief thai; training to be a
better provider of therapeutic services is a process
oftentimes fraught with discomfort, frustration and
anxiety. 1 am attempting to chronicle some of these
experiences so that we. may become more aware of them
and thus figure out ways of address ing them in a
productive and constructive manner.
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therapist. Hopefully this will 1 ead lo unde>rStanilin^
which can then further inform ourselves and cur
Profession o:f the situations which influence our
development as clinicians. In this regard, I invite
you to share as much as you can about what the impasse
was like for you, what you learned, what it stirred up
for you — as much of the total experience as possible.
1 realize that this might be a sensitive topic. L n
terms of this
.1 want to assure you of the confidents a.
I
nature of this inquiry, that of course no names will, be
mentioned. In addition, if in writing up this study I
find that it would be worthwhile to use quotes, L will
only do so if j have received explicit permission from
you to do so. Just as important is the shared belief
that this is not an evaluatory endeavor, thai, there; are
no right or wrong answers and no right or wrong
practices to bo discerned. Instead, the spirit o!
study is founded on my belief that training to be a
better provider of therapeutic services is a process
oftentimes fraught with discomfort, frustration and
anxiety. J am attempting to chronicle some of these
experiences so that we may become more aware of them
and thus figure out way:; of addressing them in a
productive and constructive manner.
h i
:
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If you are willing to participate and/or wish to
know more about this project, please indicate below an
J win get in touch with you. Thank you for your
oons ideration
.
md
Name
Yes, I am willing to participate
Yen, I would Lake to talk with you before I decide
whether to participate.
No, [ am not; interested in participating.
No, I do not meet your criteria for inclusion in
the .study.
I f appl icable
:
Home Phone 0 ffice PI'hone:
APPENDIX C
Consent; Form
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The interview in which you are about to take part
concerns your experience of conducting therapy.
Specifically, I will be asking you to convey what it was
like for you when a therapy you are or were doing got
stuck; that is, a time when you felt, the therapy had
reached an impasse. In order to fill out your
description of the impasse, I will be asking you to
describe aspects of your client, the theapeutic
relationship, and the supervisory relationship. 1 want,
to make clear that the methodology involves no deception
ami that any questions you might have about the procedure
will be responded to in full by the investigator (Charles
Field). Though therapeutic impasse might be a sensitive
issue for you, it is believed that your participation
will provoke a deeper and richer appreciation of your
exper ienoe
.
Your participation will involve one interview of 90
minutes duration. The interview will bo audiotaped and
transcribed by a research assist. ant. supervised by the
investigator. The information reported by you in the
inerview wilt be utilised in the write-up of the study
Though portions of the transcribed Interview may be
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mated in the write-up, at all UmB* your conf idontial i by
will be protected; no real names will be used and all
other identifying information will be deleted.
Your participation involves no physical risk or
darker.
.If you feel uneasy in any way, you are free to
withdraw consent and to discontinue participation at; any
time without risk of penalty or possible coercion. This
study is exploratory in nature and based on your
willi ruTncss to be i no
"I udod
.
I have read and understand the above description and
willingly volunteer to be a participant.
Name? Date


